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The Annual meeting of the Woman’s Hospital Aid was held with the president, Mrs. E.
A. Wilson, Friday, Jan. 9th. Mrs. Wilson pre
sided, calling the meeting to order promptly at
There was a goodly atthe appointed hour.
tendance despite the inclement weather. Several new members were present for the first
time. Following the routine business the reports of the year were given, and by vote
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Belfast..

To the Officers and Members of the Woman’s
Aid: As my term of service as Pres6. Annals of Belfast....Burying the Hospital
,
ident
expires today it is incumbent on me to
Hatchet. .The Dancing Crowd in New
say a few words before retiring.
York. .Republican Sally at Augusta.
Notwithstanding the decrease in State aid
we have been enabled by the interest taken in
in 1913 (continued). .Waldo
Belfast
7.
,
the Hospital and the kindness of friendB to
County Veterans... .County Cowe- continue the good work, and at the present
time the Hospital is in better financial condiondence.
s',
tion than ever before, and the public are ape.
Stockton Springs.Searspoit. preciating more and more the splendid work
s.
Burn. .Married... Died... News of the done.
During Donation week the Hospital was
News of
G-ange... Freedom.. .The
liberally remembered by friends throughout
the county, and its many friends who reside
Brooks.
elsewhere.
The Sewing Circle meetings have been encouraging, besides sewing done for the Hospital we have earned a goodly sum from outI hope in the coming year many
to Bangor last Tues- side work, and
ries b Norton went
more may join us in this charitable and noble
Business
College.
Shaw’s
Attend
work.
I wish to thank the officers and members for
tta Lowell of Petaluma, Calif., is the
[ \
their kindness and helpfulness to me during
her sister, Mrs. Louise M. Tibbetts, 85 the year, and I also wish to express my thanks
for the faithful service rendered by the varift a:df avenue.
ous committees.
Paul, who had been confined to the
While we regret the loss of Miss Dunn, our
r 'orae time by illness, was able to be
former efficient Superintendent, who has left
5
to enter a new field of labor in which we
us
week.
last
understand she is making a success which she
K. Meservey of Waterville will ar- so richly deserves, we are fortunate in promorrow, Friday, morning and will be curing the services of our present Superiniv
tendent, Miss Sanderson, who is not only willj .uest oi Mrs. O. S. Vickery.
ing to render us all assistance possible, cut by
make the patients
,,ng tnose registered at the University her adaptability to her work
contented, and happy, and the Hospital more
for the four weeks’ course in dairy
like a home than a public institution.
Aurelius C. Pitcher of Northport.
With deep appreciation to all friends of our
whose help has rendered the sucSamuel Holbrook of Swans Island ar- institution
1 am, respectfully
cess achieved,
Mrs.
Annie
visit
her
to
mother,
Saturday
r
Mrs. E. A. Wilson, President.
Durham.
William
is. and her brother,
j
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Judicial court last week was Gen.
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Mrs. Amos Clement and daughter
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Louise Ferguson of this city and Miss
Hills of Marblehead, Mass., formerly
fast, will leave the last of January or
February for Bermuda. They will
ni .New York and spend a month on the
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Madam President and Members: The Womans' Hospital Aid today completes another
year's duties and I herewith present to you, in
brief, something of what has been accomplished.
For the first time since our reorganization
we have made no demands upon the public in
the way of entertainments, yet our activities
have gone steadily and faithfully forward in a
way that has saved to the hospital continued
expense. We have cooperated with the superintendent at all times in furthering the interests of the institution, and no one can fail to
recognize the constant benefit tnis assistance
has been.
We have held 10 business meetings, one being omitted for lack of quorum. Four have
been joint meetings with the sewing circle,
which has met regularly each week.
There are 31 paid members registered with a
roll of 40. The difficulty of collecting dues
without a regularly appointed collector accounts in large measure lor the list of unpaid.
To the sewing circle under the efficient conduct of the committee appointed by the Aid
and our faithful president belongs the credit
of adding very substantially to the treasury.
Aprons, sheets, pillow slips, towels, surgeons’
gowns, puffs and quilts.have materialized from
their hands with wonderful rapidity, and the
zeal and
faithful

patience

ith

which

a

few of the

have, through storm and shine and
summer's heat, drawn in and out the numberless stitches of a quilt of exaggerated measurement is commendable.
Possibly the beauty of
the finished product compensates, at least it
was a most praiseworthy effort.
The financial statement of the sewing circle
shows a balance at the beginning of the year
of $20, and $22 79 received for work done during the year. Total $52 79.
The Aid has purchased for the hospital,
chairs, linoleum, dishes and other utensils for
the kitchen, dishes, silver and table linen for
the nurses’ dining room, puffs, blankets, four
bolts of cotton made into sheets and pillow
slips for general use, and quite a large order
for surgeons’ gowns has recently been given.
I am certain our treasurer’s report will show a
goodly sum expended during the year. The
donations for the week in November for which
special assignment was made shows the names
of many friends both old and new, and if in
the aggregate there is a slight falling off from
other years we are certain it is not from lack
of interest in the good work but because of
the increase year by year of the demands along
philanthropic lines and the uncertain financial
condition of the present time. The report of
the committee having this in charge will show
a summary of articles donated.
It was with a feeling of regret that we
learned of the resignation of Miss Dunn,
whose interest had ever been earnest and sincere and under whose fine executive ability
the regime of the hospital was delightfully
well ordered. We are still fortunate., howNone but those conever, in her successor.
versant with the daily routine of such an institution can in any degree realize how much
depends upon the ability, the tact and faithfulness of a Superintendent and in the management by Miss Sanderson and her assistants
we find no criticism necessary.
The whole
conduct of the hospital reflects good judgment
and creditable service.
We feel justified in speaking favorably of
the various efforts of the Aid during the year.
Our officers and committees have responded
willingly to any demands made upon them and
we have great reason to commend the faithful
attention given to every duty by our President,
Mrs. E. A. Wilson.
To all those who have in any way contributed towards the work,whether by gift, personal
effort or kind wishes, the Aid extends most
rnrdinl thanks.

to is*

Gertrude Coombs, daughter of Mr. and
Hubert P. Coombs, went to Portland Satto resume her studies at St. Joseph's
on vent
-Academy after spending a three
et kt vacation at home.
Miss Frances Wylie,
n tiitr Belfast student of the convent, was
nai
to return owing to illness. She will

The beginning of a new year with its responsibilities, its successes and failures, is with

us, yet we look into the future with renewed
courage, perfectly fanguine that the months
to come hold just the same faithful service,

ingenious planning and genuine interest that
shall yield creditable results.
Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth B. Brackett.
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R. T. Newell, who is delightfully situatDespland Hotel in Daytona, Fla.,
I am here enjoying warmthand sunshine
ft** you people are shivering. It is a most
eau fui place; all
tropical plants and flowers,
iim trees, magnolias, camphor trees, orange
and many more. I will try to write a
ttej tor The Journal soon.”
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i'age improvement association, particuits w ork for the improvement of the
ta n paths.
His chief recreation during
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in the long walks about the

land.
Hev. F. W. Berry Indicted.
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stland, Me., Jan. 14. Two indictments
a*ftged libel of Associate Justice Haley of
(

supreme court

were

returned agai st Rev.

THE TREASURER’S REPORT.
The treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen, submitted the following summary:
Balance from 1912..$269 28
Received for dues....*.. 31 00
Received checks for donation week.. 29 00
Cash in hand.
6 77
Note from Hospital Association. 260 00

Total.
$686 06
Disbursements for 1913. 61 77
Cash to balance.$524 28
Officers

elected and committees appointed as follows:
President, Mrs. Adelbert Millett.
Vice Presidents, Mrs Geo. R. Williamson,
Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. Frank M. Bailey.
Secretary and Auditor, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.
Treasurer, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen.
Board of Managers: Miss Maude E. Mathews, Mrs. Essie Carle, Mrs. J. O. Black, Mrs
E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. G. C
Kilgore, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. Karl Stevens, Mrs. C. H. Walden.
Entertainment Committee: Mrs. S. A.Parker
Mrs. G. G. Abbott, Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. S
W. Johnson, Mrs. O. S. Vickery.
Purchasing Committee: Mrs. J. G. McKeen
Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs
E. A. Wilson.
Sewing Committee: Mrs. J. G. McKeen, Mrs
S. W. Johnson, Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, Mrs. G,
G. Abbott, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs. Karl Stevens.
Visiting Committee:
January, Mrs. J. O. Black, Miss Ethel Frost
February, Miss Maude E. Mathews, Mrs. R.
F. Dunton.
March, Mrs. G. G. Abbott, Mrs. Karl Stev-

,,,ur ft- Berry of Waterville, superintendent
the Christian Civic
League of Maine an&
tor of the Christian Civic League
Record,
the grand jury in the superior court today.
8
charges were based on slleged libelous
,lcl*s in the Civic League Record.
ens.

were

April, Mra. E. D. Elma, Mra. Warren Marsh.
May, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. S. W. Johnson.
June, Mrs. C. 8. Webber, Mrs. H. H. Carter.
July, Mrs. H. H. Johnaon, Mrs. Goo. E.

OBITUARY.

hood and youth ate linked with memories of
Elisa. Even today, I am sure I am happier,
and trnat I am better, for hading daring my
influence of
early life the companionship and an
such a beautiful spirit. She was
example,
without once thinking of herself as such, of
patience and cheerfulness and helplul love."

The

Mn. Mary B. Doe paaeed away very suddenly Tuesday morning, Jan. 6th, at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Fred A. Stevens of BookAugust, Mrs. J. G. McKean, Mrs. G. C. Kil- land, Mass., where she apunt her winters.
The Belfast relatives and friend* of Horace
goro.
Mn. Doe had been quite ill for some time but
September, Mra. C. H. Walden, Mias Maude waa, aa she and her family and friends hopad, Albert Perkins of Marblehead. Maas., were
E. Barker.*
saddened by the news of hia death, which took
oh the road to recovery, as aha had boon about
October, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mias Annie V. the house and seemed lika her bright, cheer- place in Chelsea, Haas., Jan. 8th. His body
railroad trestle near Forbes
Field.
ful self, and was looking forward to a pleasant was found on the
November, Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs. Frank I. time and to an early return to her old home in Station in Chelsea, and about one minute’s ride
Wilaon.
from whore he usually took tho train for his
Belfast, Me., in the spring. Mrs. Doe was
December, Mrs. Frank M. Bailey, Mrs. O. S. born in Castine, Me., March 12,1ML She was homo after his day’s work as foreman in one
The accident
Vickery.
the oldest daughter of Thomas and Mary Bell of the Chelsea shoe factories.
and seems unaccountable.
A gift of $50 from Mrs. Louis Pennington of
and the laat of a family of ton chil- was seen by no one
Thombs,
have slipped from the steps as he atNewark, N. J., was received and the secretary
dren, the brothen all dying several yean ago, He may
cat and been dragged to
was instructed to aend the sincere thanks of
and her only sister, Mn. Sarah F. Ward passed tempted to board the
the Aid for the same.
w here he was seen by a brakeman.who reportlast July. Her father’s family moved to
away
A committee of three, Mrs. G. G. Abbott,
ed the case to the police station. Two officers
when she was a young girl, and
once to the place and before they
Miss Annie V. Field and Mrs. Geo. E. Bracl^ett, China^Me.,
where she married Adolphus W, Doe, who went at
was appointed to arrange for the expenditure
could
remove his body an approaching train
three
had
children
passed away in 1907. They
them to throw it into the water and
of the above gift for some special need.
—A. Ella, the wife of Fred A. Stevens of Rock- compelled
to avoid being run over.
A unanimous vote of thanks waa given to
Maas.; Mary Lizzie, who was the wife of jump in themselves
land,
was frightfully mutilated, but his
the Masonic Temple association for the uae of
Henry W. Webber and who died in the same year His body
Room 2 during the summer, for quilting.
identity was established by the name in his
as her father, and John W. Doe, who lives in
his family were notified. He
Adjourned to meet Feb. 6,1914.
Palm Beach, Florida. He was unable to at- mileage book,asd
Belfast 48 years age, the only son
tend his mother’s funeral. She had four grand- was born in
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Perkins. He married in 1892
children: Ralph O. Critchett of Dorchester, of Capt. James H.
Hiss Villa M. Dockham of this city, who survivEfiie W. and Miss Doris A. and
The officers of Belfast Commander;, Order Mass., Miss
is about twenty
W. Doe. She often said she real- es him with one son,Ralph,who
of the Golden Cross, will be installed this, and Dudley
He is sIbo survived by hie
years of agp.
could not see much difference between them
ly
Thursday, evening.
one sister, Mrs. Asa Sholes of this
and her own children. Mrs. Doe was a very father and
There will be a joint installation of the Macity. He was a devoted husband and father
sweet and lovable woman, one who would win
sonic and Eastern Star lodges of Unity this,
have the sympathy of a host of
the love and respect of every one. She had a and the family
their sad bereavement. The remains,
Thursday, evening.
kind word and a pleasant smile for old and friends in
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, and Waldo young, and never really grew old. Her great- accompanied by his wife and son, arrived by
funeral was
Lodge, No. 12. of Odd Fellows, with their gen- est pleasure was in entertaining her grand- train last Saturday night and the
tlemen and ladies, have received invitations children and their friends in her attractive held at his father’s home Sunday at 1 o'clock,
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, officiating.
to attend the installation exercises of Canton home, the cordiality of her manner making
‘Bert,” as he was known in school and early
Pallas No. 4, Patriarchs Millitant, Wednesday, every one happy who was in her company.
Jan. 28th, in Odd Fellows Hall. A banquet She was a devoted wife and mother, a loyal manhood days, was an exemplary yonth and
esteemed by all who knew him and they will
and entertainment will be furnished.
friend, and lived a consistent Christian life.
Brackett.

The annual installation of Primrose Chap* When called upon to part with her loved ones
ter. Order of the Eastern Star, will take place she did it with a Christ-like fortitude. She
tomorrow, Friday, evening under the inspec- never wanted to trouble others with her grief,
tion of Mrs. Adelaide M. Meservey of Water- but waa alwrys sunny and cheerful. Her funville, Grand Associate Matron of the State eral was held in the Universalist church, Belfast, of which she had long been a memChapter.' Supper at 6.30 p. m.
Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee, D. D. G. M., Clifford ber, and when she was at home had been a
J. Pattee, Past Patron, Mrs. Bertha E. Dor- constant attendant. She was a willing worker
of the Ladies’ Sewing Circle and was interestman, Grand Marshal, and lira. Abbie C. Doak,
was a
Grand Chaplain, went to Stockton Springs, by ed in all their work until the last. She
Rebekah Lodge. Her passleigh. Tuesday afternoon to install the officers member of Aurora
elect of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S. Other tor, Rev. A. A. Blair, Bpoke feelingly of her,
members of Primrose Chapter planned to go and Miss Katherine Brier sang two sweet
pieceB of which she was very fond, "One
but did not because of the severe cold.
Solemn Thought” and "The Beautiful
The annual meeting of the New England Sweetly
were old
last Monday Isle of Somewhere.” The bearers
I Order of Protection was held
friends and neighbors: Selwyn Thompson, Geo.
was
served
fine
6
m.
a
At
supper
p.
evening.
A. Quimby, Chas. E. Johnson and W. A. Swift.
and after supper the District Grand Warden,
She will be laid at rest in Grove cemetery beWm.
F.
Stevassisted
by
Edwin F. Littlefield,
side those she loved so much, and I cannot but
the
officers
as
ens as Grand Marshal, installed
help feeling the world is better for her having
follows: warden. Rev. D. B. Phelan; vice warlived in it.
den, Miss Hannah B. Colcord; vice past warden, Mrs. Gertrude F. Stevens; prelate, Mrs.
Sunday morning, Jan. 11th, came the sad
Mary T. Norris; secretary, Mrs. Ida W. Ma- news of the passing away of Mr. Orrin P.
Eben
F.
Sanborn;
financial
secretary,
honey;
Estes, a life-long and highly respected citizen
treasurer, Charles R. Coombs; guide, Edwin A
of Troy, at the age of 78 years, 8.months and 3
Colcord; inside guard, J. F. Wilson; sentinel days. In earlier life he was an unusually
W. F. Stevens; trustee, George D. Mahoney popular and successful school teacher and
After the installation Messrs. Littlefield, later for
many years was a merchant and postPhelan and Coombs made interesting remarks
master at Troy Center. He held many imfor the good of the order. The grand officers
portant town offices, was a representative to
were expected to be present but were unable
the legislature, superintendent of schools
to attend.
selectman, etc. A natural financier, for many
The officers-elect of Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge years he was engaged in buying stock for the
were publicly installed Thursday night Jan.
Brighton market with the late I. C. Libby.
8th, by Mrs. Cora Fairbanks of Unity, D. D. P. In early life he married Miss Helen Norton, a
G. assisted by D. D. G M. Mrs. Libby of Unity, schoolmate of his childhood and youth, who,
G. W. Mrs. Evie Nye, G. S. Miss Lulu Marks, having consumptive tendencies, lived but little
G. T. Mrs. John Murphy, G. G. Mrs. Emma more than a year, leaving an infant son, now
Davis. The following officers were installed: Wallace O. Estes of Brooks. Later he marN. G.. Miss Blanche Sweetsir: V. G. Mrs. Nellie ried Miss Jennie Barker, who passed away a
Mortland; Sec* Mrs. Evie Wilson; Treas., Mrs. few years ago. Since then he had resided in
Sarah Cunningham; chaplain. Miss Lulu Marks; his home at the Center, where since his wife’s
warden, Mrs. Evie Nye; conductress, Mrs. death he had led a lonely life, his wife being
Lcusie Fletcher; R. S. N. G., Mrs. Emma Davis, the real home maker and to whom he was inL. S. N. G Mrs. Frances Pike; R. S. V. G., debted for the comforts and luxuries of home.
Mrs. John Ames; L. S. V. G„ Miss Grace Whit- Some weeks ago he was persuaded by failing
tum; L. G., Mrs. Ernest Gray; O. G..George health to share the home of his son, Alfred L.
Sargent; organist, Miss Lena Nye. During Estes, in West Troy, where everything posthe ceremony, Albert Kane rendered a solo and sible was done to make him comfortable and
Mrs. Nye, Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. H. C. Holmes happy. He retained his active, scholarly mind
rendered a vocal trio. Supper then followed, to an unusual degree, and which was far above
with Mrs. Wilson chairman, assisted by Mrs. petty, neighborhood gossip. He was always a
S. M. Webber and Miss Marks as a committee great lover of mathematics and nothing interof arrangements.
ested him so much as solving puzzling matheThe officers of Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F. were matical questions and passing them around to
installed Friday evening Jan. 9th, by District scholars of the present time to solve, which he
Deputy Grand Master, Franklin M. Fairbanks had done within the past year. His familiar
of Unity, assisted by Grand Marshal Knight form will be greatly missed at Troy Center,
I of Unity, and A. K. Braley as grand vice war- where so many years of his life were passed.
den and Maurice W. Lord as grand secretary, Much sympathy is extended to the bereaved,
The officers are: noble grand, John T. Davis; especially to the daughter, Mrs. Mary Me
vice grand, Albert H. Morse; secretary, Sam- Causlin, whose home is in Massachusetts and
uel Adams; financial secretary, Wilbur A. Ma- who, we regret to learn, is in very poor health
comber; treasurer, Ralph H. Howes; warden, and was unable to come to her father in his
Arthur R. Murch; conductor, Herbert A. last illness. The funeral services were held at
Drinkwater; chaplain, A. K. Braley; right and the home of his son in West Troy Wednesday
left scene supporters, Fred Townsend and morning, Jan. 14th.
Walter J. Roberts; right and left supporters
of the noble grand, Charles Hahn and Lucius
The funeral of Miss Eliza C. Dyer, whose
A. Walton; right and left supporters of the death, Jan. 1st, was reported last week, took
vice grand, William Estes and Leon Beckwith; place Jan 5th at the home of her sister, Mrs(
inside guardian, Leon Shute; outside guardian, S. J. Stevens, in Troy, and was attended by
John A. Parker.
Following the installation Rev. James Ainslee, who spoke words of comthere were short addresses by members of the fort and great helpfulness. Beautiful flowers
lodge and vifitors and a banquet was served. were received from The Sunshine Society, of

Thursday evening, Jan. 8th, District Deputy
G. M. Jessie S. Pattee of Belfast, assisted by
Helen Vogeli as grand marshal and Lucy Gott
as grand chaplain,installed the officers of S. K.
Whiting chapter, O. E. S., of Castine, as follows: W. M., Judith Parker; A. M., A. Ricker;
W. P., Hosmar McKoon; sec., Katherine Morey;
treas., Margaret Brown; cond., Addie Bowden;
asst, cond., Emma Bowden; chaplain, Mildred
Perkins; organist, Bella Brown; warder, I. M.
Gardner; sentinel, Fred Perkins; marshal,
Helen Vogeli; Ada, Florence Kicker; Ruth,
Emma Perkins; Esther, Annie Parsons; Martha,
Mary Devereux; Electa, Lillian Blake. The
installation was of unusual interest as many
were
introduced which made
new features
Great credit is
the work very impressive.
due Mrs. Pattee for the fine manner in which
she performed her duties, before the meeting Bupper was served by the following committee: Lottie Parker, Carrie Parker, Lillian
Blake and Mary Devereux.
At the regular meeting of Tarratine Tribe
of Red Men la6t Monday evening District
Deputy Great Sachem .bdwin S. Perkins installed the newly elected officers of the
tribe, assisted by Clarence E. Hall as Great
Sannap. Following the installation a banquet
The officers are aa follows:
was served.
Sechem, Edward Robinson; senior sagamore,
Frank L. Smith; junior sagamore, Charles H.
Hahn; prophet, Frank L. Orser; chief of records and collector of wampum, Orrin JDickey; keeper of wampum, Roseoe Arey;
First and second ear nape, Arthur C. Dinsmore
and Alonso Robbins; warriors, Hiram Ellis,
John A. Dodge, Francis Robbins, Leroy Robbins; braves, Harold G. Herrick. William Estes*
W. B. Ingersoll, John W. Ryder; guard of
wigwam, John G. Harman; guard of forest,
Walter J. Roberts. During the evening, Past
Sachem Hall, in behalf of the Tribe, presented
to Pest Sachem Frank L. Orser and Peat
Sachem Orrin J. Dickey past officers jeweled
sashes as a token of esteem from the members.

which she was a member; also from President
Chase of Bates College, from Dr. and Mrs. E.
L. Stevens of Belfast and other friends. The
burial was in her family lot in Unity. The deceased possessed a sunny, unselfish spirit of
rare sweetness and beauty, and she bore the
severe sufferings of the past f ur years with
marvelous patience and resignation. The following extracts were taken from personal letters written during her illness by her double
cousin and life-long friend, Pres. Geo. C.
Chase of Bates College:
“I have been made very sad by learning
that dear cousin Eliza is suffering so much
from poor health. All her life she has been
ministering to others, and I have never
known any person who has not been happier for her presence. My own obligations
to her began in my early childhood, and I
know how happy it always made me when I
She has had
was a little boy to be near her.
many kinds of work to do in the world, and
she has done them all with great thoroughness
and with entire devotion and fidelity. I never
heard her murmur; but I have heard her hundreds of times uttering words of encouragement and cheer when she herself waB tired
and would seem to be in need of the thoughful
attention of others. It has been her lot to
minister to several aged people, and they have
all depended upon her and been comforted by
her amid the infirmities and discouraging conditions of advancing years. Equally gentle
and sympathetic has she been toward children.
No one near her has ever been in trouble or
need without having her warm interest and all
the help it was in her power to give. I doubt
whether any one ever thought leas of self or
took less into account gains and rewards. A
sweeter, gentler, more self-forgetting woman
I have never known. Why do those who hav
done so much to make this world happier and
better have such experiences of suffering? We
cannot answer. But 1 feel sure that our
Hesvanly Father does not forget His dear
children and that there will be large return for
all suffering and trial that they experience.**
The last letter from President Chase, written since her release, contains the following:
“£he has helped to make Heaven on earth for
many years, and was prepared as are few to
feel and appreciate the satisfaction* of the
Heaven that we await. Many of the tendered! and most precious thoughts about my child*

Supreme Judicial

furnished bonds for $600, B. D. Field and.O. E.
Frost qualifying as sureties for his appearance at the April term.

Court.

Associate Justice Amo W. King of EIU-

THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.

Charles Brown of Belfast indicted for single
•ale, two eases, was arraigned Monday afternoon and entered a plea of guilty.
He was remanded to jail for sentence.

The ease of Leo la M. Sidelinger n. Fred
Sayward. parties of Burnham, on trial whan
Tha Journal went to prana last Wedneaday
afternoon, was continued Thursday. Sayward
cut a large amount of wood and lumbar from a
weodlot which he claimed as hie, the plaintiff
contending that it was inside the line of her
property. The case went to tbs jury Thursday afternoon and they returned a verdict for
the plaintiff, with damages at <20.
Morse &
Cook for plaintiff; Dunton A Morse for defendant.
In the

IJAlvin

S Gray, indicted for keeping a nuisance, gave bonds for $600 for his appearance
at the April term, with Edgar and Mabel Gray
sureties.
Charles Brown, indicted for two single sales
gave personal recognizance in the sum of $600
for his appearance from term to term.
DIVORCES DECREED.

Belfast, from William E
Jones, Acton, Maine; for cruel and abusive
Sarah A Jones,

Edwin E. Wyman vs. Sarah J.
Nealley, parties living in Belfast, suit was
brought to recover $100, the sum alleged to
have been agreed upon for the plaintiff selling
a house belonging to the defendant on Union
street. Such a trade was not denied, but defendant claimed that the trade was, that if the
case

of

treatment.

Melser B Lawrence, Belfast, from Millie A
Lawrence, Providence, R I; for utter desertion.
Flora B Allen, Belfast, from John E Allen,
parts unknown; for utter desertion.
Lucinda E Boardman from Frank C BoardIsleeboro parties; for cruel and abusive

plaintiff Bold the house himself be was to receive the sum stated, but that if she sold it he
was to have nothing, and that she found a

man,

treatment.

Fred F Parks, Palermo
confirmed habits of intoxication. The libellant’s name changed to
Agnes J Hisler.
Ella F Packard, Belfast, from Valter S Pack-

Agnes J Paras
parties; for gross

and sold it herBelf. Plaintiff claimed
that no such stipulation was made and that the
purchaser was his customer. Verdict for the
Doak for plaintiff; Buzzell for
defendant.
customer

ard, East Boston; for adulery.

defence.
The case of York vs Ellison was defaulted
for $87.60 and the case of Goodwin vs Bessee
was

non-suited,

no

vs

and

Grace A Thomas from William E Thomas,
Belfast parties: for cruel and abusive treatment and non support.
Mary B Wood from Ernest W Wood, Belfast
parties; for adultery.
Josephine M Dodge, Boston, from Bertram
E Dodge, Belfast; for cruel and abusive treatment. The libellant’s name to be changed to

cost.

Arthur Wallace Leonard, a native of Nova
Scotia and resident of Thorndike, and Antonio
Mastrioanni, a native of Italy aid resident of
Frankfort, were given naturalization papers
Jan. 7th.
Ritchie

Beaulieu.
vs White, a horse cas ?, was opened
Laura H Robbins from Leroy E Robbins,
Thursday afternoon. In March 1911, eleven
Belfast parties; for cruel and abusive treatmen of Winterport and vicinity bought the
1_Lj.
stallion, Ferdinando, a German coach stallion, ment The care and custody of Colby RobCharles H. Carrow, formerly of East Bel- importe d for breeding purposes. The venture bins given to libellant, the libelee to pay $6
fast, died Wednesday night, Jan. 7th, at his did not prove a financial success and the own- per month for his support.
Effie B Soule from Edward B Soule. Searshome on March street, Bangor, after a brief ers became indebted to Thomas A. Ritchie and
Be was the son of Fred A. Coffin for its keeping and finally the moot parties; for adultery.
illness of pneumonia.
Henry Carrow, who died a few years ago, and horse was sold to Ritchie for $600, and on the
before going to Bangor was employed for some payment of this, it is claimed, he was to liquiCourt adjourned Wednesday at 12.45 p m.
time in the crockery department of Carle & date Coffin*s bill. He later refused to pay,
Jones. He was well known and had many claiming that in the purchase of the horse,
WALDO COUNTY POMONA GRANGE,
friends in hia old home and in Bangor. For the horse’s earnings were included. Suit was
several years he was in the employ of P. H. brought by the original owners and after startWaldo County Pomona Grange held its anVose & Co., Bangor, and latterly had charge of ing the case it was withdrawn and sent to the
nual meeting Jan. 6tb with Union Harvest
one of the departments in their store, but last
was
returned
law court on report. Judgment
Grange, Montville. The day was pleasant and
summer, after an attack of pneumonia, he left for the plaintiffs and the horse was attached
the attendance unusually large. Nearly 200
for
another
firm
to
work
and
went
their employ
by Deputy Sheriff Ira G. White of Winter- were present. The meeting was presided over
where he could be out of doors more, hoping
port.and this suit is brought by Ritchie on the by Worthy Master C. M. Howes, with all the
that he could thus improve his health. His
grounds that the horse is exempt from attach- officers present except the Lecturer and Ceres.
sudden and untimely death is a great sorrow ment. The case hinged on the question whether
Their places were filled by B. F. Foster and
to his relatives and all who knew him. He is
the horse was worth less than $300, in v. hich Gracie Bowen. After the opening exercises a
survived by his wife, who was Miss Maud San- case he was
The
attachment.
exempt from
class of seven was instructed in the fifth deborn of Bangor, and one son, Norman F.; by case was continued Friday and many witnesses
W. Shibles.
gree and remarks were made by S.
his mother, Mrs. Jennie Carrow of Belfast; by
It finally went to the jury and The noon recess was then taken and the visitwere heard.
J.
WoodMrs.
and
one
brother
three sisters
they returned a verdict for the plaintiff of ors were well cared for in the dining room by
bury Burgess and Mrs. Clarence M. Knowlton $328.52, representing the value of the horse at
the host grange. A committee consisting of
of Belfast, Mrs James Devere of, Brewerjand
the time of attachment, and interest, as they S. W.
Shibles, B. F. Foster and Ralph Howard
was
funeral
of
Belfast.
The
for
Carrow
Ritchie
Arthur
out.
it
plaintiff;
Wyatt
figured
was appointed to draw up resolutions disapHh.
at
2
Jan.
for
defendant.
late
residence
of
held at his
p. m.,
A. L. Blanchard
Bangor
proving of the manner in which the State
The suits for alleged malpractice brought
bond issue for improved roads is to
$2,000,000
Evie Mildred Hall died at her home on Cedar
against Dr. Merton W. Bessey of Waterville | be expended. Del. Paul, L. C. Morse and Edof
illness
three
weeks
an
after
street. Jan. 9th,
by Mr. and Mrs. George Goodwin and Inez mond Brewster were appointed a committee to
with typhoid fever. She had been in ill health Gordon of Burnham, claiming an aggregate of j
take charge of the votes for the election of
for some time with a complication of diseases.
$10,000 damages, have been non-suited, with- ; officers and the result of the election was as
Miss Hall was born in Montville, the daughter out costs.
H
| follows: Master, C. M. Howes; overseer, C.C. W.
of Wayland A. and Ora A. (Colby) Hall, and
The case of Stove* vs. Hussey, assigned for
Woods; lecturer, Annie Aborn; steward,
came to Belfast with her parents several years
went by default.
Shorey; Asst. Steward, M. O. Wilson; chaplain,
all Friday,
ago. She was a sweet girl and beloved by
The case of Roy Rankins of Lincolnville vs. Henry Elms; treasurer, Frank Clements; secbereaved
have
family
who knew her, and the
Clarence William of Hope occupied most of retary, C. A. Levanseller; gate keeper, C. W.
the sympathy of the community in their loss,
Saturday. This is a suit to obtain dam- Achorn; Pomona, Frances Howes; Flora, Grace
day
Before her last illness Bhe had been for some
A. Steward,
for alleged carelessness on the part of the
Woods; Ceres, May E. Foster; L.
time a clerk in the Green store, where she ages
defendant while driving on the highway be- Edith Wilson.
made many friends. She is survived by her
the
tween Hope and Lincolnville. It was alleged
The election took up so much time that
parents, one sister, Mrs. Inez M. Titcomb, and that
negligence defendant caused a ! installation had to be postponed until the next
through
is
who
associated
with
Loren
one brother,
S.,
The
collision in which the shafts of his carriage | meeting, and the program cancelled.
his father in business in The Journal block.
the horse of the plaintiff; that horse committee to assign the meetings, for anpunctured
home
TuesThe funeral took place at her late
was worth some $150 and was thereby rendered i
other year reported as follows: 1'el’., Georges
day at 10 a. m. Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist
worthless. The case went to the River, Liberty; March, Dingo, Freedom; April
officiated and spoke in terms of eulogy of her practically
jury Saturday afternoon about 8.30 and a ver- | Seaside, Belfast; May, Sunlight, Knox; June,
young~life. She was 21 years and 6 days old. dict was rendered at 6
o’clock, in which the Victor, Searsmont; July, Frederick P.itchie,
J
The bearers were Earl Hammons, Russell Heal,
Harvest.
awarded damages assessed at
was
Waldo; Sept., South Montville; Oct.,
Milton Healey and Harry Coombs. The inter- plaintiff
LincolnJ.
H.
Ritchie
for
Arthur
plaintiff;
$5137.
Nov.,
Tranquility,
|
Thorndike;
Moon,
in
the
in
Montville
ment will be
spring.
Jan., Hon| Montgomery of Camden for defendant.
ville; Dec. Silver Harvest, Waldo;

|

Arguments on the motion for a new trial in
the action of trespass suit brought by Thomas
A. Ritchie of Winterport against Deputy Sheriff Ira G. White of that town, to get possession
of the coach horse Fernando, which was attached, were heard before Justice King Saturday afternoon. After hearing the arguments,
Judge King took the matter under considera-

Addie S., wife of Hiram A. Ladd, died at her
home, No. 15 Park street, at noon, Jan. 12th.
She was born in Stockton Springs in 1867, the
daughter of the late Zethan and Nancy J.
Berry. She is survived by her husband, three
daughters and two sons; by three brothers,
Frank Berry of California, Alvin of Northport, and Alfred of Stockton Sj rings, and by

esty, Morrill.
with Georges
The next meeting will be
with the folRiver Grange, Liberty, Feb. 3rd,
of
lowing program: Opening exercises; report
fifth degree; neon recess;
granges; conferring
Stella
music by choir; address of welcome by
installation
B.
O.
Keene;
by
response
Nelson;
of the
of officers; topic. Is it for the interest
bond issue
State to have all of the $2,000,000
the
laid out in trunk lines as now planned by
S.
State road commissioner?” to be opened by
J C.
W. Shibles, followed by others; paper by
remained of program by host grange.

tion.

two sisters, Mrs. Mary Waining of Unity and
Mrs
Mrs. Melinda Costigan of California.
Ladd was respected by all who knew her. She
was a hardworking woman and devoted to hei
home. She was about her work as usual wher
her little Bon found her prostrate on the floor

cases of Joy vs Briggs, in which forAttorney General W. R. Pattangall was to
appear as counsel, were continued on account
of the death of Mr. Pattungall’s son-in-law.
County Attorney Perley C. Brown of Presque

The two

mer

A physician was summoned, but life was extinct when he arrived. The funeral was helc
at her late home Wednesday at 2 p. m Rev
The
W. F. Sturtevant, Baptist, officiating.
interment will be in Grove cemetery. Tbi
bearers were William Kimball. George W

Carey;

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Dr. Prirce E. Luce vs C. 0. Dickey, a $2,000
damage suit was continued, as Dr. Luce notified the court that he was ill with pneumonia
and unable to appear.
Neither party was the entry in the suits ol
the Read Garage Co. vs Pendleton Bros, and
Rollerson vs Pendleton Bros, actions on ac*

Frisbee and Wm. G. Preston.

were
The following transfer* in real estate
Deede
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
for the week ending January 14, 1914:
A,
Minnie ,A. Hamm, Gardiner, to Jesse
two deeds.
Emerson, Palermo: land in Palermo;
A. Myrick,
Judson E. Hall, Montville, to Fred
do; land in Montville,
to Walter
Pliney E. Hussey, Beverly, fcass.,
all of
and Roy C. Fish and Edward T. Wiley,
Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo.
EL
Benson, Winterport, to Laura

■

counts.
Susan Levinia (Smart) Flanders, wife o:
A default was entered in the case of Pear*
Herbert George Flanders, died at ber home ii
Hampden, Dec. 31st. She was born in Swan son vs Murphy.
The cases against Edith Irving and Enoc
ville, the daughter of Reuben S. and Elmin t
on the criminal docket
(Curtis) Smart, and lived in that town am I Flagg, of Frankfort,
South Portland until her marriage to Herber ; continued from the last term, were nol pross*
of James Irving vs Enoi
G. Flanders in 1871, when she went to Hampdei ed and the civil action
Flagg entered neither party, no further action
The sur
to live, residing there ever since.
The case of Walter Mahoney of Nortbpori
viving relatives are ber husband; a daughter
vs. Frink McDonald of Penobscot, who is a<
Alberta Pierce Flanders of Hampden; tw<
in Northport on the Cob<
sisters, Mrs. Valeria Merriman of Old Orchari I present employed
place, went on trial Monday morning. This ii
and Mrs. George F. Dyer of South Portland
an action brought to recover $70 rent alleges
two brothers, Martin W. Smart of Woodfords
to be due for a cottage. A verdict was foum 1
and Sumner R. Smart of South Portland, and
for the plaintiff in the sum of $45. Dunton &
of
Belfast.
Mrs.
R.
S.
Smart
step-mother,
M orse for plaintiff; Bu2zell for defendant.
The Waldo Telephone Co. vs. Ansel S. Kelle]
Fred Warren Wardwell died at tbe home o
his mother, Mrs. A. L. Newcomb, Water street Jr„ an action on a contract for a telephone
of a contract by a minor
about 9 p. m., Jan. 9th after a short illness involving the validity
and decia
He was born in Bucksport in December 1892 was heard by Justice King Monday
ion reserved. Way land Knowlton for plaintiff
the son of Fred D. and Annie (Bennett) Ward
for defendant.
well. His father came to Belfast Monday ti Carleton Doak
Willis B. Fletcher acted as messenger Monattend the funeral, which took place Monda]
who was ill.
afternoon at 1 o'clock. Rev. D. B. Phelan o] day for William F. Wight
The juries were excused Monday afternooi
the Methodist church officiating. The bod]
at 3.30 until 9.30 a. m. Tuesday.
was placed in the receiving tomb and will b<
Tuesday was taken up with the case ol
taken to Bucksport in the spring for interment
Charles E. Murch of Unity vs. Frances E. GerThe death of Rufus B. Milliken at Hampder ald of Canaan, an action to recover a bill ol
Highlands, Jan. 10th, separates what war $229.70 for work in care of a horse, etc. The
The
believed to be the oldest twins in Maine, as h« defendant introduced a counter bill.
and his sister, Mrs. Abbie Mayo of Franklin, plaintiff is a son-in-law of the defendant The
He was jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff in the
had passed the age of 86 years.
esteemed by a wide circle of acquaint- sum of $61.25. Manson & Collidge; Walton &

highly

He is survived by two daughters and
Miss Hattie Milliken and Mrs. Otis
Delsno of Hampden Highlands and James B.
Milliken of Dover, N. H.
ances.

a

Walton.
THE INDICTMENTS

son:

The funeral of Mrs. Ansel L. White took
place at 10 a. m.. Jan. 9th at the home of Miss
Caroline E. White, No. 19 Northport avenue,
her pastor. Rev. Charles B. Ames, Unitarian,
officiating. The bearers were Messrs. Albert
C. Burgess, W. A. Swift, George A. Quimby
and Charles E. Johnson. The interment will
be in the family lot in Grove cemetery beside
her husband and little daughter.

The Grand Jury reported Wednesday morning, Jan. 7th, having found five indictments.
They were not made public until later and
were as follows:
State vs. Alvin S. Gray of Belfast for keepa nuisance.
State vs. Charles Brown of Belfast, two
esses for single sales.
State vs. Harry H. Stimpson of Portland
formerly of Belfast, for obtaining money under false pretences. Two cases. Stimpson

ing

Sylvester

Sawtelle, Newburgh; land

and

tuildings in

Winterport.

F.
Frank G. Norton, Palermo, to Sanford

Greely, do; land in Palermo.
West Winterport Building Company to
Daniel L. Dyer, Winterport; land in Winterport.
WilElizabeth Preston Brown, Palermo, to
Falerliam B. Morse, do; land and buildings in

|

mo.

1

Taylor, Jackson; land in Jackson.
Myra E. Sanford, Chelmsford. Mass.,

|

Annie M. Swift, Attleboro, Mass., to O. hr
to LilPerry, Burnham; land and buildingB in
Burnham.
J. C. Durham, et als., Belfast, to Abram and
jda R. Sansom, do; land in Belfast.
William F. Packard, Lincolnville, to W. M
Currier; land in Waldo.
Milford P. York, Unity, to Walter B. Dutch,
et al., Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Alvah E. Foes, Brooks, to George A. Fobs,
Knox; land in Knox.
Harry E. Greeley, Eden, to George Arne#,
Swanville; lard and buildings in Swanville;,

I lian E.

J

j

two

deede.

Harry E. Greeley, Eden, to Charles R. Nickerson, Swanville; land in Swanville.
George A. Foss, Watervilie, to John W. Curry,
do; land and buildings in Knox.
Alonzo F. Batchelder, Frankfort, to George
D. Grant, Monroe; land in Monroe.
George H. Philbrook of Baltimore, Md.,only
of Cspt. Varnum Philbrook of Winterport,
died recently in a hospital there. He leaves a
wife and eight children, the oldest fourteen
and the youngest three snd and one-half
months. He was a member of the Federation
of Engineers. The parents and sister, Mias
Marian, have the tenderest sympathy of all.
■on

Belfast in 1911
The

Journal’s Annual

Review of Local Events.

the review for the past year special effort has been made to give
local industries on which the prosperity of the city so largely
the
prominence to
is a very satisfactory one. The established industries
the
showing
and
depends
a new clothing factory and a cigar factory have been
and
all
prospered
have
In

preparing

added.
ronized from the start. The service was
the year 1918 discontinued in the fall.
Brothers
begun
Mathews
For a short time the latter part of the
business on season W. R.
•with an unusual amount of
Gilkey & Son of the Searawas
contracts
port Livery stable ran an autom obile behand. One of the largest
town
and Belfast.
tween
that
frames, doors,
for the windows, window
finish
interior
the
all
door frames, and
EGGS AND CHICKS.
Hotel for the Kickfor the Chauffeurs’
The poultry business is an important
This
building
Springs.
ers at Poland
oak on the local industry. Pineland Poultry Farm,
was finished in quartered
of East Belfast, W. M. Randall proprietor,
remainder
the
for
birch
and
first floor,
and the Ferguson Poultry Farm, Norththroughwith
glass
plate
the building,
port avenue, Alfred M. Ferguson, prosame time
the
At
first
story.
the
out
addition to prietor, have well equipped, up-to-aate
they had a contract for the
doubled plants representing a considerable outthe Islesboro Inn, which nearly
hotel. They lay and are conducted on the most apthe size of that very popular
all the finish proved methods. Mr. Randall makes a
also had the contract for
specialty of fresh-laid, large, brownmaterial in connection with the summer eggs, shipping daily, and gets top prices.
erected
residence of Miss Anne Crosby,
has
These contracts, to- Mr. Ferguson, in addition to eggs,
here in Belfast.
of regular large sales of day-old chicks and at
amount
usual
the
with
gether
Thanksgiving has supplied Fogg’s marwork which they are at all times produc- ket with chickens
weighing from 5 to 7
markets,
other
kept
and
Boston
for
ing
the winter pounds for the local trade, and has also
them very busy through
at which filled large orders tor broilers. There
months and as far as July first,
the largest are many others engaged in this business
time the total sales were
About on a smaller scale and the aggregate of
aver in the history of company.
their products would no doubt prove a
the
feel
to
general
that time they begun
E. L. Colcord, Northport
surprise.
was overspreading the
which
depression
with avenue has been very successful in this
not
up
keep
did
and
quite
country,
at the |
set during the line, his stock taking premiums
the pace which they had
but they county fairs, and he has good sales of
first six months ot the year,
with the eggs for hatching.
report having had a busy year,
from
usual amount of business coming
the presTHE CLOTHING BUSINESS.
their regular customers, and at
the frames
ent time have just completed
The Pierce, Billings Co., of Boston,
ElecGeneral
the
for
for a large building
They have large manufacturers of clothing, brought
tric Company at East Lynn.
make for a part of their work here in July, occupythe windows and frames to
ing the Charles E. Knowlton building
large ten story block on Washington
the railway station, and later
street in Boston. They are furnishing opposite
increased their force and have done a
and all
the windows, window frames,
The Thompson Mfg.
in connec- large business.
the exterior and interior finish
Co., Church street, manufacturers of
is being
tion with the new station which
at workingmen’s clothes, have had all they
built by F. A. Rumery & Company
could do to keep up with their orders and
Rumford Falls for the Maine Central have been constant
advertisers for help.
be
Railroad Company. This station will
Mr. Selwyn Thompson’s Bon Lynwood is
finished throughout the first story with associated
with
his
father in the busisection
quartered white oak. The office
ness.
Miles Jellison carries on a clothis finished in North Carolina pine. Very
in the
ing business in The Coliseum, E. O. Hall,
few changes have taken place
recent- High street, Mrs. Belle Cates, 146 High
business except that the property
street, Brackett & Walker, Herald buildly acquired from the Marine Railway
the build- ing. This has long been a leading indusjhas been further developed by
on the
try and has furnished work to many to
ing of a large retaining wall
This wall be done at home.
street line along Front street.
the
is erected in such a way that when
the
I
THE FISH BUSINESS.
street is properly' filled it will make
and
The Frenchboro Land and Fisheries
street fifty feet wide at this point,
of
the company contemplate the erection
Co., C. E. Mclntire, manager, which
to rest on con- leased Lewis wharf in 1912 and extended I
a large storage building
side
resting
it 50 feet, made further improvements
crete piers with the upper
Their plan is to use this in 1913. A building was erected over the
on this wall.
of all head of the
the
for
storage
wharf, with a flat roof to be
storage building
manufactured goods as fast as they are used in drying fish, and additions made
of the rail- to the other
extension
The
buildings. In the fall a
completed.
when this smoke house was built for
road track into the yard will,
curing finnan
to
them
building is completed, enable into the haddies that are guaranteed free from
load direct from the building
preservatives or artificial coloring and
will be so con- are fresh when smoked.
The company
cars, and the building
extend
will
roof
handles all kinds of fresh and smoked
structed that an awning
enwill
which
over the top of the cars,
fish, clams and lobsters, and is well j
maable them to load or unload their
equipped for the business. The wharf |
the
of
all
has a slip, and situated at the foot of:
times, regardlesB
terial dry at
a
Main street is a convenient landing
weather conditions, which will mean
their product.
The steamer Tremont which
place.
great saving in handling
alruns down the Reach arrives and deThev have a large number of piles
ready on the spot, and contemplate build-, parts from this wharf.
mg a wharf in the early summer, providing business conditions are favorable.
THE PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO.
This company employs at all times about
This company, which furnishes both
is one of
ninety men, and their business
the large factors in the manufacturing light and power, added largely to its customers in this city and extended its lines
of the town.
MATHEWS BROTHERS.

orosperity

to

Northport, to .ight the Cobe buildings,
1 the Northport hotel and a number of priTHE SHOE FACTORY.
vate cottages. It bought the plant of
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, the Searsport Electric Co., which has

The
in its 12th year, continues to be the
leading industry in the number of employes and value of output. It employs
350 hands and turns out 2,000 to 2,400
pairs of shoes daily. The output for one
well
year was $900,000." The factory is
and
equipped, with all modern machinerymanIt
up to date in every particular.
ufactures boys, youths and little gents’
■joodyear and McKay sewed shoes. W.
C. Shaw is the superintendent and there
are seven
department foremen. The
wooden boxes in which the shoes are
Durham,
are shipped are made by J. C.
whose wood working plant adjoins the
shoe factory, and the paper boxes in
are made in
which the shoes are

been operated bv steam-power, and
about the first of February will connect
it with their line on the back road and
use the power from Orland.

now

j

THE

FOUNDRY.

Mr. A. C. Hopkins, superintendent of

the Penobscot Bay Electric Co., bought
the iron foundry on Front street and
other buildings on Federal street and in
July opened the foundry which had been
closed since the Duplex Roller Bushing
Co. went out of business, with A. R.
Leadbetter, an experienced foundry man,
for many years with Knowlton Bros’,
Camden, and later with the Duplex Co.
packed
as
While the foundry was
manager.
the factory.
closed people had to send out of town
i to have work in that line done, which
THE COF. MORTIMER CO.
was
both inconvenient and expensive,
The Coe-Mortimcr Co., manufacturers
and since the foundry was opened it has
of fertilizers, established a plant here in had a
steadily increasing patronage. As
It has had a steadily increasing
1909.
it has all the old patterns it is prepared
business and the present plant is more to fill orders
promptly. It recently bethan double its original capacity. This
their prop- gan shipping on a large order for grate
year additional land adjoining
rail- : bars for the Greive Grate Co. of Woonerty on the north and fronting the
Rankin and a socket, R. I.
way was bought of R. T.
foundation built for a barrel house, 100
barMISCELLANEOUS.
by 50 feet, with a capacity of 50,000
rels. The work of filling in their propE. L. and W. A. Macomber and Leroy
over
Coombs had more or less work in repairerty inside the railroad track and
to Bridge street was continued and other i ing and fitting out power boats and did
some building but not as much as in forimprovements made.
1

j!

THE

LUBEC SARDINE CO.

i

1

The sale of Capt. T. D.
Barr’s sloop Fiona left Belfast without
The few remaina cruising sail yacht.
ing sail crafts are equipped with engines
and the majority are power boats.
The Kelley Axe factory in East Belfast, Raymond R. Sherman manager,
continued to manufacture the standard
mer

years.

This company began canning herein
1911, getting its main supply of fish that
weirs at Cas- !
year, and since, from the
tine, and has employed on an average |
The supply of fish
200 men and women.
the past season while not as large or as ;
regular as required was better here than | Kelley axes; and the Sherman leatherat the factories east and west, and the | board mills had their usual run.
A. S. Heal did a large business at his
pack of 50,000 cases was above the averestimate granite and marble works on Bridge
age for the State, which some
at iess than 50 per cent of the normal. I street, as did the Hutchins Bros, on
This has caused an advance in price, and ; Front street.
Of other local industries not specificas much of the pack here in 1912 was
ally mentioned it may be said that all
stored it can now be sold at a fair profit.
| had a prosperous year.

j

THE CORN FACTORY.

The canning of corn at the plant of the
Saco Valley Canning Co. began Sept.
15th and ended Oct. 2nd.' The sea-

A BELFAST FARM.

It may interest

of our readers
! who have been led to believe that the big
son was an unfavorable one throughout
farms are all in the west to know that
the State, due to a long drouth and cold
Pearl Brook Farm, within the city limits,
nights, so that much corn failed to ma- raised in 1913 on 125 acres 42,000
bushels
ture. The factory here did better than
of potatoes, an average of 336 bushels to
the average throughout the State and :
i the acre, 3,500 bushels of grain, 1,066
the pack was of excellent quality. After
I bushels of oats on ten measured acres,
the corn season about 6,000 cases of ap650 bushels of onions on one acre, and
ples were canned.
had 15 acres in tobacco. Mr. M. B.
Smith, the proprietor, finds tobacco to
AUTOMOBILES.
be his most profitable crop. There is
The local agents had large sales of an orchard of 3,000 standard trees, and a
automobiles and there is not a town in nursery containing 10,000.
the county but has one or more “horseand many auto trucks
less carriages,
BUSINESS CHANGES.
Carle & Jones, who had
are also in use.
the I. L. Perry Co. waa inIn
January
Waldo
for
county
local
been the
agents
and opened a market and groof the Ford car for some time and had corporated
at
the corner of Washington
sold a large number of cars, gave up the cery store
is and Main streets.
Norton
O.
and
fall
the
in
,B.
agency
Feb. 1st E. P. Frost, clothier, 74 Main
Carle & Jones have
now the agent.
street, sold his business to Bertrand L.
taken the agency for the Buick car.
for many years in
The Read Garage & Machine Co., High Davis, who had been
his employ.
street, opposite the Windsor Hotel, not
The stock in the Moody Drug Store
only sells cars but carries a full line of was sold in
February and March by
automobile supplies, gasolene, etc., and
administrator of the
is prepared to make repairs and store Ralpn Hayford,
Richard
H. Moody, and the
estate
of
Other garages are The City Gar•cars.
work
of
remodelling the store for the
age, 64 Main street, the John F. Rogers
some

Old Corner Drug Store corporation was
garage and machine shop,18 Main street,
and the International Garage & Engine begun. The entrance from Main street
was discontinued and plate glass winCo., corner of Main and Front streets. dows extended the whole
length of that
I. L. Perry, East Belfast, also carries
side, the interior was rearranged and
gasolene and other supplies.
handsomely fitted up, and the store
May 19th the Maine Transportation stocked
with everything in the drug line,
Co:, put a big passenger car on the route choice
confectionery, cigars and tobacco.
between Belfast and Rockland, making
Davidson has charge of the
Maurice
two round tripe daily, and was well pat-

pteacriptio*
QdJmby

other

and

department
iSS-bert

W.^H.

customers.

The firm of Spenaer, Eaton ft Co. waa
Mr. Charles B.
dissolved in Merch.
Eaton retired to become manager of the
Eastern Illustrating ft Publishing Co.
and Maurice D. Towle formed a corporation under the name of the Home Furnishing Co. and continues the business.
Tbe Quality Shoe Store, Charles F.
Hammons and J. Lee Patterson, proprietors, was opened in the Opera House
Block, March 15th. In October they
moved to the Chase Block on Main
street, next to the Locke Jewelry Store.
March 14th Wm. A. Swift, who had
been for 54 years in the same store in
the shoe business, sold to Allen L. Curtis,
who also bought the building of the
Timothy Chase estate. In April Leroy
A. Webber bought the stock and continues the business.
The Boston Tea Store in the Chase
Block went out of business in April and
A. A. Howes & Co. bought and closed
out the stock.
In April local business men took over
the stock of W. H. Quimby and Horace
Chenery in the Waldo Trust Co. and the
with O. E.
company was reorganized
Frost as president and a nenj board of
directors, making it more of a local inatitution than ever before. It has since
gained largely in deposits and in business.

_

The Riggs Bakery, Abs A. and Frank
A. Riggs, was sold May 1st to Edward
Hogan, the Messrs. Riggs retiring, the
senior after a business career since 1827.
John H. McAuliffe opened a grocery
store in May at 22 Main Btreet and in the
fall sold out to Clyde E. Pettee and
HenrylB. Wescott.
M. R. Knowlton sold his restaurant on
High street in July to Mrs. Myra Mountain and J. K. Dennett. Mr. Dennett
retired later from the firm of Stephenson & Dennett, fish market, to give his
attention to the restaurant.
M. R. Knowlton, who for some years
bad been engaged in the insurance and
real estate business, becameia partner of
E. E. Wyman under the firm name of
Wyman & Knowlton, who carry on the
same business at 92 Main street, Howes’

block.

The Central Market, Titcomb Bros.,
closed by creditors in August, the
proprietors going into bankruptcy. The
market was.reopened in December by W.
A. Winchester, an experienced meat
cutter, as a cash market.
In October the firm of Jellison & Greer,
proprietors of a restaurant on Phoenix
Row. was dissolved, Mr. Jellison buying
Mr. Greer’s interest and continuing the
business. Mr. Greer went to Massachuwas

Tn October Wm. M. Thaver. jeweler.
the Mixer block, Main
street, to the store in the Colonial Theater block formerly occupied by B. O.
Gordon and which had been renovated
and handsomely fitted up for his business.
Soon after the death of L. T. Shales,
the surviving member of the firm of L.
T. Shales & Son, Mr. W. A. Shales,
offered the business for sale, later dosing out the stock.
E. H. Haney opened a grocery store in
Opera House block in November.
Walter A. Decrow and George W.
Smith opened a job printing office in the
Knights of Pythias block in November.

moved from

BUILDINGS AND REPAIRS.
Cooper & Co., dealers in lumber and
other building materials, made a large
addition to their wharf, wuh a one-story
building on the upper side for storing
cement and the lower side arranged for
handling lumber and brick.
The Revere House, which had been
damaged by fire in December, 1912, was
repaired in January and fitted up in suites
for rent.

Elijah Ritchie built a nice residence on
on High street bought of the Saco
Valley Canning Co. and the family ate
their Thanksgiving dinner there.
The old Lane office building at the foot
if Main street was practically rebuilt
a

lot

and fitted up for offices with all the modern improvements for the Consumers
Fuel Go.
The Crosby cottage on Northport avenue was completed in June and was occupied during the season by Mrs. Caroline Crosby and her daughter, Miss Anne
C. Crosby. Work on the grounds, which
comprise 20 acres, continued during the
The location is a fine
snmmer and fall.
ene, commanding beautiful views of the
harbor and bay, and the cottage one of
the most attractive on the coast.
Mason & Hall built a storage building
an

teed before the club end

and
Foster attend to

Washington

street

in May.

Miss Alice Condon built a bungalow at
the foot of Condon street in June.
Mrs. Rose Faliy built a cottage on her
shore property in May.
L. F. Marden built a garage at his
residence on Upper High street in May.
Capt. A. C. Batchelder repaired and
improved his residence on Court street
in May.
Martin Equith built a bungalow on
Adlyn field lot in July.
M. R. Knowlton began work in October on four tenement houses on Water
street.
Wm. A. Gentner built a cottage on his
bis shore property in East Belfast.
Charles Ludwick built a tenement
bouse on his lot on Primrose street.
Leroy A. Webber built a bungalow on
the Allyn field, and moved in at Christ-

republic under the joint'suzerainty of
France ana the Spanish bishop of Nigel,
among the eastern

$200.

The night of July 3d there were five
alarms, but no damage.
July 8th a small fire started on Lewis
wharf by a cigar stub or match was extinguished without damage.
Sept. 10th the double tenement house
on Cross street, owned by Mrs. W. F.

Triggs, waB slightly damaged.
Sept. 20th a barn on Swan Lake avenue
owned by Clifton Gross was destroyed
with its contents, including five head of

Pyrenees.

After the

reading Miss Hazel Doak favored the
company with a violin solo. At the annual meeting in Hay the society had 52

„„

at

few tevlted

ixvssaeK^iA

brc‘

£aJ

•.
R. Coomb* and J. L. Sleeper * Co., and
for a email blase at the stickney store,
Church street. Practically no damage
in either ease.
March 16th a house and shed on the
Poor’s Mills road, owned by Charles
Mitchell were burned.;
March 19th a house on Searsport
was
avenue owned by James Randall
destroyed with its contents.
GoldMarch 12th a fire in the Louis
burg store. High street, did considerable damage.
*.
W n
W. C.
May 18th a chimney fire in the
No
damage.
Colby house, Market street. the baseMay 21st a fire started in
ment of the Gordon Art store. Colonial
Theater block. Slight damage.
May 27th a forest fire on Patterehall
hill was got under control after four
hours liara work of 60 men, ard a valuable pine growth saved.
June 24th a Bmall fire in the house on
Green street owned by Mrs. E. J. Orcutt. In endeavoring to extinguish it
Mrs. Orcutt was badly burned about the
face and bands.
June 26th a shop on Swan Lake avenue
owned by George L. Bean was totally
destroyed with its contents, tools valued

t

active and 18 associate members.
THE CHURCHES.

Early in the year

a

series of union

ser-

vices were held in the various churches
by the local pastors and were well at-

tended.
The Men’s Forum celebrated its first
anniversary with a supper in the Universalist vestry in January and continued to
hold weekly meetings every Sunday noon
in the Universalist church with good attendance and interesting discussions.
In January and February Rev. D. L.
Wilson preached a series of sermons on
“The Fundamental Ideas of Christiani-

ty.”

Jan. 10th the Baptist society gave their
newlv elected pastor and his wife, Rev.
and Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant, a largely attended reception in the church vestry. All the churches in the city were
1

represented.

Rev. H. F. ^Milligan of Clinton and
Miss Effie Baker of the Boston Deaconess Home assisted Rev. D. B. Phelan in
a successful series of meetings held in
the Methodist church, closing Jan. 25th.
All the churches had special programs
for Easter Sunday, March 23rd. Palestine Commandery, K. T., actended the
Universalist church.
Kev. Fr. Dennis McCabe left the St.
Francis church June 19th to take a pastorate in North Whitefield. He was succeeded for a short time by Rev. Fr. H.
H. Hamakers, and a little later Rev. Fr.
J. H. Kealey of Waterville took charge
of the pastorate.
Trinity Reformed and the Masons’ Mill
churches in East Belfast had prosperous

Gvewurfota
Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so small
but that some woman has written words of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comills peculiar
pound. No woman who is suffering from the
famous
this
has
remedy
to her sex should rest until she
given
Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
a trial.
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.
Independence, Oregon.—“I was sick with what four doctors
called Nervous Prostration, was treated by them for several years,
would be better for a while then back in the old way again. I had
was so nervous
palpitation of the heart very bad, fainting spells, and
that a spoon dropping to the floor would nearly kill me, could not
lift the lightest weight without making me sick; in fact was about as
sick and miserable as a person could be. I saw your medicines advertised and thought I wfollld try them, and am so thankful I did for
E.
they helped me at once. I took about a dozen bottles of Lydia
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and also used the Sanative WashSince then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Your remedies
You are at liberty to publish this letare the only doctor I employ.
ter.”—Mrs. W. Stephenson, Independence. Oregon.

Oct. 3rd the home of Edward H. Bates
Upper Waldo avenue was a total loss
and but little was saved of the contents.
Oct. 24th the department was called years.
out by a burning chimney in the M. R.
A Jewish church was organized Dec.
Knowlton house on High street.
13th, and meetings are held over Louis
the
basein
a
fire
A Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
Dec. 10th
originating
Goldberg’s store on High street.
ment of the store on Main street occuThe auditorium of the North CongreIIodgdon, Me—“I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering women to
pied by Mrs. Evelyn Mudgett, variety gational church was repaired, painted
what Lydia E. Pinldiam’s Vegetable Compound did for me. One
tell
and the Manufactures Outlet Co., coats and frescoed and the building
I had pains in both sides
put in exyear ago I found myself a terrible sulferer.
and Buits, caused some damage to the cellent condition. Rev. David L. Wilson,
My
a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times.
and
such
stocks by smoke.
Dec.
his
the pastor, tendered
resignation
I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
back
ached,
Mr.
Wil1st.
Feb.
effect
to
take
21st,
then I would be so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.
son has received a call to the Central
THE HOSPITALS.
in
Bath.
church
It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
The Waldo County General hospital Congregational
and entertainThe
usual
fairs,
suppers
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an operaAt
had a busy and successful year.
ments were given by the various church
tion I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
times all the rooms were occupied, and
societies.
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, slept well, had good
the need for such an institution has been
Christmas was observed in all the
for a famappetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work
abundantly demonstrated. In August churches and each society had Christmas
feel that I owe my good health to your
shall
I
four.
of
the hospital received a gift of $5,000
always
ily
trees for the Sunday schools.
from Mrs. W. M. Griffin of Los Altos,
medicine.”—Mrs. Hayward Sowers, IIodgdon, Maine.
California, for an operation and sterilizTHE SCHOOLS.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkliain’s Vegetable
ing room in memory of her father, Capt.
John W. McGilvery, formerly of SearsCompound has been the standard remedy for feMiss Nellie Harvey of the Eastern
male ills. No one sick w ith woman’s ailments
port. The room has been completed and Maine Normal School, Castine, read an
does justice to herself if she does not try this fabears the name of Capt. McGilvery, and excellent paper on “Results in Reading”
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
is up-to-date in every particular. Other before the Belfast teachers Jan. 25th.
has restored so many sufferingwomentohealth.
improvements have been made and the
The Belfast Public Building Co. was
hospital is now well fitted to handle all incorporated in December to erect a new
Write to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
surgical and medical cases. In October school building on the common.
LYNN, MASS., for advice.
IPV
'(CONFIDENTIAL)
F.
Helen
Miss
ihe superintendent nurse,
The Home and School Association was
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
to
her
accept organized in February and has held sevresignation
Dunn, tendered
bv a woman and held in strict contidence.
the position of district nurse in her home eral meetings of mutual benefit to pupils
with
was
it
and
regret
city, Augusta,
and parents.
that the managers parted with her. She
The B. H. S. seniors went to Washingwas succeeded by Miss Helen Sander- ton in March on the Dickey excursion.
son, who is well qualified for the position
The B. H. S. senior class play, “A
and giving excellent service.
Fool for Luck,” was successfully pre- A
Laxative That
The hospital on High street conducted sented in the Opera House March 17th. g
Assists Nature.
by Dr. E. D. Tapley has had many surgiThe school census for the year gives
cal and medical cases and has as regular
The day of harsh purgatives, of big
boys 578, girls 617, a total of 1195 and a
nurses Misses Georgia Blake, Christine loss of 72 since 1912.
Cathartic pills is over—gone forever. iS'o
L.
Barker.
and
Inez
Hall
The High school base ball team had a need any longer to swallow a nauseating
successful season, making several trips dose to give nature the gentle assistance
out of town.
THE G. A. R. AND ALLIED ORDERS.
required. Pinklets, the new laxative,
The senior class B. H. S. planted a are tiny, pink granules, sugar coated,
The officers of A. E. Clark Camp, j
Sons of Veterans and their auxiliary class tree on school house common Arbor easy to take and smooth as velvet in their
operation.
were installed Jan. 6th, and the officers Day, May 16th.
j
j
Pinklets positively will not gripe. They
A tennis court was arranged on the
of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
and
not
a
side
the
Common
of
single distressing symptom,
produce
and Circle were installed Jan. 7th. A Court street
was used all summer.
yet their action is certain and thorough.
prosperous year followed. This year, as
Pinklets are just the laxative you need
The B. H. S. graduation and reception
in 1912, Memorial Day was observed by
to arouse the lazy, sluggish bowels and
21st.
marching to Grove cemetery for the took place June 20th and was
observed in torpid liver. Don’t keep on using harsh,
Peace Day, May 19th,
usual ceremonies and on returning to
for they always upset
Memorial hall exercises were held. the city schools. The Balopticon bought strong purgatives
the stomach and leave the bowels irritated
Emma White Baker Tent, Daughters of by the pupils was used.
worse
condition
than before.
the
and
in
a
to
A Commercial course was added
Veterans, was organized in June and has
High School at the beginning of the fall Bely on Pinklets to gently assist the
held regular meetings.
term,with Mrs. E. A. Banks teacher, and bowels and be fr e from constipation.
These little pills are a corrective for
is proving popular, holding pupils who
SECRET SOCIETIES.
bad breath, will clear the complexion
otherwise go out of town.
might
all
the
reThere was much activity in
The High school bought a Victrola in and are recommended for torpid liver,
Ml
cret orders and a considerable gain in October and it was used for the first
biliousness, headaches and constipation.
and
whist
dances
membership. Suppers,
Any druggist can supply you with
time Oct. 22nd at the first annual meetparties were frequent. In the Masonic ing of the Home and School Association. Pinklets, 25 cents per bottle.
Write to the Dr. Williams Medicine
orders the presentation of past presiding
officers jewels was a feature at the close
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., for a Pink let ;
THE WEATHER.
book which tells all about the right way
of the year. The N. E. 0. P. and U. O.
A severe gale Jan. 3rd caused several to treat
-G. C. largely increased their memberconstipation.
minor accidents. Jan. 11th was rainy
ship.
and foggy. Jan. 12th lights were needed at noon with temperature at 42. Jan.
on

PINKLETS

Dainty

BOARD

OF

Farmers banquet was given, to which
the farmers of the county were invited.
The speeches were of an optimistic
character regarding the agricultural outlook in Waldo county. The board subsidized the steamer Tremont to run for a
year between Belfast and points down
the Reach and it has brought additional
business to Belfast. The board was
also instrumental in organizing the Waldo County Business Men’s Credit association, designed to promote collections
and restrict credit to persons known as
bad pay.
AFFAIRS.

An attempt was made by members of
the Waldo County bar to legislate Judge
Way land Knowlton out of office by securing the passage of a bill abolishing
the Municipal Court and establishing the
Belfast police court, and a hearing was

held before the judiciary committee in
Augusta, Feb. 28th. The committee reported adversely on the bill.
Efforts to unite Republicans and Democrats on a citizens' ticket failed and
there was only one ticket in the field at
tbe March election, that headed by E. F.
Hanson, who received 206 votes.
Work was begun in June on several
sections of concrete walk to replace the
wooden sidewalks. A section of State
road on Bridge street and another on

High

street were

completed.

j

Perfumes,

Toilet Waters,

Sachet. Powders

ARTS AND CRAFTS.

In February the Arts and Crafts society joined the State Federation of WoA successful series -of
men's Clubs.
whist parties was held during the winter
to defray the expense of furnishings for
their room. A reading department was
formed in March and held meetings each
month with regular programs. A tea
room was conducted during the summer
and food sales held, and both were well
patronized. There were also good sales
of the various articles made by members
of the club. Mrs. George R. Williamson

13th the thermometer was down to zero.
was 4 below
zero, but perfectly clear air.
Feb. 10th the thermometer was reported from 14 to 18 degrees below zero,
following several days of 4 to 5 below.
There was a Bnow storm the 11th and
sleighing the 12th. The sleighing was
destroyed by a thaw on the 21st.
On the evening of March 2nd there
was a regular blizzard with a low temperature, and March 6th a snow storm

Jan. 29th the thermometer

~
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Good Goods j
----

goods

BICYCLE and
PICKET

the most fastidious and cost
no more than any line of fancy canned

goods.

Every

can as

represented

or

money refunded.

"Superba” Goffee, Rice and

What Can Be Done About It?

Pancake Flour

We read a lot of medical literature that only entertains, hut does not instruct. In this strenuous period, when life is put to such a severe strain, we
need light and facts how to prevent disease more than talk that entertains.
Bo you know that the clerk and the shop girl, the merchant and the professional ma-n, confined to sedentary work, are daily creating .hose conditions
that conduce to colds?
Mental fatigue, worry, heavy strain, nervousness resulting from desk or
store work are the easiest means for the development of colds. The average
life of a clergyman is less than that of a farmer-cause, sedentary work.
Sedentary life, especially where it means the consumption of brain tissue,
often leads to over-eating; there is no more common cause of colds than over-

in

excess

packages.

the

i

loyal support

which

they

have

in the past nine years and solicit a continuance ot the same.

given

i

Try them.

We wish to thank our customers for

!
j

1

■

in

_

We

carry“everything
You need in

STAPLE and FANCY

us

H.L. WHITTEN CO.
Phone 125

of food, the

When the digestive organs
weighed
liver and kidneys and other important vital organs are overworked, vitality
is lower and there is less resistance; slight exposure, which under ordinary
conditions causes no harm, results in a bad cold.
To relieve a cold, a good expectorant or cough remedy such as PEBUKA
should he conveniently at hand to he taken at the very first attack of
the cold. But what can he done to stop the frequency of colds to such people
eo^nnfQrv

CONGRESS,

For instance, try our

They suit

Investigation Shows That Certain Occupations and Professions
Are Constantly Prolific Causes For Frequent Colds.

nnnAnofl

than it does for an in-

"Superba” Canned Goods

Habitually Catch Cold?

down with an

I

We make a specialty of qualify, not
quantity. It costs but a little more for

Are You One Of Those

eating.

I

Fair Prices. !
standard

Who

Ill

-AT-

ferior article.

are

CITY

Toilet

Soaps and

TRADE.

The Belfast Board of Trade, Dr. W.
L. West president, Elon B. Gilchrist
secretary, at its meetings discussed various matters of local interest and importJan. 27th they had a banquet in
ance.
Memorial hall “to boom the Food Fair,”
at which Rev. H. E. Dunnack of Augusta was the principal speaker. He
made a fine address.
March 10th a

Gently

Articles

mas.

THE

Vegetable Compound

E. Pinkham’s

Lydia

Praise

GROCERIES,

CONFECTIONERY,
FRUIT, NUTS,
CIGARS and

TOBACCO! |

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,

wnrk 2

A A.Howes<£Co.

BELFAST, MAINE
Start with, a cold water towel bath, walk to your place of business, or devote an hour of each day to outdoor life, take a dose of PERUHA before each
Groceries, Drugs,
meal to tone np your system, eat moderately, retire early and sleep in a room
full of fresh air.
and Medicines.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Mr. L. A. Richardson, a substantial druggist from Marine, Illinois, comthe Stockton Springs Water Company will be
at
two
the
of
Secretary
held at the office
^11
menting on the merits of proprietary medicines, writes as follows:
o’clock in the afternoon, Tuesday, January
“I have been engaged in the retail drug business here for the past forty
20th, A. D. 1914, to elect a board of directors
and to perform any other legal business that
years. During this time I have seen many patent medicines come into use,
may come before Baid meeting.
flourish for one or two years and then gradually disappear. There are very
Annual
ALBERT M. AMES. Clerk.
few of these remedies that'possess enough real merit to insure them long life.
Stockton Springs, Maine, January 6, 1914.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
Peruna has always been a good seller with us, with a marked increase from year
the Stockton Springs Trust Company will W
to year. The change in the formula some years ago, by the addition ef the
held in their banking rooms at ten o’clock
slightly laxative properties, has made it a reliable remedy for constipation
the forenoon, January 20th, A. D. 1914, to eled
and for colds. I take pleasure in urging my brother druggists to recommend
a board of directors and perform any othf
Just received a new car oi weoer Wagons legal business that may come before said mt f
it for these two ailments.”
|
ALBERT M. AMES, Clerk
Those who wish to begin the cold water towel bath should have a copy
Light, easy running general purpose wagons. i„g.
■
Stockton Springs, Maine, January 6,1914.
of the Die of life. Sent free by the Peruna Co., Columbus, Ohio.
MCKEEN
A.
J.
For sale byi
orn

93 MAIN STREET,

Annual Meeting

Meeting

1

Jan. 4th a chimney fire at the residenec
of S. G. Norton on the Perkins road, did
little damage.
Feb. 11th a fire originating from the
furnace in the Swan-Whitten-Bickford
store was extinguished with little dam...

Weber Wagons

|

Whe

1

Wdptri^PlF
COPYRIGHT 1913 by the Monc International Agency—All righto received.

WATER i:j BJTTER

Don’t

i

Let Roup
START
It

water

*

Pr^m Sdy

Pills or Powder
than to fight it among your whole flock. It’s the
U >' remedy for colds, catarrh, diphtheria, etc.
Accept no substitutes; insist on Pratts.

f‘ratt% Poultry Regulator

the best conditioner. Guaranteed to keep
birds busy shelling out eggs, and paying
We guarantee you satisfaction or
rr
back. 25c. pkg. to 25 lb. pail at $2.50.
Gt t Pratts 160 page Poultry Book.
»

L. T. SHALES & SON.
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OF MOSES.

THE STORY

the Editor of The Journal: The
: Moses is being re-enacted in every
Whether you live on
nle promontory overlooking the Pawhere you can view the waves lash-

community.

wreck so recently dismantled,
lean’s spray dashing high in the

ihat

the

as

against

break

waves

the

rocks, or whether you live at
,,t of a snow-clad mountain where
L'antic mass of snow and ice move
the slope with a snail-like pace as
i- r, nr sometimes breaking loose as
uanche to crush whoever has dared
o
below; or whether you live on
plain where the heat of the sun
'ses scorches the most luxuriant
tous

;

or perchance you may have
those great plains where the
the elements sometimes becomes
t as to destroy the proudest works

.non,

:

-in all these localities, either you

y

ihe leader Mo3es, or some one
assume that position,
leaders, like Moses, have been

.-■•

the wrath of some
have been hidden in

By

obscurity.

n

power, they
brushes. They have found their

iu

heard an institute instructor tell
..king out a car window to see a
looted boy warming his cold feet
;
ling on ground made warm by
at of the animal he had just driven
nis own comfort. More than one
the

done the same

had

room

nor
any other
a
Jesus has got
lay fast in the wilderness.
was learned in all the wisdom of
o -h
Synagogue. Moses master-

Moses

Neither

ofl^with

xcept

r

learning of the Egyptians, the
ulily civilized nation of his times,
intelligent, energetic young
of one
■,y today sit at the door

the moisture content of butter be controlled? There are many factors Influencing moisture content of butter,
but the two most important are the
churning temperature and the amount
of working
Churning temperature is of fundamental importance.
During fall and
winter, when moisture content of butter is low, temperature of churning
should be as high as is consistent with
securing a product Brin enough for handling. Experiments conducted under
direction of the writer showed an increase of 2 per cent in water content
of butter churned at 70 degrees F. as
compared with 50 degrees F. That
churned at 50 degrees F. averaged 13.8
per cent moisture; that at 60 degrees
F. averaged 14.4 per cent; that at 65
degrees F. averaged 14.9 per cent; that
at 70 degrees F. averaged 15.7 per
cent.
Churnings were done with a
barrel churn, the kind found on any
farm. Churning should stop when butter granules are the size of corn grains.
Tile temperature of wash water should
be near that of buttermilk, although
If high churning temperatures are employed wash water a few degrees lowVice versa, in
er tends to firm butter.
springtime, when per cent of water
In butter exceeds the legal limit cream
should be churned at us low temperature as possible without prolonging the
time of churning, thus causing butter
to be saivy.

to their valne In assimilating and storing nitrogen for plant food.
With nitrate of soda at sixty odd
dollars per ton and the end of the
world’s supply within sight of the

present generation, this

age
The tendency of
step from the King’s court into
,ised land without enduring the

Working the Butter.
The amount of working has consid-

ing

erable influence on per cent of moisture
In the finished product When butter
is worked in absence of water, moisture content decreases
rapidly as
amount of working increases, but if
butter is worked in presence of water moisture content increases with
amount of working.
Consequently if
high percentage of water is desired
butter should receive minimum amount
of working sufficing to distribute salt
evenly when no water is present, but
maximum amount of working if water
is present. Care should lie exercised at
all times not to overwork butter.
Again, if natural moisture content of
butter is high all water should be
drained away, butter partially worked, water drained off and the working

lowiug

We

small knots of nodules on their roots
If agriculturists will grow legumes,
keep humus m their soil, rectify acidity with lime and see that microbes are
present either from natural or artificial inoculation, the question of nitrogen for .."imr crops will he solved.
1

as

well as a soul of

told that the latter is an
1 fast or the
forty-year wander- image of the former. The iron horse
e
wilderness, and then wonder which crosses this continent in four or
ither fellow got there and you five
days could no more have been evolvMany an inherited business has ed without the aid of this fundamental
who
to
some
tied over
poor boy
creative energy, that being whom we
,ggled up from the lower strata, call God and are able to comprehend so
man.

are

■

i-ader needs sympathy with the
and you can not have sympathy
you have had experience. All of
-i successful men have got their

forty-years in the
during the early days of their

faEt and

.ess

v

words, there will be
experiences calculated to

in other
severe

higher usefulness in later life.
heard a certain speaker say

V

me

the streets of his
he was haunted with

passing along
town

f the past and could almost hear
ation the insulting tones of
harassed his life when he was
rich men’s sons chose to call

-v

;

little Dutch

ss

>

I

i.ces

and

boy,

because of

Moses had similar

clothing.

or

some

others have fared
When

han Moses did.

Moses

his eirand of mercy, Pharaoh
Each
to
let the people go.

beside,
brought forth

little

than

planet

a

could be

without this creative

The Jewish race gave
Theocratic form of government.
ergy.

us

en-

the

Other

approach it to just that extent to
they succeed in securing suitable

forms
which

j

officials to administer their form of govMoses was the first great lawernment.
giver of the Jewish race and the first of

characters but

mentioning.
Joseph were noteworthy
the Jewish people had not

then become

nation.

the world worth
Abraham and
a

In the wilderness

hungry and
sometimes thirsty and at one time they
embodied their God in a golden calf.
They met and overcame all the obstacles
the

people

were

sometimes

of life.

A whole generation

was

taught

the

lesson of obedience there in the wilder-

It is said Moses was forbidden to
enter the promised land because of diswould sometimes cause him to obedience in
smiting the rock for water
promises, and then when he and also because of taking to himseli thff
■■■
consider how much he would
glory of bringing water out of the earth.
aiborsof the Israelites he would It is
probable that this sin as well as

t

l
1

i
n

ness.

■

1

nortnlo

ho lot tku

rr/v

At tho

the greatest plague, the blood
door posts was a unique mark

>'

"ti

among the

people which each

former sins

might

have been

forgiven

had he not arrived at that time of life
when man usually returns to earth
whence he came and the spirit to God
We all shorten our lives
who gave it.

day interprets in his own way.
.use, it is considered by all as an
by disobeying nature’s laws. Digestion
of the Christ blood which sepais injured by eating too much or too fast
•ople today. When MoseB came and life depends upon the ability of the
Red Sea, with mountains on either
stomach to utilize food.
the hosts of the Egyptians purSportmen destroy many a life by too
i.e stood where each individual of strenuous effort.
Those who have plenty

'■

a

>»"

stands at

some

period

of his

A

way was made where there
be no way and the enemy dis'.■’•(] from view.
was indeed a critical moment in

"■

to

•:

d

There

critical mothe lives of each of us. There

if Moses.
*

f

ilts

when

are

to live upon shorten

life many years

by

lack of needful exercise.
These are the little every day problems
of life. Our lives depend upon solving
them correctly. Moses had these personal

problems, beside

to solve.

What

can

national
we

problems,

learn from his

the decision of that

experience?
determines our whole future
Everyone has or will be called to pass
It may be the choosing of an
through trying ordeals like Moses or like
in, the choosing of a companion Christ through the garden of Gethsemr osing of a location.
ene.
Happy is he whose life is so firmly
secured his wife by work, David rooted in the great ocean of truth that
i ry prowess, and we of today none of these
things move him. There

f

\
1

•in

either method.

iflicult to

|

see

It is

some-

why Moses held

years in the wilderdoubtless for the same

i'niple forty
It

was

forty years training
leadership.

that it took
'it Moses for
1! R

1

forty years in the wilderness perdr! more for the advancement of
itinn than any other forty years in

a!
v
"

World’s history. A barbarous peoy crude material out of which
"in the civilization of
today.
tep is even greater than when
,!a" w as formed out of the dust of the
ini,
we are t0|d that the Jewish law

"

■

a- a

hr
or

n.

ischool master to lead

people

to

The Jewish law was the evolu-

ary product of this wilderness jourJ esus was the evolutionary product

comes a

time in the life of

man

when all

material things melt and dissolve before
him. He starts anew with the life history of the universe.
He Bees material in a gaseous state,
revolving in ‘space, even as the astronomer sees today universes in process of
creation. He sees planet after planet
thrown from its great center.
He watches the cooling process by
which glass becomes a molten mass. He
watches continents being formed] by
the pouring out of the bowels of the
earth by volcanic action. He can stand
upon ithe summit of our loftiest mountain peaks and view these great procThis
esses going on before his mind.
subject is susceptible of infinite enlargement, but it is better to learn a few leading facts and act upon them than to
burden the mind with a mass of useless

the Jewish race.
^ ashing ton and Lincoln were the evotior, #y product of the American peo- garbage.

season

tCitrogen gathering microbes are in
evidence when legumes are found with

the primary first cause
is behind it all and in it all. There is a

soul of the universe

knowle4|ahas

Without nltrftgen
not come too soon.
plants will not grow, and few soils
contain enough to produce maximum
or even fair crops of cereals.
It Is the
most expensive element of fertilizers
and In an available form for plants
the most difficult to obtain, except
through the Intervention of microbes.
Yet nature has not been so lavish In
her supply of any other element necessary to plant growth, as something
like 30,000 tons of free nitrogen of the
air rests on every acre of land. While
scientists have been devising means by
which atmospheric nitrogen could be
combined by electricity into plant
food, microbes—the minutest form of
plant life—have been quietly at work
They have been "working for nothing,
boarding themselves and paying for
In leaf mold and huthe privilege.’'
mus of the woods myriads of them
have been gathering nitrogen from air
and rendering It available for higher
plants, thus feeding the trees of the
forest and storing a surplus In the soil
In culfor use of future generations.
tivated fields, where conditions have
been favorable for their reproduction,
they have been doing the same thing.
Where legumes are grown they are
particularly active. They have a likfor this family of plants and with
them assimilate and store In the soli
large quantities of nitrogen.
When conditions are right nitrogen
fixing bacteria will supply a leguminous crop, like alfalfa- clover or peas,
with nitrogen for Its own perfect development. and also a stimulate and
leave in the soil a sufficient amount to
produce a large crop of corn the fol

ailing educational institutions of
completed.
Lincoln endured the hardships
.lift'd the knowledge necessary to
pie. Of course,
is
this

ty

How She Bean Her Chicks.
E. K. PARKINSON.

A.

i8tat*

IS

contagious

_; i

to Dairymen.
They Work D*y and Wight.
*
MEADE FERQUSEN.
BORLAND,
That soils are active has long since
Agri. College, Burlington, VL 7
Fourteen million dollars are annualJ been an established fact and from
-y lost to dairy interests in the United i these facts attention has been attractStates through the low moisture coned for several years past to the relatent of butter
The maximum legal
tion of the minute living organisms of
amount Is Id per cent: the average for
soil to the nutrition of plants.
the United States is only 11.5 per cent
My own experiments with soil miAn additional 3.5 per cent might be
crobes during the last ten years. In
added, making the water content IB
which the microbes of nitrification
per cent without exceeding the legal
have been grown in every variety of
limit and without deterioration In
liquid and solid media and In different
quality of the product. Now, how can
soils, have given convincing results as

$14,000,000 Lost
A.

BEST USE OF CORN FODDER

THE WOODEN HEN

LITTLE FAIRIES OF THE SOIL

In buying new brooders there should
be great care as to selection and a
strict observance of rules regulating
Brooders before being
temperature.
used should be cleaned, scrubbed, dis
Infected inside aud oat, lamp dues
cleaned, outside painted, then put in
the sun to air and dry and also new
Wicks bought and used for each batch.
An inNow to find a good location.
door brooder should be kept In a warm
place where temperature never goes
below freezing. An outdoor one should
be In a sunny place, for sun Is very essential.
The House In Order.
The brooder placed, cover floor and
the hover with an inch of dry sand, on
top of which (except under hover and
for a foot in front of it) spread finely
cut clover or hay for about an iueh.
Light the lamp, or stove, whichever it
may be. regulating the temperature according to directions so the heat where
the chicks sleep is between 95 and 98
degrees the first week, gradually dropping to 90 degrees by the fourteenth
day and to 80 degrees the twenty-first
day. Leave the newly hatched chicks
incubator nursery thirty-six
hours, then transfer them In a warm
lined basket to the brooder (evening is
the best time), providing a small drink
lng fountain filled with fresh tepid wa
ter and a box filled with charcoal. Tin
first three days feed a mixture of one
third stale bread, one-third rolled oats
and one-third hard boiled (twenty min
utesi eggs, using shells and all (infer
in

■

the

tile, thin shelled or misshapen eggsi
and mix crumbly, but not sloppy, with
sweet milk, adding a little chick size
grit, giving it five times dally. Over
this, the second day. sprinkle chick
feed.
The first three days keep chicks
near the hover, pushing them back
under it after each meal until they
The fourth day stop
are used to it.
the nursery food, feeding scratch feed,
throwing it in the clover, and start
green food, though sparingly, and avoid
sour or frozen feed or musty grain for
they are certain death. After the sixtii
day begin feeding meat scraps in small
quantities, an ounce fed twice daily iu
feed hoppers. The following success
fnl method of feeding is excellent:
Over the cut clover spread ten pounds
of chick feed, covering with two more
inches of clover and ten poribds more
of feed, and so on. until there are
eight inches of litter and sixty pounds
of feed.
This, with meat scraps and
green food, lasts about five weeks, and
reared in this way chicks will prove
sturdy, healthy and possess great vi

talit.v

How to

Prepare

and Peed II

JAME8 B. MORMON.
Corn is an excellent feed for live
stock, both grain and stalks being fed
to advantage, but in feeding it care
must be taken to get the best results.
The grain Is a concentrated source of
nutriment, palatable, easily masticated and readily digested and assimilated, but for dairy cows, corn should
never make up more than one-half to
three-fifths of the concentrate part of
the ration. It needs roughage as cornstalks or hay fed with it, for corn is
poor in protein, but rich in digestible
carbohydrates. So for dairy cows, corn
should be ground and fed with bran
middlings or ground oats which are
richer in

on

It.

Corn fodder is the name given to the
whole plant harvested with the ears
The nutritive ratio of
on the stalks.
corn fodder has been ascertained to be
about 1 to 11.5, so that some higher
protein feed is necessary to properly
balance it to get the good results, and
either alfalfa or clover has been found
In tests
excellent for the purpose.
with sheep the Massachusetts station
has shown that different varieties of
corn fodder, while varying slightly in
digestibility, are good for fattening
At the Manitoba experipurposes.
ment farm corn fodder was fed to
steers, und it proved to be a more profitable roughage than oat sheaves.
Where small numbers of stock are
kept, good results may be obtained by
feeding cut corn fodder moistened with
hot water and allowed to stand for
twenty-four hours. The concentrated
feeds, such as cottonseed meal, can
be mixed with this mass and the cattle will eat it readily and waste little.
In fact, it is better and safer to use
with cottonseed meal than dried fodder or hay.
Corn fodder may also be fed to
horses, but one-third of the bulk of
the ration should be made up of some
other material, preferably red clover
Avoid feeding soft corn,
or alfalfa.
As a
which is injurious to horses.
matter of fact, corn stover is to be
preferred to corn fodder for horses,
with a slight addition of some concentrate feed.
Shredding the stover is
neither necessary nor desirable.
The name corn stover is applied to
the stalk after the ear of corn has
been removed. Stover may be fed to
dairy cows with good results, particularly if the stover Is shredded and mixed with cut nlfalfa or bran, oats, barley or pens, thus providing a valuable
and cheap feed. Shredding adds value
as it is more easily handled and stored and readily eaten by stock.

U3

today

a

floating population,

a

people

without aim or ambition.

They
society.

are

broken loose from human

They

are

to

society

what

In this little world where
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PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235- 2, house 61-13.
ly28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

»

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Beet Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

f

(<

JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

j

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

<

we

live.

be ready for ChristmaB,
Our hearts full of love and good will,
May we bring glad joy to others.
Thus their day with happiness fill;
Then we shall have Christmas dwelling
Like radiant sunshine in our lives,
While the joyoUB bells are swelling
Their notes of gladness to the skies.
Minnetta R. Emmel,
Monmouth, Oregon, Dec. 1913.
Let

us

meteoric dust is to the universe. We
Bhould keep society kneaded together as
Moses did, and thus prevent this disintegration. It is rumored that soap box
orators in all our larger cities are teaching disloyalty and anarchy to large audiFeel languid, weak, run down? Headache
This
ences of unnaturalized foreigners.
Stomach “off?" A good remedy is Burdoc
baneful influence might be essily over- Blood Bitters. Ask your druggist. Price 31.0
come by the public school and church
TROY.
were it not for the shiploads of recruits
boys, girls, men and women separately
with which their ranks are continually
Linwood Pendleton and wife of Islesmay be summed up m a single sentence,
boro are passing two weeks with relaincreased.
nature’s
laws.
As
is
often
remarkobey
We pride ourselves on our free institu- tives in Troy.
ed the laws of life should be observed
Miss Erdene Pierce, after a vacation
but why should we abandon those
tions,
for generations before we are born.
to New
institutions to a foreign people, who of two weeks, has returned
Each of us suffer much for the sins of
to reopen her school.
Hampshire
in the dust those sacred prinWe have inherited traits trample
our ancestors.
The funeral of the late Mrs. George
for which our forefathers fought.
and characteristics as well as acquired ciples
Shibles was held New Year’s morning
We have not only this foreign horde to and was attended
If a man
by Rev. E. L. Bigelow
ones of both body and mind.
contend with but we have native born of Dixmont. The out-of-town friends
is to purchase an animal he is careful to
American women teaching our children present were Mr. and Mrs. Mott Shibles
examine the pedigree for generations
of Monroe and Samuel Shibles of Knox.
that man has no right to property, that
The bearers were Messrs. Hopkins, Hillback, but he will marry a wife without
the earth is the Lord’s and the fullness man, Goodaie and
Sargent. The interknowing anything of one of her relatives.
ment was in East Troy.
thereof.
Inherited tendencies may be successTherefore no man has any rights not
Frederick Weymouth, one of Troy’s
fully covered up for years, but in a moother person. This popular young men, a graduate of Bates
ment of weakness they will break forth possessed by every
leads to the fact that a man College, and Miss Edna Chase, a classwith such violence as to deluge every- principle
mate at BateB College, were married at
a family has no rights whatever
with
her home in Portland Jan. 3rd, and left
thing. Whatever is characteristic in the
because he is outnumbered and outvoted at once for Providence, R. I., where they
family is apt to appear in the progeny.
his family. Last week there were will reside. Miss Carrie Weymouth went
Alexander Graham Bell is studying by
divorces and only five marriages in to Portland to attend the wedding of her
eight
same
he
the
which
Eugenics with
energy
nephew and will remain there several
the city of Portland, Oregon.
weeks for medical treatment for her
displayed in the invention of the teleWe have got a long way from the shoulder, which was injured last April.
men
of
most
He
says: “Young
phone.
ideal society established by Moses. From
brilliant intellectual attainments are able
"I suffered habitually from constipation.
the contemplation of foes from within
Doan’s Regulets relieved and strengthened the
to secure support for life, on condition
and foes from without threatening to
howels so that they have been regular ever
of celebacy, in some British Universities.
since.”— E. Davis, Grocer, Sulpher Springs,
engulf our nation it is refreshing to Texas.
The moment they marry they lose their
pause to consider the enclosed poem confellowship. Public interest demands that tributed to the Christmas number of
SWANVILLE CENTER.
these be granted on condition of mar“The Morn" by a student of the Oregon
riage and raising a family instead of State Normal School. GEO. M. Cole.
E. A. Robertson is gaining slowly.
celebacy. Civilized nations vanish from
Dec. 18, 1913.
Fred Barden recently bought a fine
Monmouth,
Oregon,
the earth because of the greater tendcolt.
TO THE CHRISTMAS STAR.
ency to reproduction among the lower or
Mr. Calvin Webb of Portland and his
Beautiful emblem of peace and light,
less desirable classes.
son Ben, who will have been in the navy
Gleaming on us from afar;
LeBB civilized people rise because the
Shedding thy radiance through the night,
four years in March, viBited relatives in
Our glorious Christmas Star.
town last week.
reproduction is by all classes and a large
The Monroe Center L. A. S. hold their
Faithful shepherds who lived long ago,
part of the less desirable class fail to
■ext sociable with Mrs. Charles Thayer
Watching at night in the dell.
the
middle
survive.
ages
During
many
Rested beside the sweet water's flow.
Jan. 13th. At the last sociable, held
of the more submissive type became
Under thy mystical spell.
with Mrs. Dow, 60 were present. Mr.
Charles Riley was chosen Chaplain to
celebates, hence free thinkers became
High in the heavens the angel's song
fill Rev. Eliopoutas place.
At first filled their hearts with fear;
predominant and we have the reformaSoon the glad anthems echoing long,
tion. Moses not onlytaught social purity,
Mr. Leroy McKeen quietly took a trip
Brought to their souls a new cheer.
to Boston and gave his friends a great
but he taught the principles of reproducThou guiding star, one bright angel said.
surprise by returning last week with a
tion so thoroughly that, the race he moldHis many friends
fair young, bride.
Would lead them to where Christ lay;
ed into a nation ha3 survived while
Not in a mansion they'd find his bed,
wish them happiness and* prosperty
But pillowed among the hay.
others have been rising and falling
through life and are pleased to have
them settle in town.
Quickly the shepherds left all their sheep,
Where is a happier people today than
And cheerfully followed thee.
We have among
the Jewish race?
Through the lands that were still wrapped
in sleep;
Longing their Savior to see.
If we had lived on that Christmas night,
are
And had seen thy beams so fair,
We'd followed, too, with joy and delight,
Worms are one of the most dreaded diseases
if we could have been there.
O!
of children. There is nothing better than Dr.
True’s Elixir to expel worms of all kinds and
Surely our hearts can follow each year
to keep the stomach in good order. First manThy song of peace and good will,
ufactured by my father in 186X.
And spread abroad the message of cheer;
Our mothers and grandmothers
Christmas Star, guide us still.
Prof. Budlong Was Quickly Relieved of
Bright
used this remedy and found it
Frances Bennett.
Both Afflictions by Using Rheuma.
to be ideal for its purpose.
Menmouth, Oregon, Dec. 1918.
Some of the signs of worms
If you suffer from any form of Rheumaare:
Deranged stomach, furtism, remember that RHEUMA goes to work
THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMA8.
red tongue, belching, variable
quickly to remove the cause, not Bimply to rewere watching their flocks,
While
shepherds
increased
appetite,
thirst, acid
lieve the distress. Many years’ use has deIn that country over the sea.
or heavy breath, nausea, ene Mark
monstrated that it goes to the seat of the disAn angel brought them a message,
larged abdomen, variable bowel
ease and expels the poisonous matter through
for
me.
and
A
for
message
ypu
face
of
leaden
action, pale
tint, bluish ring
the natural channels —the kidneys, bowels,
This was the theme of his story,
around eyes, itching of nostrils, languor, irriliver and skin.
As told in that night long ago,
tability, disturbed sleep, grinding of teeth,
“For many years I was troubled with RheuGood will to men, to God glory,
irregularity of pulse.
matism, also with Bright’B Disease of the KidThe shepherds listened below.
If your child is not one of the robust kind,
neys. I suffered awfully. Tried many adverstart in to use Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family
tised remedies. After u ing your, truly rePeace then to us is the message,
Laxative and Worm Expeller, today. 86c, 50c
markable preparation, RHEUMA, I was fully
On earth peace, true love and good will
and $1.00. Advice free. Write me.
Prof. C. J. Budlong, Sound View,
cured."
If we've the spirit of Christmas,
Coon.
These precepts we must fulfill.
RHEUMA is guaranteed by A. A. Howea ft
Love most go out to our neighbors,
Auburn, Muluo.
Co., who sell it for 60 cents a bottle.
Slights that are given by others,
_

Bean the

1

In the days of Moses the mind of man
had not been disturbed by the vexing
problems of today, like tariff, currency,
intervention and the rights of women
and children. Despite the verdict of the
English Militants, women will ever rule
the world more satisfactorily by love
than by force.
It would be both interesting and profitable to search through the writings of
Moses and see what he says relative to
the subject of social purity. The voluminous lectures now being delivered to

Worms

The Kind You Have Always Bought
^

protein.

Live Stook Thrive

—

j

Cactoria is a harmless sabstitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrnps.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverishness.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, ail
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regnlates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Enemies of Children

_

Blended
Rheumatic
The original of the
Oil.

original

The

Rheumatic

compound

formula has been pur-

chased and the oil is being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oil

Company.

Popular Mechanics
Magazine

j

UNDERSTAND IT**

j
|

**

WM. 0. POOR & SON,
BELFAST.

Try it.

Prices:

MAINE.

15, 25 ard 50 Cents
t23

S

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Chir. ody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
Fell line of all kind* of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32j)

25c

DINNER BILL
Special Course Dinner

CAN

Continued Story of the World’s
A GREAT
Progress which you may begin reading
at any time, and which will hold your
interest forever. You are living in the best
year, of the most wonderful age, of what is
doubtless the greatest world in the universe.
A resident of Mars would gladly pay—

AGtNTS.il

City Lunch Room,i

WRITTEN SO YOU

AAA FOR ONE YEAR’S
SUBSCRIPTION
tDthismagazine.in order to keep informed of
our progress in Engineering and Mechanics.
Are you reading it? Two millions of your
favorite maganeighbors are, and it is the best
American
zine in thousands of the
homes. It appeals to all classes—old and
young —men and women
The “Shop Notes” Department (20 pages)
—how to make
gives easy ways to do things
useful articles for home ami shop, repairs, etc.
“Amateur Mechanics" (10 pages 1 tells howto
make Mission furniture, wireless out tits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.
*1

tplyUUU

COPIES
I1JO PER YEAR. SINGLEshow

|

15 CENTS
you one or
A*k your New»dealur to
FREE SAMPLE COPY TODAY

WRITE FOR

POPULAR MECHANICS CO.
aiS W. Washington SL, CHICAGO

25c

Oar special 25c dinner includes one order soup,
one order fish or meat, one side dish with pie
DENNETT & MOUNTAIN.
or pudding.
66 High Street, Belfast.
3m49

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
S TEA IMPRESSING

^

and PEPAIRING,.
8

a prompt call.
WALTEK H. V.OOMBS,
Corner Cross ami Federal 8tr is, Belfast,

posta card and you will receive

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,
MAPLE,

OF

Clapboards, Spruce; Basswood,
20tf
L. C. MOkSE. Liberty, Me.

Pine

Dr. E. H.
EYE

At 52 High Stnei.

Tel. 216-1&

WANTED
who

BEECH and BIRCH.
MANUFACTURER

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

their votes ror*
Theatre*

saving
THOSE
the pony contest at the Colonial
are

not

for anyone, to please give them to me.
MISS HELEN E. ELLIS,
23 Bay View Street,
4m44
Belfast, Maine

William Lincoln West

Boyington

SPECIALIST

Ex-Veterinary Inspector Ruieau of Animal
Industry h. 8. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN;

Twenty-five year, experience and akill is
fitting glaaaes enablea me to fit any eye that
glaaaee will help. Consultation Free.

TREATS

44 8aatb Mata St., WINTEIIFORT, MAINE
(Mea Days, Mendivs icd Tuesdays.

SPRING

—

ALL

DISEASES OF

Hospital, Fliaimacy

and

ANIMALS

Office,

BELFAST MAINE
STREET,
Hospital Never Closed.

Phones—Hospital 69-18.

Residence 69-1

Charles Francis Keegan of VanBuren is
the only announced candidate for the
nomination for Governor at present; but
other prospective candidates are Hon.
Bertrand G. Mclntire of EastWaterford,
chairman of the Slate board of assessors,
Mayor E. E. Newbert of Augusta, Hon.
Frank A. Morey of Lewiston, Mayor
Curtis of Portland,and Hon. W. R. Pat-

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JANUARY 15,1914
PUBLISHED EVERY

The
C

BY

THURSDAY

Republican Jour.

ARLES A. PILSBURY.

Pub. Co

guf,jnegs Manager

Impure
remedy,
A
SAKSAPARiLLA.
HOOD'S
word to the wise is sufficient. Buy
Be sure to
a bottle this very day.
get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the true
blood purifier, prepared only by
C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.

Instantly suggests

Carefully compiled figures from authentic

sources

show that the reduction in the

the

livestock, exclusive of horses, since theDemocratic tariff
The Churches.
bill went into effect, has shrunk $4,171,114 00. The same ratio of loss will doubtMiss Marian Wells will sing at the North
less apply to most other products of the
farm. In August cattle were selling for Congregational church through January.
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
eight cents, in December, for six. The
their place of meeting on
loss was 25 per cent. The tariff the Dem- Sunday services at
street at 2 and 7 p. m.
High
The
cent.
was
27
ocrats removed
per
The quarterly meeting of the members ol
Maine farmer’s cattle have shrunk in
church will be held in the
value just about the amount of the tariff. the Universalist
vestry next Saturday evening at 7.30.
selling

_

The Archbishop of Paris (France) has
forbidden the dancing of the tango “as
a sin which must be confessed and repenance." Now what do you think

quire

of that?

value of Maine’s

President Wilson, who has been on an
extended visit in the south, is reported
on his way to Washington and a press
despatch is headed "His Mind Made Up
The auxiliary of the North Congregational
The spectacle of hungry men mobbing
The President
on Important Issues."
church will meet with the Misses Morison,
in
of
food
search
Chicago
restaurants in
Wednesday evening, Jan. 21st, at 7.30 o'clock.
*
appears to have a readymade mind.
at the same time that ‘hotels for the unThe morning service at the First Parish
were being opened in that great
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.46 a. m., SunLittle question for today: What is the ployed”
of
times
hard
theDemocratic
significance of “T. D.” on the old clay city recalls
day. The Sunday school meets at 11.45.
In
the last Cleveland administration
pipe?—Boston Globe.
The Men's forum will meet as usual at the
Mr. Asa F. Riggs of this city says he San Francisco the mayor made the mis- Universalist church next Sunday at noon. The
was told when a boy that “Lord” Tim- take of offering a small stipend for a theme of
',discussion is Moses. All men are
othy Dexter of Newburyport had some- few hours work, to aid the destitute. cordially invited.
thing to do with the manufacturing of More than a thousand men from surThe Christian Scientists hold services in
these pipes and that his initials were rounding cities and towns joined the their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
10.000 already in the city hunting for a 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
placed on them.
chance to earn a meal. In Los Angeles o’clock, to which all are welcome.
The annual report of the State asses5.000 unemployed took part in a bread
The regular services at the Universalist
sors shows that the total valuation of riot on Christmas
Day. With bread riots church next Sunday will be as follows: comthe cities, towns and plantations is $430,- in the
principal cities it is not to be won- munion service at 10 o'clock; preaching service
025,462, an increase over the preceding dered at that the Hungarian minister of at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday school at noon.
that to
year of $13,134,198 and they say
the Interior warned his people to stay at
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
on
the
a great extent the increase is based
home, “until economic conditions im- will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by
The valuation of Waldo
new property.
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
prove.”
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
county is $10,802,944, against $10,003,116
The Belfast correspondent of the
in 1912, an increase ot $199,828. The inThe meeting of the Ladies Aid of the North
Waterville Sentinel says: “The protests Congregational church, to have been held with
crease in the valuation of the cities represents about 44 per cent of the gain against the resignation cf E. F. Little- Mrs. Frank Wiley, January 14th, was postponfield as State committeeman from Waldo ed to Wednesday afternoon, January 21st.
in the State.

coming in so thick and fast that
possible that he may withdraw it.”
are

In another column we publish the prospectus of the Belfast Public Building
Company, incorporated to build a much
needed schoolhouse. The bonds of the
company are now offered for sale and

it is

papers will be found today
About $39,000
at the three local banks.
of these bonds are already taken and if
the citizens of Belfast will show their in-

subscription

At

in June.

to his intentions

ux

cue

lauic&

uuuoi

There has
in

at 6.30 p.

missions. H. M.Prentiss

the

several suppers,

lawn fete, etc.

a

^

as

active and. successful

as

elders,

an^ toast.

of the revision have
been delivered at the White House.

Engrossed copies

|
The Boston Journal frothed at the
mouth when six Progressives voted with

Republicans to elect a Republican
speaker of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives. It would have been
all right had they voted with the Demo-

!

the

this State Democratic
were
indignant because

In

crats.

news-

Gov.
papers
I
Haines included Progressives in nominating a board of hospital trustees. The
D emocratic

regards

the

party here,

as

Progressive party

elsewhere,
as a

tail to

its kite, and not without reason.

Over fourteen billion cigarettes—to be
exact, 1-1,294,895,471 were consumed in
the United Slates during the fiscal year
—

from June 30, 1912, to June 30, 1913, acto the report of W. H. Osborn,

cording

commissioner cf internal revenue, and
the figures for (he four months ending
October 31st show an increase in revenue
of til, 108.194.54, or approximately an in-

consumption of 886,515,632
cigarettes over the corresponding period
in

crease

of the last fiscal year. Another item of
interest is that in the past fifteen years,

according
revenue

to

in

doubled.
with the

the records of the internal

bureau,

whiskey

the

That

high

the

consumption of

United
has

cost of

States

something
living.

In the Boston Globe’s series

discussion in Brooks,
and the towns immediately surrounding it,
than that of the Farmer's Union. Like the
small force of Leonidas holding the Pass of
Thermopylae with seven thousand men against
the mighty army of Xerxes, which consisted of
millions, so the Farmer’s Union has held out
against the contending obstacles that have
confronted it. But unlike the army of Leonidas, the Farmer’s Union is daily receiving reinforcements, so that now it numbers upward
of a hundred.
Some predict an early downfall, but now
that the farmers see the benefits derived from
the Union we believe they will stand by it to
the end.
During the past few weeks, with the excellent sledding combined with an advance in the
price of potatoes, the Union has loaded a car
daily, when cars could be obtained, and has
sold them at a price to command a premium
over the regular market
price.
no

on

has
to

do

“The

I

subject

is

more

open to

Mr. Leathers, the manager, reports fine patronage in the feed business and while the
storehouse is filled to the rafters each week
very little remains unsold at the week end.
It is now nearly time to buy fertilizer, and
the best of fertilizer can be obtained at prices
that were never heard of here until the spring
of 1913.
In fact, several orders have already
been taken from individuals.
While there may be a little jealousy on the
part of some of the dealers toward the Union,
we will assure you that the feelings of the
Union are none tut the best toward all.
The
farmers’ object in this organization is simply
to command a better price for his produce
than the merchant has allowed him heretofore
and to secure his supplies at lower rates.
A little later in the season we shall have
some speakers from the State Agricultural
Dept, at the Union meetings and make Brooks
a Farmers Institute.—R. M. Stiles, Sec'y.

War Day by .Day” recently appeared a
i SECRET SOCIETIES.
picture of the Spotswood House, RichAt the regular meeting last Tuesday evenmond, Va., from a war-time photo by
Brady. Fifty years ago famine prices ing of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., a
prevailed in the Richmond markets and picnic supper was served, with Mrs. Cleveland
it was no unusual thing for an ordinary Downes, chairman, Mrs. L. F. Marden, Mrs.
Ezra L. Talbott, Mrs. John Davis, Miss Sarah
meal at the Spotswood to cost $50. Some
Messrs. Samuel Adams, A. C. Clarey,
the writer Seavey,
the
later
70’s)
early
(in
years
E. S. Bowker and Leon Beckwith, committee
in
the
dinner
Spotshis
ate
Thanksgiving
in charge. The following officers were installed
wood and it did not cost one cent. The
by District Deputy President Cora Fairbanks,
Richmond newspaper men had invited assisted by Ida Libby, deputy grand marshal,
the members of the local press of Wash- both of Unity: Noble grand, Mrs. Annie Lindington to spend Thanksgiving with them gren; vice grand, Mrs. Annie B. Patterson; reand the writer was asked to accompany cordingsecretary, Mrs. Annie K. Adams; finanthe guests of the occasion. Southern cial secretary, Mrs. Effie G. Harrison; treas-

hospitality
had

no

use

is

proverbial,

and the visitors

for money while in Richmond.
was free, even to a shave or

Everything
a

shine.

POLITICAL POINTS.

only issue of 1914 is the tariff.
The only issue in 1916 will be the tariff.
It is always so after the Democrats have
The

been in office.

In October 44,091,170 pounds of foreign wool was in the bonded warehouses
of this country, waiting to enter our
market when the tariff went into effect.
It is all here now,and a lot more besides.
Did
any less for your last suit of
you pay

Mrs. Abbie E. Cook; warden. Miss Hazel
Ransdall; conductor, Miss Mildred Dodge;
chaplain, Mrs. Emma Walton; R. S. N. G Mrs.
Bertha P. Keene; L. S. N. G., Mrs. Emily A,
Peavey; R. S. V. G., Mrs. Viola R. Mayo; L. S.
V. G., Mrs. Jt.hn Davis; inside guard, Mrs.
Louise D. Beckwith; outside guard, Eugene L.
After the installation interesting reCook.
marks for the good of the order by the grand
officers were followed by vocal solos by Misses
Katherine E. Bri ?r and Caroline G. Hatch,with
Mrs. Louise D. Beckwith pianist, and a reciurer,

tation

by Mrs. Gertrude P. Bowker.

Ml-o-na Will Prevent Further Trouble—It
Quickly and Sureb Ends Indigestion
and Stomach Distress.
Under a Democratic administration the
after eating, belching of gee end
Distress
with
back
his
cover
will
American soldier
that lump of load feeling in
woolen cloth, the wool for which was undigested food,
the stomach, headache, biliousness and lack of
and
labor
of
the
land
a
in
foreign
grown
energy, ere warning signals of out-of-order
weaving also performed in a foreign atomach. Now —at once—is the time to stop
land. The newest American battleship this distress.
will be fitted in part with English maUi-o-na Stomach Tablets is the remedy.
chinery. Evidently the American work- They are absolutely harmless. Get a fifty cent
now
box today. Their use surely and quickly stops
ing man isn’t popular with the party
atomach distress and improves and strengthens
in power.
the digestive system eo that what you eat ia
convert—i into nutrition and the entire system
convention
will
The Democratic State
is properly nourished. Honey back if not
* Co.
be held in Portland, March 26th. Hon. benefited. A. A. Howes

clothes?

and evening service at 7.30 p.

usual, and t! ey

Officers and committees were elected as
follows: Clerk, Dr. A. Millett; treasurer. Dr.
A. O. Stoddard; business committee, H. M.
Prentiss, Dr. A. O. Stoddard, Dr. Millett;
standing committee, H. M. Prentiss, M. C,
Hill, Dr. Millett, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton; Sun- I
iay school committee, H. M. Prentiss, Mrs.
John R. Dunton, Mrs. C. M. Craig; City Mis- !
lions, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Miss M. A. Hazel- |
tine, Miss L. A. McDowell, Mrs. F. A. Wiley;
read.

m.

The Universalist Sunday school will present
the near future a typical old fashioned
| country school in the church vestry and the
scholars will do stunts in readin', spellin' and
figgerin’ and also show their knowledge in
The schoolsome of the higher branches.
master will be of "ye old time” style and will
The committee
not spare the rod if needed.
will visit the school during the evening and
e xamine the boys and girls in the three R’s.

t

in

loral committee, Miss Evelyn P. Morrison,
Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, Miss Anne M. Kittredge, Frank Waterman, Wesley Wood; welcoming committee, H. M. Prentiss, Dean S.
Knowlton, Wesley Wood, Harry Bowker, Frank
jVaterman; music committee, John Parker,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest.
H. M. Prentiss, Dr. A. Millett and M. C. Hill

The annual meeting of the Universalist parish was held last Tuesday evening. A delicious
supper was served by the ladies, and the fol-

elected a supply committee.
rith a benediction.

vere

lowing officers were elected: Moderator, George
E. Johnson; clerk, Charles E. Johnson; treasurer, Gile6 G. Abbott; parish committee, Giles
G. Abbott. Selwyn Thompson, Charles S. Bickford, Frank I. Wilson, William B. Woodbury;
W. A. Swift, Edmund Wilson; trustees, George E. Johnson, Charles F, Swift,Fred
W. Pote. The annual reports were encouraging. All bills are paid and there is a balance
assessors,

in

the treasury.

Rev. Francis E.
Clark, president of the
World's Christian Endeavor Union, sailed last
week from Boston on his 17th foreign journey
in the interests of the Christian Endeavor
These journeys have involved
movement.
Five of
more than 250,000 miles of travel.
them have been journeys around the world
and have taken him to Australia, South
America, South Africa and all parts of the
Orient,since Christian Endeavor societies flourish in all these countries. Mrs. Clark sails
with him to Italy and will attend Christian
Endeavor conventions in Spain, France and

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
] earn that there is at least one dreaded disease
1 hat science has been able to cure in all its
Hall’s Catarrh
£ tages, and that is Catarrh.
{ Jure is the only positive cure now known to
1 he medical fraternity. Catarrh being a cont titutional disease, requires a constitutional
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken in* reatment.
ernally, acting directly upon the blood and
t iucou8 surfaces of the system, thereby de£ troying the foundation of the disease, and

patient strength by building up the
assisting nature in doing its
The proprietors have so much faith in
y rork.
j ts curative powers that they offer One Huniving

the

J onstitution and
*
^

red Dollars for any case that it fails to cure,
end for list of testimonials.
Lddreas: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

An interesting illustrated lecture on “The
War*Like Zulus” was given in the North Congregational church last Sunday evening. The
lecture was prepared by Dr. Patten, one of
the secretaries of the A. B. C. F. M., and was
read by Rev. D. L. Wilson. The views were
shown by H. M. Prentiss, and the artistic and
beautiful coloring added not a little to the interest. They were well selected with a view
to emphasizing the subject matter of the lecture. The native round huts in their “kraals/
the natives in their fantastic and scanty cosand
tumes, the attractive mission stations
schools, and the contrast between the savage
and the Christianized natives, were all shown,
together with fine views of Durban and
Johanesburg, and other places in Southern
Africa, where the board has, after its 75 years
of work, at present 60,000 native Christians,
and about 240,000 adherents.

Poilyanna,' The Glad Book, by Eleanor H
Porter, was the subject last Sunday evening
of the last in the series of talks on good books
by Rev. Arthur A. Blair at the Universalist
church. The book preaches the gospel of
gladness, good cheer and optimism. Pollyis the
anna, the little girl heroine of the story,
orphan of missionaries on the western coast

live with an aunt, who was
by nature austere and unkind. The little girl
brought with her a natural and cultivated
optimism and the book abounds with incidents
where the thankful child brings happiness and
comfort to the sick, the bereaved, the homean
less and the unfortunate. She meets with
is given a
auto accident :and her optimism
her cheerful
severe test which she meets with
of gladspirit. Mr. Blair spoke in conclusion
and of enness as a matter of temperament
and the
vironment. The review of the book
conclusions drawn from it were entertaining
well atand .helpful. The series have been
tended and of unusual interest.
The annual meetings of the North Congreg?*
in the
tional church and Parish were held
Jan. 8th
church vestries Thursday evening,
the
following a supper served at • o'clock by
ladles of the church. The eall for the parish

and

came

j
t

season

has not

_FRESH,

-\T-

Bramhairs Market
i

quantity.

a

EVENINGS,

CASTE
E. S. Siteher,
Clarence Hail,
Arthur N. Johnson,
Ralph I. Morse,
Charles Hammons,
Archibald Groavenor,
Elon B. Gilchrest
Mr. Bunthorne’s Solicitor,
Chorus of Officers of Dragoon Guards.
Miss Katherine E. Brier,
The ludy Angela,
Mrs. C. E. Read,
The Lady Saphir,
Miss Winni red J. Sanborn,
The Lady Elk
Mrs. C. W. Wescott,
The Lady Jane,

1

j

AND

Misa Katherine C. Quimby,
Chorus of Rapturous Maidens.

sale at box office, Colonial
January 23rd and 24th.

Theatre,

v

officer, of
n
Guards
Dragoon r„.wl«
A Fleshly Poet
An Idyllic Poet

I

It costs but a little more for

"Superba” Canned Goods
They suit the most fastidious and cost
than any line of fancy canned

goods.

Every

represented

can as

or

money refunded.

"Superba” Coffee, Rice and
Pancake Flour
;

in

packages.

Try

them.

We wish to thank

our

licit

a

continuance ot the same.

Disc

CASTING
We have reopened the foundry on Front
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R.
LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder,
have a large stock of patterns, and are prepared to fill all orders promptly and at reasonSOtf
Able prices.

are curable. All kinds
mean suffering: and

dang:er. The CAUSE
is always internal.
Dr. Leonhardt's

a. m.,

Friday

Admission 76, 60 and 36 Cents.

H EM-ROID

tablets produce amazing results by attacking the
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are dried up and

Sold hr Wat. O. Poor * Son and all druggists.

to use th<

\

bothersome needles of

57 Different
Varieties.
We

DO YOUR

Phonograph
not have

you do

125

Maidens

A Dairymaid

at 9

EDISON

customers for

loyal support which they have
given us in the past nine years and so-

BtLFAST FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
1

WITH THE NEW

the

1

f Rapturous
j

PHON10GMPH

standard goods than it does for an inferior article. For instance, try our

LET US

THEATRE, BELFAST,

Major Murgatroyd,
Lieut., The Duke of Dunatable,
Reginald Bunthorne,

THE EDISON

specially of quality, not

oy the

January 26 and 27, 1914.

ind Saturday,

Live and Boiled Lobsters

-1,

Belfast Musical Society

*

-AND-

Phone

presented

Colonel Gatoarley,

(

i

•-___

AND TUESDAY

107 Main St.

jf
jf

no more

Or Bunthorne’s Bride.

AT THE COLONIAL

that

|

Eastern Halibut

We make

BELFAST, MAINE

( iilbert & Sullivan’s famous aesthetic opera will be

prices

f

...FRESH...

Fair Prices.

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
STREET,

Wi

you.

PATIENCE H. L. WHITTEN CO.

OPERA

on

surely please

H. M. BLACK,
Jfeagiagagag

YOUNG, SOUND HORSES,

J

Tickets

will

r

DR. W. L. WEST.

93 MAIN

style, daintily trimmed

line of HAM BURGS at

specially good

-AT-

which will be sold at LIVING PRICES.
If you need a horse come and see mine.

jj

Patience,

A

|

have opened a sale stable on Spring
street, where I now have, and shall continue
to have, a good supply of

Annual Meeting

east to

|

I

received from wholesalers as to the volume
f trade with the smaller retailers, but this is
natural condition immediately following the |
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
| olidays. General interest is being displayed
will be
the prospective visits to the Boston market the Stockton Springs Water Company
i
held at the office of the Secretary at two
c f large buyers from various sections of the
o’clock in the afternoon, Tuesday, January
ountry with the object of inspecting new
20th, A. D. 1914, to elect a board of directors
nes.—Dun’s Review, Jan. 10th.
and to perform any other legal business that
come before said meeting.
Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas may
ALBERT M. AMES, Clerk.
I Iclectic Oil. For burns, scalds, cuts and emerStockton
Springs, Maine, January 6, 1914.
|
® encies. All druggists sell it. 25c and 50c.

jI MONDAY

full line of late

Ni ght Robes, Marguerites, Combinations, Drawers and Corset Covers.

j

DENTIST,

ally opened as yet, business in footwear is of
airly satisfactory proportions, both locally and
throughout New England. Some complaints

our

Js

following NEXT TEN DAYS i

SALE
STABLE Good Goods

s re

|

See

---

The Shoe Situation.
In view of the fact that the

and continues for the

|

Do not let your blood get thin this
Winter. For people who have a tendency
toward ansemia, or bloodlessness, winter
ia a trying season. Lack of exercise and
fresh air, the more restricted diet, many
things combine to lower the tone of the i
body and deplete the blood.
As soon as you notice the tired feeling,
lack of appetite and shortness of breath
that are warning symptoms of thin blood
take a short treatment with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. Do not wait until the
color has entirely left your cheeks, until
your lips are white, your eyes dull and
It is so
your ears like mother of pearl.
much easier to correct thinning of the
blood in the earlier stages than later.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills build up the
blood and strengthen the nerves. In
this way the general health is improved,
the appetite increases, the digestion is
strengthened and new ambition and energy developed. Work becomes easier
because it does not cause exhaustion.
Keep your system at its highest efficiency with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, the
great blood builder and nerve tonic.
A
Your own druggist can supply you.
booklet “Building LTp the Blood” will be
mailed free on request, by tbe Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
It is we'l worth studying by all wbo do
not enjoy complete health.

|

Begins January 17th,

Adjourned

$100 Reward $100
1

|
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§
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OUR WHITE SALE

£

HOW TO KEEP WELL IN WINTER

Day” has been studied profitably throughout
the year. The reports were all accepted as

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30

9

■■■■■

At the annual meeting of the Trinity Repinos,” and it was sung at their recent on account of his health he would not
have contributed $100 to church expenses.
formed church, East belfast, Jan. 9th, a parish
banquet in Washington, thereby giving seek a renomination.
Mr. Prentiss reported for Castle North, K. O.
Wilson. It
was followed by the election of officers.
President
to
offence
supper
great
K. A., which is in its usual thriving condition.
elected
were
Strout
and
Frank
Peter
Olson
to
of
higher
respect
has been changed out
THE BROOKS FARMER’S UNION.
Mrs. John R. Dunton reported for the AuxilRoscoe
and
Black,
Fletcher
A.
K.
deacons,
which has 26 members. “China’s New
authority and now reads:
iary,
treasurer.
To The Editor of The Journal: Perhaps
Roscoe
and Mrs.
Black,
Kiss, kiss, kiss the insurrectos—
Soft-eyed, happy little host.
Underneath tne starry dome.
In their lovely island home—
Civilize the precious dears with tea

I WHITE SALE!

The treas-

Miss Anne M.

■

Belfast Savings Banks.
subscribed for, and the remainder is*
$39,000 worth of bonds have been already
offered at par and accrued interest.

or

SfivSjindmwv

Kittredge reported for the Guild, which numbers nearly 50 members. Their year had been

m.

the denominations of $100.00.
The Waldo Trust Company
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank.

only at

decorating the church, which was about $650,
making a total of nearly $1000 passing through
hands during the year.

were

pers
For Men and Women,
$5.00 the pair, to be hnd

urer, Mrs. A. A. Small, reported that the ladies
had raised the sum of $336.05 during the year,
and had also had charge of the fund for re-

her

The security behind the bonds consists of *he building, erected at a cost of $75,00(1
to the city
tnd the real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease
OFFERING.
but in addi
These bonds are offeied locally, and not only provide a safe investment,
j
Belfast. The City is already up
:lon appeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of
funds for the building of a central schoolhouse out
to its debt limit and cannot provide
schoolhouse is unsanitary and wholly*
if new borrowings. The condition of the present
of the children.
needs
educational
the
to
inadequate
the bonds are made ml
In order that all who may desire may participate in the issue,

invented about
the only relief from these
foot troubles was to go
barefooted.
Ground Grippers not only
relieve but they correct,
and correction is what you
are after. If you have tried
all sorts of so-called comfort shoes and still suffer,
come in and let us fit you
to a pair of Ground Gripshoes

ported for the Ladies Circle, which has a membership of 28, and has held 24 meetings, and

v*

follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7 30; Knights of King Arthur, Friday
evening at 7; morning worship Sunday at 10.45;
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meet-

regard
speculation
and it was reported that ing

been considerable

meeting

The Belfast Public Building Company, a Maine Corporation organized for the purpose, has acquired a parcel of land, located in the center of the business and residence
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for
public school purposes. f A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company for a period of twenty-five years
an annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the principal of the bonds. These
bonds are subject to call on any interest paying period.
The City agrees to pay all taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in
the same condition as when delivered to it, ordinary wear and tear excepted,—leaving
the entire income available for payment of interest and principal of these bonds.
RENTAL.

1

church and parish for their prompt assistance
when called upon.
Harry Bowker reported
for the Christian Endeavor Society which has
20 members and is holding interesting and
profitable meetings. The committee on City
Missions had no report. Mrs. W. C. Shaw re-

the

Gov. Haines, who was in Lewiston
Jan. 12th to attend the banquet of the
terest by subscribing the remainder of Chamber of Commerce, stated in response
the amount required work on the new to a direct question that he would be a
candidate for renomination in the Rebuilding will begin at once.

publican primaries

a

were

CITY OF BELFAST.

sipiles.”

Ground Gripper

department of 24 members and 16 in the cradle
roll.
He also emphasized the need for more
He spoke for the welcoming comteachers.
mittee and mentioned the assistance given by
Miss
four of the young men of the church.
Evelyn P. Morison reported for the floral committee, and thanked the members of the

Universalist church, held Wednesday, Jan.
7th, Mrs. Ida Webber was elected president;
Mrs. Eugene L. Cook, vice president, and Mrs.
Frank G. Mixer, secretary and treasurer.
The services at the North church will be as

feel like a fish out of water.

The order of the Caraboa had a song
called “Damn, Damn, Dan n the Filli-

there

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST GUARANTEED SY LEASE TO THE

for the
The rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as Trustee
of the inand
bonds
the
of
funds
for
the
payment
retirement
thus
providing
bondholders,
terest, without regard for the solvency oi the Company.
SECURITY.

Sunday school committee that
68 pupils and 9 classes with a home

reported for

Mortgage Real Estate Gold Bonds.

5 °h First

But its pretty hard to
smile when that tender
bunion is “aching,” or that
pet corn is singing.
Before the famous

j

The services for the week at the Methbe as follows: This,
odist church will
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
at 12 m.; evening service at 7. p. m.

Machias Republican: It is understood
W. R. Pattangall will not take any active part in politics this year. Patt will

ot

pulpit Bupply:
Poor, Ben D. Field. The parish meeting then
idjourned, and the church meeting was called
in the upper vestry. The meeting was opened
vith a prayer by Rev. D. L. Wilson, the presiding officer. The roll-call was read by Dr. A.
Millett, the clerk, who then read his annual report. There were 122 members at the beginning of the year, and two removed by letter j
ind one by death. There were three accessions
to membership, leaving the number the same, j
rhere were two baptisms during the year.
Rev. D. L. Wilson’s resignation was regretfulchurch trees- 1
ly accepted. Dr. A. O. Stoddard,
arer. read his report, which included the statement that over $240 had gone from the various
-hiirch nriranicationH to

Belfast Public Buildings Company,

and when you smile others
smile, and bye and bye
there are miles and miles

Collector,
Poor; standing committee, Dr. A. O. Stoddard,
Mr* L. A. Knowlton, E. S. Bowker; agent for
ears of church building, Dr. A. O. Stoddard;
■gent for care of parsonage, Mrs. M. C. Bill;
inance committee, H M. Prentiss, C. O. Poor.
Mrs. A. A. Small, Miss Emeroy Ginn; music
Stodcommittee, John Parker, Miss Amy E.
iard, Mrs. E. B. Gilchrest, Bertran L. Davi*
Fred W. Brown and Ben D. Field were elected
members of the parish. The resignation of
Rev. D. L. Wilson was accepted with regret,
ind the following were elected a committee on
.Charles P. Haxeltine, C. O.

EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

"SMILE

rhe report of C. 0 'Poor, parish treasurer, was
»ad by Mr. Prentiss, as Mr. Poor was also detained at home. The report showed that all
Pills and obligations hsd been met, and that
Pare was a small balance on hand. It was
roted to authorise the treasurer to borrow
of $300,
money, if necessary, up to the sum
ind to raise the sum of $1,800 by voluntary
subscriptions for the support of the gospel and
incidental expenses for the coming year. The
following officers and committees were electle:
H. M. Prentiss; treasurer, C. O.

Bloo

tangall of Waterville.

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50
months.

Rev.
nesting was raad by H. M. Prentim, and
0. L. Wilson was sleeted moderator. Mr.
Prentiss was sleeted clerk pro tea, in place of
H. C. Hill, who was unable to be present,

use

a

GENUINE

DIA

MONI), polished and fitted.
It is never changed

1
I

He has invented a new disi a
that is practically indestruct-B
ible. He has invented a con- §
cealed sound chamber that S
gives a wonderful volume and
purity of tone.
To those who love music thiis a most important announcement. The world is full of
mus'c lovers.
Mr. Edison invites you to
hear this wonderful musical
instrument at

CARLE & JOKES’,
BELFAST, MAINER

At tha annul maattaf of AoCfer Natfeual
Bank, Jan. Uth, Messrs. Wm. B. Swan, T. W.
Pitehor. C. P. Haul tine, 8elwyn Thompson,
E. A. Sherman, C. H. Walden, Ira M. Cobs and
A. A. Howes wars elected director*; Wm. B.
Swan, president and C. W. Waacott, cashier.
The matter of joining the new banking sys-

Jay Clement*, for many yaaia a faaWar
Agora on the streets and who for aoTOral years
has been with relative* in Damariaootta, has

The News of Belfast

returned to Belfast and is at the Hayford
Farm.
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher, who has (been boarding
at Mr*. Moore's, Spring street, moved the
first of the week to the lower part of the
Conant house on Church street, which has

Hutchins Bro’« have bought the Revere
on Spring itreet and it will be continuouse
H
ed as a lodging house.
The Belfast Printing Company, Pythian
Block, nave contracted to print the Girls'
Home paper, issued quarterly.
last
Capt. John W. Ryder fell on the street
Sunday and broke a bone in his left wrist.
He is at his home on Bridge street.
The members of the Woman's Hospital Aid,
and all interested,are cordially invited to meet
with Mrs. S. W. Johnson Friday, Jan.

tem

idth at 2 p
their work.

They

m

are

requested

hospital Tuesday for an operation.
Suite Superintendent of Schools

to

bring

has

At the poultry show in Bangor last week the
following award was made on Barred Plymouth
Rocks: Cocks—M. S. Arey, Bar Harbor, first;
L. C. Whitney, second; E. A. Banks, Belfast,
third; George A. Innes, Searsport, fourth,

j

j

Tea
was a guest for the afternoon.
retention of cruelty to children, Mrs. Flor- Hazeltine
Mrs
were served by the hostess.
A. Cummings, Prospect; Recorder, Rock- and cakes
I
had the highest score. The
mid oiunicipal court, Frank B. Miller, Rock- Morris L. Slugg
will be January 17th, at the
ed (to fill unexpired term of Lewis F. Star- next meeting
home of Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, when Mrs.
red deceased.)
Miss Evelyn P. Morison and Mrs.
Cooper,
Tbe Eastern Steamship !
Pteamer Notes.
William F. Schoppe will serve a supper follownce

..rp,.ration ships annually carry 650,000 pas- I inn Vi rtlavincr
all
-■ngers. Under the present regulations
Advertised Letters. The following letters
time—between
v.eir ships can carry at one
If the remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office
a.e 15 and Sept. 15—15.440 passengers.
for the week ending Jan. 13th. Ladies—Miss
bill becomes law they can only
a Toilette

Fanny Brown, Miss Lizzie Doucette, Mrs. Fannie Holmes, Mrs. Frances Russell, Flossie
Gentlemen—B. C.
Webber, Mrs. R. Lang.
Dodge, John Emerson, 2 letters, Chas. Guilford, Laurence Grotton, Edgar Howe, Fred B.
Lindsay, C. W. Mott, 2 letters, Hugh F. Murray,

The lossof revenue would amount
3423.614 annually. The value of the ships
by this company is $10,
.1 terminals owned
be
<7.366, and this immense property would
,-strayed by fhe passage of the LaFollette
Kill

L. Russell, James Robbins, Arno Russell,
Ross B. Tuttle.

J.

Since the new parcel post
has been a
tei went into effect,Jan. 1st,there
have
eat demand for the rates, and as they
cal Notes.

printed by the Government

for

The

public and an aid for the office.
explains that parcels may be insured
10 cents
,t G. O. 1). by paying a fee of
and
,n to the regular rate for postage,
;i„.y may be sent ■•Special Delivery.” U
low to prepare packages for mailing
or liquid, and
i,
,y be fragile, perishable
unmailable, and under the heading of
,1
example of the distance or extent of
zones is given with the cost of
... veral
each.
■ug a package to
the

;.r

...

n

The

Nokthi’ORT.

,,

The Guild ol the North
church will meet Tuesdayevening, January 20th, at the home of Mrs.
Elon B. Gilchrist, Church street. A committee
A Guild Meeting.

Congregational

Ladies Aid of West

active organization which is
.......:-t.
a chapel in
,.,K.;ng toward the erection of
V,mty, held a successful entertainment
schoolhouse last Thursday
hi’ Brainard
Simmons of Belfast
„g. Miss Alice E.
and the
ca\... a number of pleasing readings,
the

Guild members will serve a supper at 6
o’clock, to be followed promptly by the busiAs it will be the last Guild
ness meeting.
meeting to be attended by Mrs. David L. Wilson it is hoped there will be a large attendof

Those unable to be present are urged
notify the hostess of the fact as far in advance as possible, as preparations will be made

under of the prugram consisted of vocal
instrumental selections, recitations by the
people, and a series of book title tabThe books represented were:
Kendall Fifield
v, Twist,
Verna Greenlaw
king Backward,
Belle Pitcher
in -.iid Fashioned Girl,
Una Greenlaw
[, ,w c.f Orange Ribbon,
Maurice
Sellers
p .Pinson Crusoe,
Six little girls
■ X Girls,
Clara R. Steward
Sainanthy Allen,
Ella Beach.
The Light that Failed,
of Mrs. Irvin
was
in
charge
candy table
Hills and Miss Clara R. steward. The net
Mrs. I. O. Hills and
coeds were $7.63.
..
,1. P. Wood were the committee in charge.

ance.

on

to

entertain the entire Guild membership. The
committee in charge iB Mrs.William F. Schoppe,
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, Miss Cora S. Morison and
Mrs. Gilchrest.

to

■

TL~

n.---

n

■

B. Swan, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. Joseph Tyler,
Mrs. W. J. Dorman, Mrs. H. H. Carter, Mrs. J.
C. Durham, Mrs. Ben. Hazeltine, Mrs. C. H.
Walden, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. G. I. Keating. Miss Carrie E. Gilmore, Miss Edith M.
Southworth, Miss Maude M. Milliken, Miss
Evelyn P. Morison, Miss Sue M. Partridge,
Mrs. F. G. Mixer, Mrs. P. D. Crawford, Mrs.
J. L. Sleeper, Mrs. H. W. Clark, Mrs. E. L.
Bridge
Stevens, Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley.

in

by Dr.
Merrite Driver Thursday evening, Jan.
He had been announced to speak on “The
.ru e of a Nation’s Birth.or the Origin of
Mieriean Constitution;” but his subject I

er.tei tainment

.e

nuonf

The first large card party of the season was
held Wednesday evening at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce under the auspices
and for the benefit of the Arts and Crafts Society. The tables were in charge of Mrs. Wm.

course was a

lecture

Facing the Far East,” Dr. Drivel
;•!.!.nmg that he had not delivered the for- I was played progressively. Doughnuts, coffee
v
ecture for many years. The previous ! and cheese were served after the game.
•ti.r-u Dec. 9th, by Dr. Gabriel Reid Maguire
aj. abjiui, ancu
YOUTHFUL DllKliL*Aiv£>.
an Irishman Through the Jungles of
14 years, of Northport, and Bradley Sherwood,
\merica

.•

was

rica,

so

entertaining,

so

heartily

en*

aged

a large audience, that when we were
expect something as good or bettei
r..m !>r. Driver, it could hardly be credited
but i*»r nearly two hourB and a half Dr. Drivei
•••'Id the close attention of his audience,anc
Tinny remarked that they could have listened
him for two hours longer. He has been £
wri*at traveller, has been everywhere and seer
everybody, is a scholar, has a wonderful command of language and marked dramatic ability
■

u

by

It would be

impossible

to

give

even

a

would

think

of

Portland,

were

never

work to be done.
The Women's Alliance of the First Parith

dicate that the linemen were 45 miles or more
back of the men who were in the accident.
Shipping Items. The mystery of the Mary
Celeste continues to occupy the attention of
the newspapers, and the following item concerning her early history will be of interest.
The Parrsboro, N. S Leader says: “The
brigantine Amazon was built at Spencer’s
Island, N. S., in the year 1860 and was registered at the Port of Parrsboro. She was 198
tons register and the original owners were
George Reed, Joshua Dewis, Isaac and Jacob
Spicer, Robert McLellan, Wm. Thompson, Wm.
Henry Bigelow, Daniel Cox and Wm. Henry
Payzant. The Amazon was wrecked in the
year 1867 at what was then called Big Glace
Bay, C. B. (now Port Morien) was rebuilt and
registered at the Port of Sydney. She was
later wrecked on the coast of Maine, sold to
American parties, who changed the name of
We find
the vessel to the Mary Celeste.”
the Mary Celeste in the U. S. list of merchant sailing vessels as a brigantine of
282,28 tons, hailing from New York ...The
liner
American-Hawaiian
Washingtonian,
which was launched by the Maryland Steel
Co. in October, is nearing completion. This is
the sixth ship to be completed against the
order for eight from the American-Hawaiian
Co., and the other two are on the ways, one of
which, the Iowan, will be launched this month.
.The Bangor schooner Kit Carson is hauled up
at Bridgeport. Conn., for the winter-Monday's northwest gale was very severe all along
the coast but many vessels made harbor and at

Judge this writing few marine disasters are reported.
Saturday In the fleet caught off Highland Light and

driven back were the schooners William E
Litchfield, from Darien for Portland; Irene E
Meservey, from St. George for Calais; Stanley M. Seaman, from Port Arthur for Boston;
Northland, from Norfolk for Searsport, and
Wawenock, from Eatons Neck for Boston....
The three-masted schooner John Paul of Ellsrevolvers, some ammunition and a hunting worth, Me., sank in Nantucket Sound early
knife. The affair was kept quiet. Soon after Tuesday while in tow of the revenue cutter
of
a Northport youth came up town with one
the revolvers which he had bought of the
The Entertainment Course.
The next
Taylor boy and went into Harding & Rack- number to be given in the Entertainment
liff’s for cartridges. When questioned in re- Course, January 22, will be the Cathedral
gard to the weapon he told the story of buying Choir, which consists of a male quartette, a
it for a small sum. Sheriff Cushman went to female quartette, and an accompanist, nine
Northport for the Taylor boy and Deputy people in all. As this is to be the best number,
Sheriff W. L. Gray went to Portland for the by far, to be given in the course, it is anticiSherwood youth.
Judge Knowlton found pated that a very large number of people will
the
probable cause and bound them over to
avail themselves of this splendid opportunity
April term of the Supreme Judicial Court to hear a concert such as very rarely, if ever,
under 3300 bonds. Taylor obtained bBi! but
in a town of this size. The audiences
on
complaint of Mason & Hall.
from
Young Taylor’s parents recently moved
Portland to Northport, where his father is employed on the Cobe cottage, and the Sherwood
On the
boy was their guest over Christmas.
of the
night of Dec. 23rd they entered the rear
Mason & Hall store, taking four valuable

|

!

making war or Sherwood was committed.
country and gave good reasons for the
tiiiemc it.
He said many other
If you enj oy Havana Cigars try a Pearl
things, new
1
true and worth
remembering, and all wh< j Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
>rd him hope to hear him
again next winter | Maine. For sale at all dealers.

j
|

d

neating apparatus unequal w (keeping
comfortable temnerature in many homes.

up

Holmes has gone toMontana on a short business
trip_The monthly supper and entertainment
given under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid
Society Wednesday evening, Jan. 7th, was a
very pleasing and successful affair. The usual

■

^oi

>I|Q|]C:

New Wall

Paper

01914 &
Prices 5 Cents to 15 Cents
5.000 ROLLS RECEIVED.
MORE ON THE WAY.

=

I

[0j

:
o

If you enjoy Havana Cigars try

jpii*

a

Pearl

Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown In
■

—

iiioi,t

~,ni

=>no|

Maine.

For sale at aU dealers.

York will be in
Mr. S. L. Palmer of New
Jan. 16th,
Belfast at J. H. Howes’ store Friday.
suits for spring and
with a line of d-esses and
of the public is insummer, and the inspection

IONT DREAD
sWTNTERS COLD

___

*

!

vited,

for f
The Review of the Reading Department
at the Arts
the Past Year, to have been given
evening by
and Crafts room lost Tuesday
to
Miss Maude K. Russell, was postponed
on account of the
Tuesday evening, Jon. 20th,
severe co>d.
and will publish
The Journal has received,
letter from Miss R.
■ -xt week, an interesting
Florida. Her many
T. Newell at Daytona,
will be glad to
friends in this city and vicinity
she is enjoyhear from her and to know that
in the Sunny South.
her

ing

INSIST ON HAVING

Ntclntires Smoked Cod and Haddock

sojourn

publish

of thanks.... A. A. Howes & Co. are to have
three days* sale of coffee and tea, beginninj
today, Thursday. See special prices quoted ii
their advertisement.

far have been good, the last two numbers
nearly filling the church, and the management
anticipate that for this next entertainment it
will be quite impossible to seat all the people

limited number of tickets is exhausted. It is
up. to you to secure your ticket before they
are all sold.
These tickets will be on sale
Monday, Jan. 19th, just four days before the
concert is given.

c

i,^

Guaranteed free from all ehemical preservatives and
artificial coloring. Fresh when smoked.

The Frenchboro Land k Fisheries Go.
I

dent Kenny had 37,260.

Both candidates

are

l/emocrats.

Dormitory

at

Institute

Higgins’

Burned,

The dormitory of Higgins Classical Institute
in Charleston, a wooden building accommodating 60 students, was destroyed Wednesday
Jan. 7tb by fire that started in a dust chute,
The loss amounts to $20,000, on which there is
$7000 insurance. The fire will not interfere
with the conduct of the school as temporary
quarters will be provided for the boys in the
main building and the girls will be accommodated in private homes. The building will be
rebuilt.

John Caldwell Clement,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement of this city,
and Mibb Jessie Thompson Fraser, daughter
of Mrs. Jessie Fraser, were married at the
home of the bride's mother in Barre, Vt.,
Clement-Fraser.

WEDDING BELLS.

son

The home of Mr. and
Van Horn-Dickey.
Leo Strong of Camden was the scene of
a very pretty wedding on New Year’s day,
when Miss Carrie Dickey of Lir.colnville was
married to Freeman 0. Van Horn of Ocean
Point, Me. A more elaborate wedding had
been planned to be held at the home of the
| bride’s parents, but the sudden and severe
illness of Mrs. Dickey necessitated making
Mrs.

j
j

{

other arrangements and Mrs. Strong kindly
! opened her home for the occasion. The cereS. E. Frohock
mony took place at 2 p. m.. Rev.
officiating and using the single ring service.
The house was prettily decorated with i otted
plants and cut flowers. The bridal party consisting of the bride and groom, attended by

Friday night,Jan. 9th, by Rev. Duncan Salmond
of the First Presbyterian Church. They were
unattended and only the near relatives witnes-

1

sed the ceremony.
The bride wore white
messaline, trimmed with shadow lace and
caught up with pearl trimming. After the
ceremony there was an informal reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement left for a three months'
slay in Boston and New York, after which they
will be at home in Seal Harbor, Me., where Mr
Clement is associated with the firm of A. & J
Clement in the hotel business, and whore he
has just completed and furnished a bungalow.

j

I

1

Strong as best man and Mrs. Strong as
matron of honor, stood in front of a bank of
The bride was atferns in the bay window.
tractively gowned in white tucked voile over
Mr.

of

j

I

j

given

brought into the State by an entertainment,
course. The opportunity is yours until the

24

January 24

fair the
On the opening day of the food
its distinguished
management will entertain
luncheon.
visitors and guests at an informal
A. Roberts,
The guests will include Hon. John
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones have commissioner of agriculture, head of the
received 5,000 rolls of 1914 wall paper, with I brown-tail moth commission, president of the
more on the way. Price 5 to 15 cents. Window
Mayor Hanson and
pure seed commission.
shades 25 to 50 cents, and room moulding 1 1-2 President Slugg of the Board of Trade.
to 5 cents a foot... .The muslin underwear sale
D. of V., will
Emma White Barker Tent,
at the store of James PL Howes, Odd Fellows
have their installation of officers Wedn;sday
will
block, continues until Jan. 22nd, and the values
Jan. 21st. The installing officer
Mr. Howes final evening.
are the best ever given.
of Waterbe Dept. Pres. Mrs. Maud Merrick
half-price clearance sale will take place Jan. v lie. The regular meetings have been changof
24th, when all suits and coats for women,
ed from the second and fourth Thursdays
misses and children will be sold at one-half the
month to the first and third Wednesdays.
the
regular price... H.J.Locke & Son have a large
BelThe Best Man. The Colonial Players,
and complete line of new clocks and watches,
the play “The Best
amateurs,
presented
fast
to
show
No trouble
all guaranteed.
goods,
Man” in Emerson hall, Castine, last Monday
Watch repairing a specialty.... Rubber goods
before a large and enthusiastic audido not improve with age. The hot water bot- | evening
solid
The stage was set with old-time
ence.
tles and fountain syringes in the Old Cornei
and
furniture, handsome pictures
mahogany
two
not
been
on
hand
over
have
Store
Drug
homes, which
rare bric-a-brac from Castine
for
one
all
are
and
year;
guaranteed
weeks,
the play;
added much to the presentation of
some for two years-Carle & Jones have th€
as to the players, the Castine correspondand
It has a dis<
new Edison Disc Phonograph.
"It is impossible
ent of the Bangor News says:
practically indestructible and a concealec
in praise of the whole evening’s
sound chamber that gives a wonderful volume to say enough
of
performance. This is the first appearance
and purity of time. You are invited to heai
I Belfast talent in Castine but it is sincerely
this wonderful instrument at Carle & Jones
time they will
hoped that it won’t be the last
store_A White Sale will begin Jan. 17th, tc
town across the bay.’
their
visit
neighboring
store
of
M
the
H.
at
for
ten
continue
days,
Of the visitors it can be said that they were
Black, 107 Main street. It will include a ful
at the cordial reception
line of late style, daintily trimmed night more than delighted
and with the co-operation of the
robes, corset covers, and a fine line oi given them,
Alliance of the Unitarian church,
Hamburgs at prices that will please.. Woman's
under whose auspices the play was presented'
Those who have bought and worn Holeproo:
made the trip over on the regular trip o(
hose want no other hose. Holeproof are sole They
the steamer Castine, which made a special trip
and
that
is
tru<
only at The Dinsmore Store,
to bring them home atter the play.
also of the Ground Gripper shoes for men am
women, the shoes for comfort.... A new two
Curley Elcted Mayor of Boston.
tenement house with modern conveniences U
M
let. Apply to Charles A. Ludwick, Primrose
Boston, Jan. 13. Congressman James
street. .Mrs. Villa Perkins and son, Capt. J. H
Curley was elected mayor today by a majority
Perkins, and Mr. and Mrs. Asa Sholes, publisl of 6000 votes over Thomas J. Kenny, president
a card of thanks.... Mr. and Mrs, Fred A
of the city council. Of a total of 30,000 votei
tbs
Mr.
Doe
and
and
Mrs.
John
family
Stevens,
polled on the coldest day of the winter,
a can
victorious candidate received 43,309 and Preai*
and Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Critchett

to
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OUR

VET
•-T JAMES H. HOWES. January

down the house, it was so pretty and naturally
The entertainment lasted nearly
executed.
two hours and was highly appreciated by the
audience. For a small community our village
contains several professional and amateur
actors who will compare favorably with many
in larger places. The proceeds of the evening
amounted to about $13.50.

so

who will desire to be present. Their desire is
protect to the fullest extent all those who
are now holding course tickets, and no tickets
will be sold for this evening beyond the comfortable seating capacity of the church. Now
to guard against any discomfort the management will have a limited number of tickets
printed and left on sale at E. S. Pitcher’s store
These tickets will represent,
on Main street.
in addition to the course tickets, the full seating capacity of the church, and when these
tickets are exhausted no further admissions
can be bought, and if 'diese tickets are all sold
before the night of the concert no sale of
tickets will be made at the door of the church.
We want the public.to fully understand this
so that there will be no occasion to criticise
the management later on. This is the biggest
thing attempted in the course. This one concert is well worth the price of the full course
ticket. It is put in here together with the
other numbers to show the people in Belfast
what good things may be brought here by cooperation. Augusta and other cities have advertised this as the greatest attraction ever

I

OUR

a

North Belfast. Harry Hard of Bedfordt
The ladies of the G. A. R. will hold their
who paid a few days' visit to his parregular meeting Tuesday, January 20th All Mass.,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hurd, recently, reare requested to be present and bring
thimble,
turned to his home last week ...Fred A.
darning-needle and scissors as there is special

before

Knowlton of the Municipal Court

mary

Japan

The pupils of grades six and seven were excused Wednesday morning on account of the
failure to heat the rooms.

afternoon

sum-

of a lecture which touched many topics
abounded in facts new to most, if not all hif
nearers, and moved his audience from humoi
to pathos. His tribute to the Jews and hii
story oi their achievements, was both interesting and instructive. He said the three
-,;reat men of this country today were Burbanl
Kijison and Roosevelt. He did not
agree wit!
Roosevelt but believed him to be an hones!
oan.
He declared himself to be a Democrat
v
ut is not an admirer of
Bryan. He said that

17 years, of

The Best Values
We Have Ever Given

on

(Unitarian) church will meet at the home of
Mrs. William B. Sv/an, High street, this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o'clock. The subject of a
supper was followed by an entertainment givpaper by Rev. Charles B. Ames will be “Sidney
en by the Mason family, assisted by Mr. and
Lanier and Selections from his Poetry."
Mrs. Henry Ladd and Mrs. Wellington RobMr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Preston, who have erts. The exercises opened with a circle combeen anxious in regard to the safety of their 1 posed of Ned Mason and Henry Ladd as endson Harold, whose name was connected with a
men, Mrs. Mason as interlocutor, Mrs Nina
recent accident in which employees of the
Mason Stevens, violinist, Mrs. Henry Ladd,
regular.”_A
Grand Trunk Pacific Telegraph Company in pianist and Mrs. Wellington Roberts, soloist.
writes: "This is not the West of former yearsBritish Columbia were drowned, received a The music was good and the jokes were funny
We have had a most beautiful winter so far.
Then followed character
Our eastern letter from Harold last Monday night, dated and applicable.
climate.
southern
to
any
equal
in which he said that he was with the sketches by Mr. and Mrs. i. ason and farces
not south, to es- Jan. 1st,
come
west,
well
people may
linemen of the company at 128 miles, an ex- which elicited rounds of applause from the
Welcome to all.”
cape cold weather.
pression familiar to linemen, which would in- , audience The “Dutch Act” especially brought

public

|

Regular Price.

iOur Muslin Underwear Sale
Continues Until January 22nd.

Court street it was 4 below at 9 a, m.
the same hour the day before it was 10
below. Frozen water pipeB were in evidence
everywhere, and the high wind made the usual
house

E. B. Dickey of RedFrom Subscribers.
field in sending a renewal says: “I cannot get
along very well without The Journal. It is 45
since I left Maine.
years today (Jan. 5th)
There are a few left in Waldo that I knew
when 1 left there, and The Journal is about
the only way that I can keep track of them. I
wish the Monroe correspondent would be more
Minneapolis, Minn., subscriber

■.-.nation Postmaster Garieton has had them
for tlie patrons of the Belfast post
useit is hoped that they will be found

At One-Half the

and at

a

,-ry 4 535

FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND CHILDREN

temperature. Monday a northwesterly gale
prevailed all along the coast, and Tuesday
morning the temperature at different points in
this city was reported from 8 to 20 below zero
and did not get up to that mark during the
day. The wind decreased a little during the
day, but raged again at night with a falling
temperature. Wednesday dawned “brite and
fare,” with a temperature reported all the
at one
way from 10 to 20 below, although

The Saturday Auction club was entertained
her
by Miss Marian Hazeltine last week at
Miss Louise
home on Northport avenue.

dleton.

Suits and Coats

When, at Christmas, we
The Weather.
had our drat real snow storm the roads were
bard and smooth and although but little snow
fell it mad 3 excellent sleighing and automobiling. It was cold enough to keep what snow
we had until last week and then it had begun
to wear away in spots. Then came another
snow storm which threatened to turn to rain,
but instead brought more snow with a lower

librarian.

invited.

anAmong the nominations by Gov. Haines
nounced last Saturday were the following:
I. E. Penute Hoard of Dental Examiners,
Lewiston, (2 years;) Agent for the

—-ALL-

....

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. C, A. Hubbard, No. 4
Park street, Monday afternoon, January 19th.
Roll call. Current Events; lesson from the C.
L. S. C. book, “Message of Greek Art,” chapters nine and ten, with a review of chapters
All C. L. S. C.’s are cordially
seven and eight

The W. C. T. U. request all who are interested in the National constitutional prohibiat the Baptist church
•icn amendment to meet
2 to 3 o’clock,
,hig, Thursday, afternoon from
Rev. D.
when brief addresses will be given by
Phelan and Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant.

CLEARANCE SALE

with Mrs. Wood’s parents, returning to StockMonday_Miss Ida Wentworth of Stockton Springs visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. Mstia Wadiin visited Mrs. J. F. Sheldon last week_Several from this place attended the Pomona Grange in Montville....
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Toothaker spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Wentworth....Leo
Wade is at Delbert Rolerson’s for a visit.

John R. Dunton treasurer and Carleton Doak
clerk. The same officer* were elected for the
Law library association, with Reuel W. Rogers,

JMBIMfEV[
1 -2FPRICE

left to the discretion of the direc-

ton

meeting
ciation,Jan. 8th, George E. Johnson, the senior
member of the bar, waa elected president,

an-

■

I

Poor's Mills There will be an entertainment and supper at the hall Tuesday evening,
Jan. 20th; if stormy, the next evening....
Riverside Grange had their installation last
Thursday evening, with Mr. Edunmd Brewster
as installing officer, assisted by Mr. and Mrs.
M. O. Wilson. They had a good program and
a nice supper, which was enjoyed by all....
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wood spent Sunday

been renovated for her occupancy.

and connounced the dates for the institutes
the
be
held
during
to
teachers
for
ventions
An institute will be held in Belfast
ear 1914.
and the State convention will
aug. 31-Sept. 4.
29-30.
e held in Portland Oct.

■

tors.

The Kennebec Journal has received a letter
in
concerning enforcement in Waldo county,
i which the writer says that we have a sheriff
Miss Blanche Jennys, only daughter of Dr. who enforces the law and commands the resnot own
and Mrs. C. W. Jennys, who had been confined pect of every one, even if they will
a week with
up to it.
to their home in Cedar street for
entered the Tapley
At a
of the Waldo County Bar assoan attack of appendicitis,

serially

was

1

|

Mason

danghter

Mrs.

Hayford
of the

late Hon. L

Alice Hay ford,
T. Shales, and

William C. Mason of Cityp >int were quietly
married at (5 30 p. in Jan. 8th at the Methodist
parsonage, Rev. D. B. Phelan performing the

white slip with garniture of beautiful lace ;
single ring ceremony. The couple was unata moire sash with white satin slippers.
tended. save for the groom's mother, Mrs. EdmaThe
Her only ornament was a pearl pin.
ward Mason. The bride wore a h indsom e
tron of honor’s dress was of taupe charmeuse.
of brown velvet and broadcloth with real
The bride is a young woman of pleasing per- gown
in her lace, over which she wore a coat of correspond
not
friends
only
has
and
many
j
sonality
ing shade. Her hat was of brown velvet and
home town but in Rockland, Bath and Belfast.
lace. Mr. and Mrs. Mason will live at the
a
is
and
trade
machinist
by
The groom is a
character and fine pros- j bride's home, Pearl and Cedar streets.
young man of sterling
and fitted up a home at,
pects. He haa bought
HARDINQ-CLIFFOHD: Gerry B. Harding, a
will make their home
where
Point
Ocean
{hey
i
well-known resident of Prospect, and Miss
Horn’s
Van
Mrs.
of
health
the
as
as soon
Jennie G. Clifford of Stockton Springs, for the
mother will allow her to be left.
past two years a valued teacher in the Bar
Harbor schools, were united in marriage in the
I Rankin-Gray The marriage of Mr. Francis Grace M. E. church parsonage, Bangor
of
both
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 7th, by the Rev.
Henry Rankin and Effie Noyes Gray,
Lincolnville, Was solemnized in Camden at George A. Martin, who used the double ring
Fro- service. After a
11.30 a. ni. New Year’s day by Rev. S. E.
wedding trip they will reside
who used in
Prospect, where the groom is connected
; hock, pastor of the Baptist church,
1
the single ring ceremony. The bride was at- with the granite quarries.
tended by Miss Georgia Hall, a friend of the
SWANV1LLE.
bride, and the best man was Mr. Arnie Knight.
Mr. Herman Bachelder and
Mr. Leroy
The bride was tastefully gowned in white
McKeen are cutting and harvesting their ice
shadow lace dress over pink silk net with blue
from Swan Lake-Mr. Walter Nickerson sold
messaline trimmings and carried a bouquet of
hi9 shop to Mr. Fred Littlefield of Waldo, and
of-honor wore a
The
maid
carnations.
pink
they moved the building Saturday ...We are
brown silk and carried a bouquet of while
to see Mr. Ed^ar Robertson at horn e
pleased
in
the
made
trip
narcissus. The bridal party
from the hospital and able to lie out again
Mr. Knight’s car and on their arrival a few
Mrs. Lee McKeen was formerly of Portland
! friends of the bride had assembled at her home,
not Biooks, as stated last week. She was for
where a dainty lunch consisting of chicken
years a teacher of manual training in Cam
sandwiches, salads, fruit, assorted cake and ice
a

and

]

....
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Prepare to
enjoy its exhilarating frosts by
making your blood rich,
pure
vent

and active

colds,

to pre-

grippe

and rheumatism.
Good blood prevents sickness
and Scott’s EmalsionvnU energize
your blood and create reserve
strength to endure changing
seasons.

Scott’s Emulsion is not an
experiment buthasserved humanity
faithfully for forty years; it contains

the purest cod liver oil—free from
alcohol or stupefying drugs.
Scott’s Emulsion is nature’s
greatest blood-maker and furnishes
the elements necessary for body
warmth, rich blood and health:
circulation.
Shan alcoholic BubstitateB and demand
the genuine Scott’s Emulsion
AT ANY DRUG

STORE

13-7S

Captain Ilham Hall, a deep sea skipper arc
the inventor of a patented axe handle now ir
use by the fire departments of most of the
large cities of this country, died in Rocklanc
Jan. 12th.

He

was

79 years

old.

silver, china and linen. Congratulations
extended to the bride and groom.

[NERVOUS?
All run down ? Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
to a strong nerve tonic. No alcohol.
Sold for 60 years.

SMALL ADD. SMALL PRICES
SMOKED MEATS. SMOKED FISH
lb.
Home Cured Bacon.13c per
'*
Home Cured Smoked Shoulder.14c '*
Home cured Smoked Ox Tongue.22c
**
Home Cured Finnan Haddie.10c
Home Cured Bloaters-. 2c each
Fresh Cod.«c per lb.
Balt Mackerel.10c

Large Queen Olives.30c

per

qt,

Cocoa in Bulk.26c per lb
Tvo pounds Peanut Butter.25c
$100
21 pounds Sugar for
These are only a few of the bargains we offer. Send for our price list of Meats, Fist
and Groceries.
..

PERRY S CASH MARKET
Th. only (trictly cut price .tore in Waldo

County.

served. The dining room was tastefully decorated for the occasion. Thectupie
we’re the recipients of many gifts, including

cream was

bridge,

Mass.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

are

CASTOR! A

DISCOUNT SALE I
OUR

SEMI-ANNUAL DISCOUNT SALE COMtoday, Thursday, January 8th, and will

mences

continue until

A
on

February 12th.

DISCOUNT of 20 % will be given on WOOL
DRESS GOODS and TRIMMINGS and 10 %
all other goods during the sale.

CORSETS not included in Sale.

J. W. Ferguson & Co.
—^551

1

1
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Annals of Belfast for Half

Century.

a

OLD SETTLER

BY AN

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
CHAPTER XLIX.

(1852.)

The first noticable event of this year
in the
was a fire which occurred early
morning of January first and consumed
the workshop of Carter and Co., shipbuilders, with its contents consisting of
moulds, patterns, lumber and ship-carpenters’ toots. The fire communicated
to the house of Aaron Eaton which was
also burned. The circumstances attendthe fire were such as to justify the

ing

belief that it was kindled intentionally,
and at a town meeting held on the 14th
the selectmen were authorized to offer a
reward, not exceeding one thousand dollars, for the detection of the incendiary.
They accordingly offered a reward of five
hundred dollars, but no discovery followed.—In the afternoon of the 11th an
alarm of fire from the house now occuenpied by Mr. B. F. Field called out the
a closet in one of the
in
It
caught
gines.
chambers and had broken through two
places in the roof ; but by the energy of
the inmates of the house and the aid of a
few others it was extinguished before
farther

doing

of May 7th

an

damage.—In the evening
old unoccupied house on

the eastern side of the river, known as
the Kelsey house, was burned; the work

~rr rHhktt tf
whole
The
efcartor.
the
city
third year of hi* age. Ho waa the
throws «m only MS. Item®
«uw boo of Rev. Alfred Johnson, who vote*
vu the aeeeptaoee of tile charter by s
Bti installed pastor of the first CongreThe only pubvote of 314 against 278.
in
1806,
this
in
place
gational Church
of joy at the result
demonstration
lic
Johnson
brother of the late Ralph C,
and
was by the boys, who rang the bells
and father of the late Col. Alfred W.
a tar-barrel bonfire in the evening.
had
in
Newburyport,
Johnson. He was born
A meetimg was held on the 26th of DeMass., Aug. 13, 1789. At the time his
cember “to see if the town will vote to
a
stuwas
he
reside
to
here
father came
charter." The vote
he
grad- surrender their city
dent in Bowdoin College, where
the negative that
in
so
was
decisively
uated in 1808 with the highest honors of
was no further opposition.
there
office
of
the
in
his class. He studied law
A movement was inaugurated this
Hon. William Crosby and on admission
month
by School Districts 4 and 5 to purthe
in
office
an
1811
to the Bar in
opened
interest of the county and
the
chase
Store
counting-room of the Nesmith
the old Court-house and convert
then kept by his brother Ralph C. In town in
It resulted in the
the war of 1812 he was captain of the il into a school house.
the interior
artillery company in his place, his broth- purchase of those interests;
was re-modeled, and it
of
of
the
office
the
time
building
the
same
at
er holding
been used for
ensign in the infantry. He represented has to the present day
a contract was
this town and Northport in the General school purposes. In 1862
District and
the
School
between
made
Massaof
Court when Maine was a part
the terms of
chusetts, and was a member of the Con- the Masonic Fraternity by
to Phoenix
vention which in 1819 framed the Consti- which the attic was leased
of
| tution of the new State. He was a mem- Lodge and the Chapter for the term of
consideration
ber of its first legislature and resigned ninety-nine years, in
j
constructed the French roof
; that position to aecept the office of Judge which they
| of Probate for the county of Hancock, on the building and engaged to.keep it in
their lease.
Sept. 1, 1820. That office he held until repair during the term of
Early in May a change was made in
March 1, 1827, when he was appointed
across
to the same position in the new county the course of the telegraph wire
of Waldo. He continued to hold the the river. Up to this date it had crossed
office until his term expired by constitu- at the lower bridge; by the change made
tional limitation in 1840, when Hon. it diverged from Bridge to High street,
to
Jonathan Thayer of Camden was ap- thence on High street and the road
was one of City Point to the red bridge at the Point
He
his
successor.
pointed
where it crossed the river and thence to
I the Trustees of Bowdoin College from
Mason’s Mill where it connected with
i 1838 until his decease.

He was an able lawyer and a ripe
incendiary, doubtless.—The buildings occupied by David S. Whittaker on scholar; occupying a place in the front
the road leading to the upper bridge rank of the literati of the State. He
took fire about midnight of the 13th of possessed a remarkable memory; it may
August. The house was saved, but the be truthfully said of him, if of any one,
barn and ell were destroyed.—Early in that nothing ever escaped him. He was
the morning of the 30th, during a vio- eminent as a conversationalist, and his
lent storm, the house of L. J. Cotterell memory was a perfest treasury of all he
No more
ever read or thought.
on Cobbett’s Lane, now Vine street, took had
fire from a defective chimney and was truthful, mental or moral portraiture of
consumed. —In the afternoon of Septem- the man can be presented than that ember 13th—election day—fire broke out in braced in the following resolutions adoptthe furniture manufactory of Daniel ed at a meeting of the members of the
Howard, the building now occupied by j Waldo Bar held on the day preceding his
the Belfast Livery Company. It caught funeral: "Resolved that we lament with
in the basement and spread with rapid- profoundest regret the demise of Hon.
ity, but through the vigorous efforts of Alfred Johnson, who for nearly forty
building was years was a member of this Bar, and
our fire companies the
saved although in rather damaged con- for a large portion of the time filled an
dition. The firemen were complimented important judicial office. Although durwith a supper in the evening at theAmer- ing the latter portion of his life he had
ican House, after which they made an
etired from active practice, the profesinformal call on one of their townsmen sion will long remember him as a sound
they had complimented with their and correct lawyer, performing the various duties of his official station with sig--o--V
1
The Lyceum was in a thriving condi- nal ability and to the acceptance of the
Resolved, that in contemplation this winter; the lectures before it public.
Rev. S. L. Caldwell, tion of the character of Judge Johnson,
were as follows:
of Bangor, on Unwritten History; Rev. 1 in all his various situations both public
William A. Drew, of Augusta, on the and private, as a lawyer, a legislator and
World’s Fair; Rev. George Shepard, of i a judge, as a prominent citizen, as a
and
on Demosthenes; Rev. Sylves- scholar thoroughly versed in classical
whom
....—

!
Bangor,
Judd, of Augusta, on the Uses of the
Beautiful; Rev. Theodore Parker, of |
Boston, on Progress in the Development
of Mankind; Rev. E. H. Chapin, of New
York, on the Ideal and the Actual; Rev.
Dr. Palfrey of this place on the Reading
of Fiction, Rev. Joseph Ricker on Earn-

ter

Element of Character, and
Hon. Albert G. Jewett on Paris and the

estness

as an

Parisians.
Bullard's celebrated Panorama of the
at

city of New York was on exhibition
City Hall in the month of January.

The first steamer to arrive was the

steamship

r.ew

Eastern

State, Capt.

William Flowers, who made her first appearance here on the 14th of January.
made her first appearance for the
the 12th of April and her last

season
on

the

2t)th of November; she connected with
the railroad at Portland. The Boston,
Capt. T. B. Sanford, came on the 12th
of April. She ran on the outside route.
The Lawrence, Capt. Charles Deering,
came on in May to run between this
place and Ellsworth, and Mount Desert,
touching at intermediate points.
Early in February three deer, ar unusual sight then in this locality, were
discovered
on

by some

of our “dead shots"

the eastern side of the river.

they

come

to take

town soon to be merged in the
.<r

a

firct

IrxiL

uf

f)

Had

last look at the old

a

i-n

o

lirl'fi

city’

new

le*rn

»-1i

1802.

He

the site on

High

here to reside in

January,

erected his office

on

occupied by

now

the brick store

of Mr. Arnold Harris, first

removing

the

there were on the site of the present
business portion of the city but five

framed-houaes,

a

few

iog houses,

one

store, one meeting-house, and rive Indian
wigwams.

was

hundred and

chased

from

before he

water

was

We had l ut few

fifty pounds,

the woods

and

into

the

captured.

put ur

musical enter-

this year; the public ear was
too filled with politics to listen to "the
tainments

v Mice

of charmers, charm they

wisely

never

The Portland Minstrels

so

entertain-

CASTOR IA

Always Ought

light

jj

priceless.

5f

of

a

Kerosene
eyes that are

by Rayo-light
young

saves

J
f
Ja

I
r.

0

P

of New York

SHORT DRESSES

No poubt this

craze

THE RULE.
is

4

A

V

Buffalo

A

Boaton

Soon

after

he

commenced

appointed county attorney,
chief justice of the Court of

here he was
and in 1811

continued in it until 1831, when he earned into effect a resolution which he had
long before adopted, to retire from active
buainesa at the age of sixty. He waa a
member of the College of Preeidential
Electors in 1812 and of the Senate of
Massachusetts in 1816.

feeling will entirely disappear and we
shall be as brothers under the protecting
folds of “Old Glory,” the proudest flag
the sun ever shone on. Today an incident occurred which verifies this opinion.
Two veterans, one North and the other
South, secured a hatchet and marched
out to the bloody angle where the fiercest
fighting took place, and in the presence
of numberless spectators buried the
weapon there, signifying peace and goodwill forever. I firmly believe that future generations and our posterity will
hold this ground sacred in memory of
that decisive conflict; will, from time to
time, renew these celebrations and by so
doing extend the spirit of peace, friendship, and prosperity to those who will
live when we shall have passed into history, intensifying the sacredness of this
spot where sleep numberless heroes who
fearlessly fought for the Union for Right
and for Humanity.

Hit

as

the

as

prohibitively expensive

the end
had the

class.

picked up at the prevailing January
sales, make effective vests to freshen

Some of the

a

balance was left in

went

the
be
be

'.^B
B
(B
B

Work becomes easier
it does not •■mis* exhaustion.
efliciKeep yotir system *it its h
the
eney with Dr. AA’ill; 'pis’ Pink Pills,
g-iat blood builder and nerve tonic.
Your own dni'j -t e:»n simply you. A
bo Mot“Puilding l’p ih Diced will be
AN ilnia led fro« <m iv<pi»»t l-v the D
A.
ia: ns Ali lieii e To.. S •' “t'etady,
It s well worth sto
'by all who do

|,

ause

»

not

enjoy complete hea.tii.

WHAT
BETTER

Progressive party. The platform to
written at Augusta next Spring will
broad enough for all anti-Democrats

PRESENT

to stand on.

Pupil ut this
Congressman John A. Peters thought
American Enit was time to take account of stock. cyclopedias or a Webster Encyclopedia DicPRICE—used very little.
He didn’t believe the Progressives and tionary—HALF
Address
but
vital
H. T. F., JOURNAL OFFICE.
issues,
Republicans differed on
He thought
did differ on minor details.
it was time to get together. “I don’t
Can you make a High School
time than a 16-volume set of

:

Potatoes at the Station are 55 cents;
butter 35 cents; eggs 40 cents.
H. M. Higgins is hauling cord wood for
our rural mail carrier, Frank S. Hogan.
Peter Lefland is working for J. D.
out some spruce

lumber.
Farmers

predicted

a

big victory

CASTING

in 1914.

SPECIAL

Paxtine

""

—
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dications of worms. Don’t let your child suffer— Kiekspoo worm Killer will give sure relief—It kills the worms—while its laxative
effect add greatly to the health of your child
by removing the dangerous and disagreeable
effect of worms and parasites from the system.
Kickapoo Worn Killer as a health produce,

I|

LINIMENT I
Use it for both internal and I
external ills. Sold every- ■
where in 25c and 50cbottles. H

tfh

Muss.

Wanted!
MENin

WANTr.l) to learn the auto business
our garage and prepare to till positions
Write at once stating age
MAINE AUTO CO.
Taylor St. Garage, Portland. Me.

for the winter.
2mo50

NOTICE
The Board of Health of Belfast respectfully
request, the physicians and all persons knowing any suspected cases of small pox to report
them promptly. Belfast has no cases, but some
cities in the State, we understand, have. Unite
and help us in keeping it out.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Belfast, December 24, 1913.—62
NOTICK.

The subscrib-

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
administrator oi the estate of

I.S.

er

& co..

Boston,
■a“

I

treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration of
feminine ills
nose, throat, and that caused by
it has no equal. For ten years the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with
Women
women, which proves its superiority.
who have been cured say it is “worth it.weight in gold.” At druggists. 60c. large box
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston.
or by mail.

|

JOHNSON’S

disagreeable breath,

DO YOUR

Former Congressman John P. Sw'asey
We have reopened the foundry on Front
made the rafters ring with the sort o
political doctrine that has made him street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R.
famous.
He was followed by Hon. Wil- LEADBETTEIt, an experienced iron moulder,
have a large stock of patterns, and are preliam B. Skeiton of Lewiston, R. W.
to till all orders promptly and at reasonShaw, Esq., of Houlton, Dr. Alfred King pared
30tf
able prices.
of Portland, Hon. Cyrus H. Blanchard of
of
Hon.
Harold M. Sewall
Bath, BELF4SF FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
Wilton,
Judge Reuel Robinson of Camden, John
M. Glidden of Newcastle, Hon. W. L.
TO WOMEN
Gray of Hiram, Hon. Taber D. Bailey of
Bangor, Judge Martin L. Durgin of Milo,
The most economical, cleansing and germicidal of all antiseptics is
Hon. Frank S. Adams of Bowdoinham,
Hon. E. N. Merrill of Skowhegan, Hon.
Horace Mitchell of Kittery, Dr. W. L.
West of Belfast, and Mayor Hutchison
of Eastport.
Col. Parkhurst closed with an appeal
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
to everybody to work. At a meeting of
be dissolved In water as needed.
the State Committee, held after midAs a medicinal antiseptic for douches in
night, it was voted to hold the convention

~

around the eyes, at times feverish, with great
thirst; cheeks flushed and then pale, abdomen
swollen with sharp cramping pains are all in-

LET US

the Republican party has suffered from its experiences, “he said.
“On the contrary I believe it has been
He
purged, purified and vitalized.’’
believe

*WsS$l^\

should be in every household. Perfectly safer
Those, if of seal, broadtail or ermine are Buy a box today. Price 26c. All Druggiata or
quite out of reach Jof the woman who. by mail.
a pends
moderately for her dress, bat Klokapeo ladiaa Mad. Co. Phil, or SL Loala.

i^R

i B|

develoj»t*tl.

ergy

since 1912 that meet all the criticisms of

I
I

form are the choice of the woman who
understands the art of good dressing.

RE

-Bi

Do not let your blood get thin thii

wild with enthusiasm.

-~

FASHIONABLE WRAPS.
in dolman or coat

Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

B

Bi

the

are improving the snow in
hauling potatoes to market, getting up
firewbod and taking logs to mill.
at Augusta Thursday,
April 9th, and a
It is reported that a Mr. Lowell of resolution was
passed directing the
the paler tints are relegated to gaslight Fairfield has bought the Sayward mill
wear as a rule, though a long all en- and will put in new machinery and do all
work and that he will put
veloping wrap makes even these go at ;I kinds of millmill.
A well equipped mill,
in a shingle
the popular afternoon tea dances.
I managed by a live and accommodating
TRANSFORMATION GOWNS.
I millman, would be greatly appreciated
in this vicinity and we wish our new
“Transformation gowns” is an apt l
comer the best of success.
|
name for dresses that, worn with a gamp,
I Mrs. Joseph Higgins, who has been
are suited for afternoon wear and with| seriously ill and confined to her bed for
First aid to the
out this separate appendage'are correct several weeks, is reported as quite comHer many
injured—surest relief B
for evening occasions. A number of ex- fortable at this writing.
from Coughs, Colds, H
i friends in this and adjoining towns will
cellent models for such frocks are to be
m
Cramps, Rheumatism.
be glad to know that under the good
j
had and most of them are easy to con- ! care of her faithful son and daughter,
struct.
I with the aid of a trained nurse, it is
Dresses and adits of string color, beige thought she will regain her usual health
and soon be about the house.
and similar tints are lately notable at
ANODYNE
the fashionable restaurants, also pastel
Worms the Cause of Your Child’s Pains
pinks and ivory whites. Such delicate
dark circleB
A foul

Supple wraps of fur

value.

|gj

<

SOLD BY YOUR CROCER

the

government.”
ing
Congressman Frank D. Guernsey of
Dover declared the Republican party to
be Progressive anil to have made changes

all the colored taffetas, including changeables, follow a close Becond. White and

wearer.

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive

B

HOW TO KEEP WELL IN WINTER

them honest

ItlUKIUnAL.

getting

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

^B

“1 haven’t tried to please” everybody
remarked the governor in closing, “but
I have tried to please the great mass of
the people of the State of Maine by giv-

CARLE & JONES,

who is

revenue,

diningroom

will be surprised with the result. Delighted
users pronounce Parisian Sage the best, most
pleasant and invigorating hair tonic made.

colors need a touch of fine dark fur to
them from insipidity. This is often
supplied in the collar, cuff and muff of
titcb, ermine, sable or civet, and there is
usually a fur over-garment donned for
the street which protects the suit and its

B|

/B

*B

fresh air, the more restricted diet, many
things combine to lower the tone of the
treasury of $649,000, of which $2S9,000 body and deplete the blood.
As soon as you notice the tired feeling,
was derived from the sale of highway
lack of appetite and shortness of breath
bonds. The proceeds of the bonds should
that are warning symptoms of thin blood
be subtracted, leaving as the balance take a short treatment with Dr. AN ilthe
$362,000. But Governor Haines has paid liams’ Pink Pills. Do not wait untiluntil
color has entirely left your cheeks,
were
that
side-stepped
$204,000 in bills
are white, your eyes dull and
! your lips
by the Plaisted administration, so that your ears like mother of } carl. It is so
in reality the true balance was $566,000 much easier to rornvt thinning of tin
than later.
for the Republicans with the proceeds of bloo l in the earlier sucres
Dr. NVilliams’ Pink Pills build up the
a four mill tax rate as against $457,000
hi
blood and strengthen tie nerves.
for the Democrats with a six mill tax this way the general health is improved,
the
digestion is
When these figures were an- the appetite increases,
rate.
l and n* w ambition and ennounced the 300 men seated in the big Strengthoin*
a

Small lengths

Higgins,

9

history of man. At winter. For people who have a tendency
of 1913, the Republicans having ! toward antenna, or bloodlessness, winter
is a trying season. Lack of exercise and
Democratic four mills of 1912 as

formance in

VESTS AND GIRDLES.
of brocade that can be

and smarten winter suits.

lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every

fl

—the

S

ance

you desire.
Get a 60 cent bottle from A. A. Howes & Go.
now—at once. Rub a little into the scalp—you

save

1

■

^El,

the

benefit of the six mills of 1911 left a balof $457,000 and they heralded it all
over the State as the most wonderful per-

attractive as the more
Sets of scarf and muff in
this same muskrat are in excellent style,
suited to maid or matron, and are not in
were quite
costly furs.

in a

The above designs are by The McCall
Company, New York, Designers and
Makers of McCall Patterns.

presented

who is governor, amid a roar of applause. He said that when he took the

It is a delightful and invigorating hair tonic
which quickly penetrates into the scalp, gets
to the roots of the hair, removes dandruff, and
supplies the hair with just the kind of nourishment it needs to make it grow.
Parisian Sage is not injurious to the hair or
scalp—it removes dandruff with one application and stops falling hair and itching of the
scalp.
Parisian Sage quickly cleanses, cooIb ana invigorates the scalp and makes hair that is thin,
dull, matted or stringy soft, abundant and radiant with life. It not only saves the hair, but
gives it that incomparable gloss and beauty

*

Best Bread—
■! and More of It

figures now that Jauu- office he also took an oath which he resary prices prevail.
pected. He stated that when he appointAt C. C. Shayne & Co.’s, where I ed the sheriffs in place of the nullifiers he
i
usually go to get the latest news of fur told the new men that they were to be
sable
of
coats
beautiful
saw
fashions, I
governed by three things, the constitusquirrel, and of soft gray moleskin that tion, the statutes and their several oaths.
marked
anyone would be proud to wear,
It had brought results.
at figures that make their possession
The Governor men went on to point
easily possible. Many of the coats of
out that the Democrats fixed the State
like
looks
which
exactly
dyed muskrat,
tax rate at six mills for 1911. At the
seal and wears as well, were so smartly
end of the year 1912, having had the
made and beautifully lined that they

Gettysburg, July 2, 1913. Fifty years
ago today there was waged on this bat-

Confederate Veterans the fiftieth anniversary of that memorable event. I
feel ^confident that in time this sectional

was

riuunES.

man

at very moderate

S ill

battles in

IMrOKlAIN 1

Governor Haines

jar-NO WAITING TO SEND.

of the fiercest and bloodiest

K

B;

SOME

there are beautiful coats to be had in reliable peltB, made up in the latest styles

in America:

one

agreed

jfl;

*

Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

reunion of

Druggists.
H E. Bucklen &. Ce. Philadelphia or St. Louis

men

w

Ideal Woman’s Laxative.

or castor oil, when
there is nothing better than Dr. King’s New
Life Pills for all bowel troubles. They act
gently and naturally on the stomach and liver,
stimulate and regulate your bowels and tone
At all
Price, 25c.
up the entire system.

selected to serve and not to boss. |
The committee stood ready to do the | ■ l
bidding of the voters of Maine who are
opposed to the Democrats and free trade.
He then turned the meeting over to the Bf
-B
crowd. Hon. Ira G. Hersey of Houlton
was promptly given charge of affairs.
■;
B*
He immediately called on Governor Wil>
)Bliam T. Haines.

^A

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

f

Everybody

An

Who wants to take salts,

tariff in Maine were the subject of more
than a hundred little speeches in the
hotel lobby during the day and every
speaker at the tables touched upon them.
Col. F. H. Park hurst of Bangor called
the assemblage to order and said that
the State Committee was made up of 16 I

®

Dealers everywhere—write
for descriptive circular.

veteran who attended the never-to-

tle-field

than 900 men will attend m

more

together”.

“get

The RAYO Lamp is the best kerosene
lamp made. No smell, no bother. Easy
withto clean and rewick—can be lighted
shade.
or
out removing chimney

To the Editor of The Journal: Not
long since the writer chanced to come in
possession of a few words from the pen

remaining days after retiring from
h- r.. at City Hall, in February, and Mr. the practice of his
profession were deHenri M. Jungniekel with Mr. and Miss voted to his hooks, the study of the natWheetock in May; Furber’s Minstrels, ural sciences, the preparation of manuand the Harironeans, gave two or more scripts on various subjects, and to agriconcerts in November.
cultural and horticultural pursuits.
It
At th- annual spring mee ting, 15th of would not become the compiler of these
Each State of the Union is here repreMarch, Daniel H-iraden, William T. Col- annals, sustaining the relation he does to sented
by Monument and Veteran.
burn and Franklin Brier were chosen the subject of this brief biographical
A Comrade, Andrew H. Nickerson.
East Corinth, Maine.
Selectmen, Joseph Wheeler, Clerk, and sketch, to indulge in the language of euAuguRius Perry,Treasurer. The monies logy; yet it is but simple justice to the
raised were $3,000 for schools, $1,000 for
man, whose memory is very precious to
Castor Oil Is Tasteless Now.
paupers and insane, $1,000 for payment him, to embody in it a resolution adopted
of incidental expenses, $1,000 for payby the members of the Waldo Bar at a
A Remarkable Step Forward in Oil
ment of debts, $150 for tire engine exmeeting held the day after his decease:
Refining.
for
and
repairing highways
pense, $3,000
“Resolved, that the recent demise of the
clear castor oil, without taste or
Pure,
bridges. The all absorbing question be- Hon. William Crosby, calls us to mourn
smell, is a recent discovery of the house
fore the meeting was that of establish- the loss of a
respected and venerated of Spencer Kellogg & Sons, refiners of
a
town
under
the
ing
liquor agency
pro- brother, the oldest member of this Bar,
vegetable oils.
visions of the Maine Law. A motion to its founder and first President.
Although
The Kellogg mills take away the nauinstruct the selectmen to purchase liq- he had retired from active life and for
taste, but remove none of the
seating
uors and appoint an agent to make sale
the last twenty years we have not met
of castor oil.
good
properties
of them for medicinal and mechanical him in the arena of
professional labor,
As .Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil is
a
of
vote
206
purposes prevailed by
yet he is fresh in our recollection, and merely a purified castor oil, it works betagainst 138. Benjamin F. Blackstone, will long be remembered as the juat
ter than the evil-tasting, evil-smelling
Esq., was appointed agent.
lawyer, the able advocate, the impartial dose of the past, and does not upset the
Hon. Alfred Johnson died March 22d,
judge, and the eminent and beloved cit- stomach. Children take it easily.
at the residence of his son-in-law, the izen.’’
A somewhat extended biograKellogg’s Tasteless Castor Oil has been
late Dr. Nahum P. Monroe, in the sixty- phy of Judge Crosby may be found in
supplied to all druggists, not in bulk, but
Willis’s History of the Law, the Courts, in neat 25c and 60c bottles. It is necesand the Lawyers of Maine.
sary to ask for Kellogg’s by name, to
Early in April Messrs. Holmes and Ba- distinguish it Ifrom disguised castor oil,
ker became landlords of the American flavored with
peppermint and other
For Infants and Children.
House, bucceeding Mr. H. N. Lancaster. strong essences. The trademarked label
Mr. Holmes is now landlord of the New bears a
green castor leaf, with the signaHit Kind Yon Hut
England House, and Mr. Baker died some ture, Kellogg’s.
years ago.
Made only by Spencer Kellogg & Sons,
A town meeting was held on the 3d of Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of vegeApril to act on the question of accepting table oils.
were

A

history. At this time we are
celebrating with the most cordial and
practice friendly feelings between Union and

that office until the C >urt was abolished
lie then resumed practice and
in 1822.

over one

Are best

p

July
be-forgotten Gettysburg
1-4, 1913. It is to be regretted that this
the dwellinghouse on Main street now item was not published at that time, so
occupied by his son. He left an interest- many friends were expected to see some
ing auto-biography, covering seventy word in print from him relative to this
years of his life, from which it appears great event. The following brief sketch
that when be first came here in 1801, voices a sentiment fast gaining ground

In either case, th- > paid the penalty of
One of them weighed
their ruri-iaity

f< r

and

fallen trees to make room for it, and in
1804 became the owner, by purchase, of

Common Pleas for 'he Third EaaternCircuit, embracing the counties of Hancock,
He held
W ashington and Penobscot.

tites

in the earth and from walking up and
down in it,” and gave two of their

to confer with similar officers of

that the time was ripe for the signing of
a peace treaty which will make Democratic defeat certain in 1914 and 1916.
The appalling results of the Democratic

10c. and

to sharpen their appvenison steak and turtle soup’

already beginning

After-Supper Games

k

~

lino

Chairman and tha executive committee
the
Progressive party with the purpose of
bringing about an honorable peace.
It was the greatest meeting ever beid
by any political party in Maine outside
of a convention and it presages a glorious
victory of a united party in 1914.

Augusta.

considerable enthusiasm among the Republicans of Maine. That is exactly what
The Augusta House
occurred Jan. 2nd.
was filled to overflowing with men who
voted for Taft and men who voted for
Roosevelt. There were a few who voted
for Wilson, but they were careful not say
anything about it. They passed the afternoon shaking hands and talking over
ways and means to get together for the
good of the State of Maine. They
ate supper (those who could get seats)
and afterward the speechmaking began.
The keynote of all the speeches was,

responsible for
that
prettiest now have collars attached
interesting
“amusing
the fact that almost everyone is wearing
over the jacket, ending just in
turn
ments” at City Hall. Whether it was either short dresses, or little whisps of
front of the shoulder line, after the
through their magical art, or the influ- trains, that are made to catch up at one
fashion familiar in fur trimmings. Wide
social
of
a
man
as
that
the
cocks
and
ence of the Conventions,
general literature,
side into the draperies, quite out of the
or
girdles of brocade, Roman stripe
qualities, of genial humor, and of re- of the casks in the liquor agency were way when dancing is indulged. This
silks are similarly useful to transplaited
that
feel
we
of
the
on
the
turned
markable colloquial powers,
night
mysteriously
fashion, like many others not designed form a
plain frock.
19th and some two or three hundred dol- tor her
a void has been created in our communVerona Clarke.
benefit, is turned to account by
its
sweet“wasted
filled.”
of
be
worth
cannot
lars
which
do
liquor
must
ity
the woman whose few gowns
Hon. William Crosby died on the 31st ness on the desert air,” is a qut stion to service for
A black
many occasions.
of March in his eighty-second year. He which no satisfactory answer has yet satin
frock, that is short and practical
been made.
was born in Billerica, Mass., June 3,
enough to be worn on toot in the street
The remaining local events of this
1770, graduated at Harvard in 1794, studunder a smart warm coat, when that garied his profession in the offices of Wil- year will be found in our next chapter.
ment is put off emerges with a dainty
liam Gordon, Esq., at Amherst, N. H.,
transparent bodice and fishtail train,
BURYING THE HATCHET.
and Hon. Samuel Dana at Groton, Mass.,
at a touch from its concealed
dropped
15c.
was admitted to the Bar of Middlesex
fastening. Black taffeta is exceedingly
county in 1798 and after practising his An Incident of the Celebration at Gettys- smart
and
afternoon
for
now
wear,
just
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
burg last July.
profession three years in Billerica came

The Governor, Capt. Thomas Rogers, street
on

!

When

at

meeting of the Republican State committee at Auguata, paying their own
travelling and hotel expenses, there is

A
New York
Albany
this
launched
vessels
year
Among the
were the ship Northern Chief of about
M £ Ik
1136 tons burthen, the barks John Gardner, 487, and Moses Kimball, 499, the
brigs Amos M. Roberts, 218, and Mary The Dancing Crowd
McCrae, 241, the schooners Vesta, 99,
In New York.
City Belle, 98, Fred Dyer, 157, J. B.,
97.
and
the
Olivia,
186, Mazurka, 92,
Short Dresses the Rule. Narrow Trains
The Maine Baptist Convention comMade to Catch Up at One Side, Not
menced an annual session of three days
to Impede the Tango.
at the Baptist Church on the 15th of
of The Journal.]
[Correspondence
June. It was largely attended, more
New York, Jan. 12, 1914. That New
than a hundred of the clergy of the deYork is dance mad was proved New
nomination being present. A State Con- Year’s eve when at nearly all the resvention of the Universalist denominataurants people of all ages danced out
tion commenced a three days session on the
old, and in the incoming year. The
the 22d. This also was numerously at- new dances are so
pretty and graceful
tended. Rev. N. C. Fletcher, now re- when
properly danced by the right kind
siding in Camden, was pastor of the So- of people that one wonders at the fuss
ciety in this place at the time.
they have occasioned until a glimpse is
“And Satan came also among them.” had of the same dances done by the
Job. 2. 1—2. While these religious de- other sort in another way. How it will
nominations were engaged in “present- all end time
only will tell, but just now
ing themselves before the Lord” those the middle aged and older dancers outdo
famous Magicians, Professors Baldwin their children and grandchildren in enand Wood, came “from going to and fro thusiasm.
thp r»lH

of an

Republican Rally

appointed
r

1

Parsons’
Pills
Make the liver
active.

JOSEPH BEAN, late of Stockton Springs,

f
M

B

County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All nelsons having
as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
for settlement, ami
same
the
to
desired
present
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CLIFFORD J. PATTEK.
Belfast, December 9,1913.
in the
bonds

"BELFAST
(CONTINUED

D. D. D. Opens New Bra
In Core oi Skin Disease

IN 1913.

FROM PAGE

wind.

TWO.)

Mareb 7th the

high
followed by awaa
15 below, leo went out
temperature
V
I’assagassawaukeag nver March 2lat
.pring

*f "robins,

began in earnest, with flocka
bluebirds and sparrows to be

TYcf—or Bndlong's csss of ecsema
Was known to almost every hospital
and physician of reputation throughout
the state of Connecticut. His letter Is
another interesting demonstration of
what la being accomplished by the
famous specific D. D. D., Prescription.
"It may be of Interest to you to know
that your life-giving preparation. L>.
D. D. Prescription has been of IncalI was covered
culable value to me.
with eczema from head to foot when
I began using your remedies. I could
get no relief, although I tried a thousand means
I applied but two bottles of the Prescription; a cure was
effected in a very short time, In less

Ann] 4th it rained, but on the 5th four
fell and there waa a litinL.|,es ol snow

sleighing.

tle

....

and snow
i„ne 9th there was ram, hail

weather. June
I unseasonably severe
to80 and there
u;,h the themometerwent
electrical storm.
„ as a severe
Yuly 10th rain came after a drouth of
several weeks. The weather all summer
"the worst for many years,” for

an

w.as

'"''kue* 10th
but

hot in the
in the afternoon the rain
ruing,
in torrents.
,aille down
W hat passed for the line gale visited
was

unusually

Belfast Sept. 22nd.
There was a heavy

rain

PERSONAL.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery made a
tour of Porto Rico in February.
Miss Katherine C. Quimby sailed in
February for Mayaguez to visit her sister, Mrs. C. C. Pineo. Mrs. Pineo and
little daughter Katherine visited Belfast
relatives in the summer, and after a visit
with the relatives of Mr. Pineo in Nova
Scotia, accompanied Mr. Pineo to Matanzas, Cuba, their present home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shaw spent
the winter in Miami, Fla.
Rev. Randall T. Capen, a missionary
in China,and who for several years had
been the pastor of the Belfast Baptist
church, arrived Feb. 6th, and spent sevHe was
eral days here with friends.
given a public reception in the church
and spoke several times on China.
Austin J Fernald, a Belfast boy, succeeded Conductor Strong on the Belfast
Branch R. R. Feb. 6th, and is still the
conductor.
Miss Avis M. Morison spent the winter in California.
Mrs. Augusta S. and Charles W. Frederick went to St. Augustine, Fla., in
March for a few weeks visit, and Bpent
some time in Washington, D. C., when

and unusually

high tides Oct. 2nd.
...
4 wo weeks of bad weather culminated
and heavy
p | 23d in a southeast gale
There was

slight earthquake shock

a

The first touch of winter
Nov. 28th, with the thermometer
pi above zero.
12th.

v

iime

Kain and

snow

fell Dec. 24th and Dec.

there was a sufficient snow fall to
the first sleighing of the season.
SOCIAL EVENTS.

series of whist and dancing parties
,,'«n in January in Seaside Grange hall
.1

and were

popular.

very

series of military
There
Kr.i.,t parties during the winter, one unthe Woman’s AlliAi :ire direction of
of the Unitarian church and the
r for the benefit of the Belfast Home
fur Aged Women.
series of well attended whist parties
at the St. Francis
s begun in January
Vl
; el, and Feb. 4th they had a very
coffee party in the Opera
s;i eessful
two

were

C’|

Housev. Islington Hose Company

supper
all in the Opera House Jan. 24th
great success. Plates were laid
f.,r Mid and the dunce that followed was
v

firemen’s annual supper in Odd
as Hall, March 4th,was largely atd and a fine menu was followed by
hes.
hr Streets of Tokio,” a three days’
was given in March in the Opera
under the auspices of the Unilist society.
int( resting and instructive lecture
Passion Play was given in the
House May 14th by Rev. M. J.
,. of
Baltimore,a brother of Rev.
:iis McCabe of St. Francis church,
ture course was begun in the
hurch, and a concert and a lecture
Three entertainments will come
;
1914.
-th, the play, “The Best Man”
ssfuliy presented by local talii
Colonial theater.

f.
«|ie

1:

ed off your comrades to the silent shores be-

preme Court.
term and sentenced to three years
the State prison at Thomaston.
in
ACCIDENTS.
The Gun Club entertained the Castine
o' E. Havener, American Express
Club April 2nd and on Thanksgiving Day
ger on the Belfast branch of the j
at their grounds on Allyn shore.
R., had three ribs broken while
Velma May, the 15-year-old daughter
.rk Jan. 8th ami was laid up for
of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Ingersoll eloped
weeks.
with Charles Tenney, April 21st. They
J. and George A. Thorndike, j
were located in a camp in Islesboro and
shot'
M boys, were accidentally
home and later were married.
:h with a gun in the hands of an- brought
The first cases of small pox was reuh, Bertie L. Moore. Elmer reported May 5th by Dr. A. G. Young of
n tU-sh wounds in his back and
the State Board of Health.
s right arm was injured.
They ^ At the annual meeting, May 20th, of
>-n to the Waldo County Hos- \
theChildren’s Aid Society the secretary’s
treatment.
showed 30 girls cared for during
E. Hayes, lineman for the Wal- ; report
the year, with 17 then in the Home.
-i hone Co., had his foot injured, ;
A base ball association was formed in
work for the company in Monand joined a league composed of
11 th, but was laid up only a May
the Easterns of Brewer, Dover-Fox-'
r- I line.
crol't and Belfast. Old Town was to
f F. Shaw was seriously injured
Belhave joined, but did not show up.
iing on a motorcycle in Miami, fast haa a good team and won a majority
March.
of the games.
doth Chas. E. Henderson, aged
Frank I. Wilson compiled a directory
i-,
employed by the Penobscot of the City of Belfast and delivered
ctric Co. was killed by a fall
them in June.
a iight pole on Northport avenue,
The annual meeting of the Improvey 17th Ora Titcomb had his right
ment Society was held in June and no
art
broken while cranking an auto.
meetings were held after that
Mary K. Robinson and Miss Hat- regular
date. A special committee attended to
s'.- t olcord were slightly injured Aug.
the society’s work at the city park and
7th in a carriage accident.
another committee had charge of gradAug. 10th George E. Havener cut an
ing the Lincolnville avenue side of the
aider, in his arm while using a knife on
“Muck,” the cost of which was met by
weeds.
A. W. Keating had his right wrist popular subscription.
Sawtelie’s circus showed in Belfast
fractured Aug. 17th in an auto accident
was

yond.
V/n

j

■

N

feel that these meetings are a benefit to
as all; we enjoy entertaining the old veterans,
we like to hear you tell of thrilling experiences of escape and adventure of the Civil
War; your battles are fought over and over
again and won by the boys of the North, old
men now, for the youngest are nearing the
three score ten mark. Your ranks are fast

thinning,

|

Mrs. Hannah Holmes was injured Aug.
Bst in a carriage accident with her
•h:Lighter, Mrs. W. F. Whitcomb. She
sti inert her
right arm and shoulder.
Mrs. J. H. Cunningham was thrown
fmin her carriage Sept. 28th and fracr
: the elbow of her left arm.
11. E. Knowlton cut his left hand
d 1 th while cutting
up tree limbs at
>ine on Miller street,
i''it- Granville Hoffses had his right
h-oken Dec. 22nd while attempting
into a moving carriage.
20th Frank B. Knowlton was
: by a fall from the roof of a stable
( oss street.
iore Grotton was injured at the
-f Swan-Whitten-Bickford, Dec.
hile working on grain, etc.

Doesn’t This Prove
Its TRUE Worth?
I-

The reason? “L. F.” Atwood’s Medic,"e, for over 60 years, has afforded rein f from stomach
troubles, biliousness,
tonatipation and liver complaints.

Try it today—be benefited and
vinced.
3t> cents
1

Big

Bottle.

con-

FREE Sample.

F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

we are

young at heart
’61 to '66, when

are as

!
I
i

:

\

;
I

began laying
Water

Labor Day, Sept. 1st,was not observed.
In September the political pot in Waldo
County boiled furiously and speakers of
all sizes were in Belfast, including Secretary Wm. J. Bryan and Senator Beverage, but the Republicans had a glorious
time in celebrating the election of Hon
John A. Peters as Representative to
Congress from the Third Maine District.
The second volume of Williamson’s

surprised

that there

are

so

GLOVE RUBBERS

^QODTEAB

Made only of the boat of rubber,
In tha graataet variety of etyle, to
At the varying types of shoes worn
by men, women and children.
Tou can got all styles and slses
o f rubbers und or the (HOW brand
but only one grade—the SKAT.

The Fish Bros’ and Mr. Wiley have
a part of the farm of Hussey
Bros’ at Sargents siding, consisting of
the buildings and about two acres of
Wednesday evening report a vary pleasant land. They have erected a steam saw
time. The officers were installed by Past Mas- mill on their property and are preparing
to saw all kinds of long and short lumter C. S. Adams.
ber the coming season.

sist

us

no

}f Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dockham last week_
Edwin Killman, who is attending a business
college in Bangor, spent the week-end at
home_Mrs. Alvah Treat of Stockton Springs
visited Mrs. Elsie Killman Friday... Miss
Allie Clark of Searsport was the guest of

friends
recently-James Haley
juite ill at the present time... Miss Helen
Rainey has returned to Brewer after spendiug
in

UNITY.
Fred H. Whitehouse, Paul Mosher and the
Magee brothers have arrived in Jacksonville,
Fla. They had a favorable trip from New
York_The railroad company will take away
the station helper here. This is one of the
many changes they are making with economy
in veiw. It will make it very hard for the
agent, Mr Files_Miss Mina Valentine, who
is training for a nurse at Belfast, has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. James Ainslee.Mrs.

you show true
old veterans of

appreciate your kindness;
patriotism and respect for the
we

our

town, and

we

thank you.

Then followed selections by the band;
response to the address of welcome by
Comrade Johnson Trask; selection by
the band; original poem by Noah Wilson;
song, 44U. S. A.,” Hiram Ide; remarks
by A. E. Nickerson; recitation, Norman
Wilson; violin solo, Callie Larrabee; recitation, J. Stanley Crockett; song, Elmer
Withee; remarks, Comrade Dickey; reading, Georgie Duncan; reading, Lizzie
Perkins; remarks, A. E. Nickerson.
A rising vote of thanks was extended to
Good Will Lodge for courtesies, and three
cheers and a tiger were given tor the W interport band. Then followed remarks by
Charles Campbell, war time stories by
the President, recitation by Alice Larrabee, remarks by Walter Littlefield, recitation by Avis Harquail, Story of the
war, Comrade Andrews.
Thetownsof Frankfort,Newburg, Morrill, Monroe, Waldo and Belfast were represented.,Two deaths were reported,John
Moore and Benjamin Atwood.
The band played America and the meet-

ing closed. AJcordial good feeling prevailed and the general verdict of all was that
it was one of the pleasantest meetings
M. W. B. Sec’y pro tem.
ever held.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A
WHITE'S CORNER.

L. A.

'8

WEBBER, Belfast, Maine
--

v

Thompson Brown and Mrs. Sadie Ellingwood of Belfast were guests of Mrs.
M. J. Haley recently.
Mrs. M. A. Haley and daughter, Phyllis visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Bean in Dixmont on NewYears day.

Miss Alice Young ot Portland, a trained
aurse, spent'part of the Christmas vacation as the guest of her aunt, Mrs. C. H.

Libby.

Pekah Lodge, Jan. 7th, was a grand event.
Both lodges have a very large membership and
with their invited friends for this occasion
made a very notable gathering. Music was
furnished by Tozier’s orchestra-Much was
the surprise of the audience at the moving

picture show, Saturday night when Mr. Walter
F. Jones was recognized as one of the actors
in the picture, “A Stolen Kiss." Mr. Jones
took part in the picture in Missouri last summer.
Not even Mr. Strople, who was showing
the films, knew of his presence in the picture
The Sunday
until recognized by the audience

BURNHAM.

[-WE-]

On and after Sept 28.1913, trains connectat Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for an! from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:
FROM BELFAST.

ing

|

invite you to call j
at the
I
j

AM

Belfast, depart. 7 05
City Point.|7 10
Waldo. 17 20
Brooks. 7 82
Knox. |7 44
Thorndike. 7 50
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook.(8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Clinton. 8 39
Benton. 8 48

ichool of the Union church has been reorganized with Mrs. Clara E. Fullers as superintendent. It opened Sunday, the first of the
year, with quite a large attendance, and much
interest was shown by all. It is hoped that
many more will attend on the ensuing Sundays.

Cry

Children

FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTO R I A
New

Chapel

at Bates Dedicated.

The $65,000 chapel at Bates college,
Lewiston, was dedicated Jan. 7th, but
the
ed.

identity of the donor
The chapel, which

-not revealseats 900, was
was

Riled and the ceremonies were impressive.
Music was by Will C. MacFarlane, Portland’s municipal organist, and by a vested
choir of college students. J. R. Coolidge,
Jr., of Boston, architect for the building,
President
structure.
the
described
George C. Chase of the college, spoke on
"What Our Chapel Means,” and the
dedicatory address was delivered by Dr.
Frank Mason North of New York city.

Bryan’s Grape Juice

an

Intoxicant-

Sec. Bryan’s grape juice punch
classed as an intoxicant by Representative Bartholdt of St. Louis, who refused
it at a luncheon in Washington and de“Grape
clared he would prefer beer.
juice,” he said “contains between 6 and
Beer contains 3
7 per cent, of alcohol.
to 4 per cent. I prefer beer.

Bangor.

I;

I

Doubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment
of colic and other diseases. You also realize that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
treatment at alt In other words, not to diagnose
a disease accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
Bhould be able to recognize an ailment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
-i
action is the great secret
of treating horses.
g
®
| Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment Is always necessary.
That Is Just how Humphreys* 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It is by
F. Humphreys, M D.,V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothlng. It will
be sent absolutely free
on request to any farmer
In order to introduce
Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies. Remember, it is
absolutely free. You do not have to order any
remedies to secure the book. Address, Humphreys'
Homeopathic Medicine Company, 156 William Street,
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain a veterinary treatise that you should have
In your library. As a reference work you will find
11 Invaluable. To bave 11 In the time of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas it will cost you but a
Tost card by writing for it now.

you the benefit of
Have had 25
these conditions.
years experience, 18 years in Bos-

\
!ji

The

ton.

quality of goods

E. B. Thayer, who has
tonsilits, is able to be out.

an

attack of

Elder Andrews of Stockton held a meetat Lane schoolhouse Jan. 4th.
Mrs. Jessie Curtis Downs is at Wilbur
Braley’s .in Monroe, where she has em-

ing

ployment.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant visited her
Mr. and Mrs. James Knowlton
in Swanville Jan. 4th.

parents,

Mrs. Will Hustus has been ill with
pneumonia for several weeks. She is
attended by Dr. Pringle of Monroe.

BUBDEHS LIFTED
From Belfast Backs —Relief
Lapse of Time.

Proved by

Backache is a heavy burden;
Nervousness, dizziness, headache.
Rheumatic pain; urinary ills;
All wear one out.
Often effects of kidney weakness.
No use to cure the symptoms.
Relief is but temporary if the

the best

and at the lowest prices.

W. A. Winchester,

51tf

7 10
7 00

Bangor.

l

Benton. 7 21
Clinton. 7 30
8 35
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook. :8 45

Unity.
Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

j

8 54
9 02
t9 10
9 25
t9 35

Citypoint. t9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
tFlag station.

1 13
11 23
1 35
tl 59

m

12 26
2 18
4 50
8 10

3 36
5 23
12 50

5 10
AM

AM

3

00

9 00

7

00

P M
12 40

10 02
10 15
10 08
10 17
10 30
110 40
10 65
11 05
til 15
11 36
til 45
til 65
12 01

3
1
3
3

15
50
24
34
50

'3
4
4
4
4
4

00

09
17
26
40
,4 50
t5 00
5 05

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manacrer. Portland Maine,

$6.25 from Belfast.

Prop.
I

EASTERN

SALE
|
STABLE,

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line- Winter Schedule.
SPECIAL FARES
BELFAST AND BOSTON. $2.25
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST

I have opened a sale stable on bpring
street, where I now have, and shall continue
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p. m. for Boston Monto have, a good supply of
day and Thursday.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
at 7.30 a. m., Wednesday and Saturday.
FRESH, YOUNG, SOUND HORSIS,
RETURNING
Leave* Boston at 6.00 p. m. Tuesday and

which will be sold at LIVING PRICES.
If you need a horse come and see mine.

Friday.

Leave Rockland at 6.15 a. m. (or on arrivs
of steamer from Boston) Wednesday and
Saturday.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

DR. W. L. WEST.

REMEMBER^
THE DATES
OF THE

to

diseases of the

Ear, Nose and Throat

FOOD FAIR Eye.

AND KtFRACTION.

Office hours—10

TRUCKING.

7 to 8 p.

a.

m..

m.

to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.

m

and bv appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
23tf

Telephone connection

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
I

am

are curable. All kinds
mean suffering and

orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
tu n.
Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO.
Beifa
126 Waldo A vo 11
14tf

danger. The CAUSE
is always internal.
Dr. Leonhardt’s

H E M-ROID

tablets produce amazing results by attacking the
INTERNAL CAUSE. The piles are dried up and
24 days’ treatment, $1.00.
permanently cured.
DR. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y. (free book)

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Sold

by Wm. O. Poor & Sou and all druggists.

~

Attorney at Law. THE JOURNAL
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

Courts.

Is

Probate' practice

always ready for

BUSINESS

2tf

spec altv.

I Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain” I
By special arrangement

was

WEST FRANKFORT.

Waterville

goods
Thereby giving

PM
2 20

|2 26
12 36
2 47
12 59
3 06
3 13
3 23
3 36
16 06
5 13

A M

And do not deliver

;

Minutes Mean Dollars
ANIMALS

PM

Boston.
Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Buzzell of ReMass., were guests of Mrs. Buzsell’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Foss,
ast week. On New Years day Mrs. Foss
also entertained Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Harriman and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Leslie of Bangor.

TREATING

[

WE SELL FOR

PM
12 20
tl2 25
112 36
12 47
112 69
1 06

700

Waterville. 9 02
Portland. 1150
Boston. 3 20 p
TO BELFAST

CASH ONLY

vere,

IN

....

BELFAST :*and

I

(Winterport.)

Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clemente entertained a party of relatives and friends
an New Years day.

Amos Conant returned to Hebron last
Ethel M. Whithouse has gone to Preque Isle to.
Saturday to resume his studies at the
visit her sister.The joint public installation the academy.
His sister, Miss Barbara,
af officers,followed by a banquet and ball, given
accompanied him to enter as a new stuient.
iy Invictus Lodge, I. 0. O. F., and Favori Re*

idea

today,

is

town

two weeks at home.

many

of its meaning. It represents a great nation, the U. S. A. It identifies
the wearer as one of the nation’s preservers.
The little bronze button so insignificant in itself means a great sacrifice, the loss of a
limb, an arm, the cost of health, many months
of prison life. It means an honorable discharge
of a soldier who has rendered his country supreme service. It means an honored name of
one of the nation’s greatest sec.et societies, a
member of the G. A. R Boys, when you see a
man on the street with a little bronze button
on the lapel of his coat, take off you hats to
him; he helped to save our nation; he helped
to save old glory that waves over a free nation
today. Long may they live in the land they
fought to save, and the star Bpangled banner,
long may it wave “O’er the land of the free
and the home of the brave.” And to the members of the Winterport band, who so kindly aswho have

History of Belfast, edited by Alfred
Johnson, and printed by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., was published in Septem“We commenced selling “L. F.” At- ber.
wood's Medicine in 1868. There are not
Wonderful Cough Remedy.
iiiany days when we do not sell from one
Dr. King’s New Discovery i» known everyto three bottles.
where as the remedy whiclfwili surely stop •
Clinton is NOT a big city. It’s only
cough or cold. D. P. Lawson of Eidson, Tenn.,
one of hundreds of
places where even a writes: "Dr. King’s new Discovery is the most
wonderful cough, cold and throat and lung
digger demand exists all the time.
Decker & Son of Clinton, Maine

writes this:

you

you

and

21st.

1

today

you

out streets in
will be furnished
from artesian wells and houses will be
built to be paid for in installments.
The Belfast band gave their regular series of concerts on school house common.
They went to Castine July 4th.
Beautiful weather, unsually good vegetable exhibits, fine poultry and good
races and ball games is the brief history
of the Belfast Fair,Aug. 19th, 20th and
avenue, and

December.

but

were in the days of
marched away from home and love, moth:
er, wife and sweetheart, with hearts burning
with love for your country. By attending
these meetings the children of today are
;
reverence the wearer of the little
I taught to
I bronze button. The little bronze button they
| wear on their coat, what is it, and what does
it signify? We hear this question asked so often
as

June 6th, and Downe & Wheelers
here June 18th.
The Penobscot Bay Realty Co. was
incorporated with Louis Goldberg president, Jos. A. McKeen manager and Mrs.
McKeen treasurer, to deal in real estate.
The corporation has a large lot extending from Upper High street to Waldo

trthport.

giuuuu,

We

■

1

lanifs civiiiai

Bilent tentasare spread
And glory guards with solemn round,
The bivouac of the dead.”

Their

He

April

DiscrtmlnaUng buys^seelriu t tha ocam tlal features of style, M
and pearing quality, will And all theee In

bought

ings
and a pleasant evening was spent.
Miss Addie M. Ginn returned to Worfollowing committee on time end place tendance,
The following officers were elected to fill the cester last Thursday to resume her work
was appointed: Percival Smith of Winchairs for the ensuing year: P. C., Almeda in the schools.
terport, Johnson Trask of Newburg and Benson; M. E. C., Jennie Dockham; E. S., MinChester Harrison is at home on a two
Comrade Dickey of Morrill. Comrade nie Killman; E. J., Emma Ridley; Manager,
weeks’ vacation with his mother, Mrs.
Andrews made some interesting remarks Clara Cummings; M. R. C.. Theodate Gray; M.
Evelyn Harrison.
and was followed by other comrades who F„ Lizzie Eamee; Protector, Minnie Copp;
Harold and Buford Grant are stopping
related stories and incidents of the Civil Guard, Eliza Overlock; Trustee, Elsie Killman; with their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
War. At this time the Winterport band Representative of Grand Temple, Jennie Dock- W. D. Harriman,while their parents,Mr.
E.
Blake
Grace
Haley....A.
Alternate,
and
Mrs.
M.
B. Grant, are in Belfast.
arrived and intermission was taken for ham;
Foulkes of Lake View were guests Mr. Grant is on the jury.
dinner. The veterans formed a march ind Dana

found below the bridge
staging was excellent but his body was June 4th.
on the East Side
music charming.
In March the Belfast Water Company
recital by Miss Sue M. Winof land of G. G. Abbott
Krunswick, assisted by Miss bought 25 acres
and had previously
: orsaith of Brunswick, was given and G. Nelson Wight
to
home of Dr. and Mrs. E. L. bought the Bunker place.preparatory
building a new revervoir. The dam is
the Perkins
W. S. Wight opened a public just above the bridge in
has been completed.
i-chool in the Baptist vestry Nov. neighborhood and
Sunday, March 30th,Lauriston W.Mank
of the most delightful concerts attempted to kill Miss Cordelia Young
at the rooms of her sister, Mrs. Effie
rs was given by the Chapman
Wentworth, Mam street,and took poison
'.o. in the Colonial, Dee. 12th.
Both recovered.
Musical Society rehearsed for with suicidal intent.
Mank was arrested and held for the Suft i Sullivan’s opera “Patience,”
waB tried at the
in January, 1914.

Cfc : iyear Glove Rubbers

Roes Littlefield loaded a ear with wood
for Belfast last week.
Will Patterson and his aunt while oat
for a sleigh ride last Sunday met with a
mishap in going into a dooryard. The
horse stepped on the iee and fell on the
shaft, breaking it. Fortunately nothing
serious occurred save a through shaking
up of the occupants of the sleigh.

....

The

oven

SOUTH MONTVmjE.
Mrs. John Adana, who was operated on last
week at tho Waldo County Hospital for appendicitis, la doing nicely. Mrs. Frank Cunningham is earing for her family during her
absence....C. 8. Adams went to Mqntville
Center list Saturday evening and installed the
officers of Union Harvest Grange....Mrs. C.
M. Howes was in Appleton the past week caring for her aunt, who died Monday....Those
who attended the Grange at Liberty last

LIBERTY.
The friends of William P. Hussey in
Mr. Harry Grant, who had been in town for
cent.
this vicinity will be Altercated in learning
two weeks looking after soma work at his
of his marriage to Miss Hattie S. PartWn, O Poor & Son, Druggists.
summer residence, returned to Massachusetts
ridge of Prospect in Bangor Dec. 30 th, by
While here he was the guest of Rev.
last week.
George Martin, at the Methodist
For any itchineu of the skin, for akin rashes
.Mias
Sanford..
Mrs.
John
Mr and
Suaie^Copp' parsonage. Both are successful teachers
chap, pimples, etc., try Doan’s Ointment. 60c
in
friends
who has been visiting
Augusta and having taught in this and neighboring
at all drug stores.
Hallowell for a number of weeks, has returned towns a number of years. Mr. Hussey
in Bath for the last year or
home....Allen Knowlton of Belfast spent a has been
’and they will probably locate in that
few days in town last week with his parents. so,
_Miss Nellie Hunt left last week for an ex- city.
Hold an Interesting Meeting at Ellingtended visit with relatives in Boston and NewPROSPECT FERRY.
wood’s Corner.
ton, Mass_Mias Viola Marchoof MassachuNew Year’s Day was bright and clear, setts is in town the guest of Hiss Ella Greeley.
Gerry Harding was in Bangor on busithe sleighing was fine, and the citizens of
Dr. John Ells of Bar Harbor has opened a ness Dec. 31st.
Winterport turned out to meet the vet- dental parlor in the rooms formerly occupied
P. M. Ginn was in Frankfort on busiby Dr. W. L. Cargill. Dr. Ella is a graduate of ness last Saturday.
erans who assembled in the K. of P. hall
a dental college in Pennsylvania and was in
Mrs. Carrie Healey visited Mrs. M. B,
at Ellingwood’s Corner for the first
practice with Dr. Webber in Belfast for some Grant in Sandypoint last week.
meeting of the year. At XI o’clock the time.
Burr Godsal of Bangor was a weekmeeting was called to order by the Presiend visitor at Mrs. W. W. Harriman’s.
dent, S. J. Crockett, who made a few PROSPECT
Miss Dora Calderwood of Stockton
brief remarks and extended the greetProspect Temple, Pythian Sisters, met
of the season to the veterans.
The Thursday evening, Jan. 8th, with a good at- visited Miss Grace Harrison last Sunday.

and about two hundred fell into line and
marched to the dining room where the
Pythian Sisters had a fine dinner in readiness, to which the veterans and their
friends did ample justice. During the
went abroad.
noon hour the Winterport band played
Norman Littlefield, Thomas Randall
and Rudolph Wiggin, three Belfast boys, several old-time war melodies and the
joined the Navy last summer.
pleasure of the veterans was manifested
Miss J. A. W’iggin recived a State
in round after round of applause. The
teacher’s pension of $126 annually.
afternoon session was assembled and
prayer was offered by Elder Andrews.
IN GENERAL
The committee on time and place of next
The parcel post started Jan. 1st.
January 18th the newly elected High meeting reported as follows: Time, Feb.
Sheriff, Frank A. Cushman, called at all 4th, place, with Granite
Grange, North
places where liquor was supposed to be
sold and gave notice that he should en- Searsport. If stormy, next day, Alma
force the law without fear or favor, and Butterfield gave the following pleasing
he has done bo.
ADDRESS
OF WELCOME.
The Belfast Food Fair opened Feb.
Mr. President, Officers and Members of the
was
It
largeMUSICAL.
11th and closed Feb.l5th.
It is
Waldo County Veterans Asst ciation:
asucess in every respect,
"Chimes of Normandy” was given ly attended and
to
wife
death with the greatest pleasure that we welcome
his
beat
Emery Danforth
t
oniai Theatre Jan. 8th and 9th.
March 20th, you in our lodge room on this pleasant New
fast amateurs won new laurels at their home in East Belfast
from the Years day. Old Father Time has dealt kindly
The only people from out of took poison and then jumped
The grim
lower bridge. Many believed that he had with your faces the past year.
;he cast were Mrs. Bowdoin N.
of his crime,
of Islesboro and John J. Nolan fled to escape the penalty
reaper Death has entered your circle and call-

enjoyable.

WALDO STATION.

Correspondence.

Waldo County Veterans

en route for home.
0. E. Frost made a business trip to
Texas in March.
Frank B. Knowlton left in April to
join the Boston Chamber of Commerce
excursion to Panama and South America.
Miss Millie E Mitchell spent the winter on the Pacific coast.
Rev. and Mrs. George S. Mills, who
usually spend the summer at the Battery,

s

than one month."—Prof. C. J. Budlong,
South Lyme, Conn.
Ask any druggist today for D D. D.
He’ll tell you It allays
Prescription.
the Itch Instantly—and soon there axe
signs of cure.
We have handled the remedy for
years and regard It as the apeclflo for
skin troubles of all klndB. Come In or
ask us about D. D. D. Prescription,
also about D. D. D. soap especially
for tender skins.
We offer the first full slse bottle
on the guarantee that unless It stops
the Itch at once. It costs you not a

County

MISS

DON’T

JJ

with the publish-

of McCall’s Magazine, the recognized
Fashion Authority of more than 1,200,-

ers

000 women, we are able to ofler you the
following extraordinary limited bargain;

Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall's Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

The
1

All for
The

only $2.10

Republican Journal needs no introIt is a clean, wholesome, up-to

duction.

the-minute newspaper—the kind that you
welcome in your home.
McCall's Magazine is without a superior
as a guide in correct dress and household
matters and is already known to many of
readers. Size 8x11 in.—84 to 136

our

\

Every number contains
designs of McCall Patterns—celebrated for style, fit, simplicity
andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end
nelpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquette, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
all home-loving women. For style, for
ideas,lor pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s
pages monthly.
over 50 advance

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

cause

re-

mains.
If it’s the kidneys, cure the cause.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for kidney ills—
Here’s proof of their merit from this vi-

For Frost Bites and Chapped Skin
For frost bitten esrr, fingers end toes; chapcinity.
ped hands and lips, chilblains, cold sores, red
W. C.

Sheldon, Brooks. Me., says; -I have
no occasion to use Doan’s Kidney Pills or
other kidney remedy for a long time. You

there is nothing to equal
medicine I ever sold in my store. It can’t be and rough Skins,
Arnica Salve. Stops the pain at any
beat. It sells without any trouble at all. It Bucklen’s
In every home there may continue to publish my former endorseonce and heals quickly.
needs no guarantee." This is true, because
should be a box handy all the time. Best rem- ment, as I still have unlimited confidence in
Dr. King’s New Discovery will relieve the
for all skin diseases, itching eczema, tet- Doan’s Kidney Pills."
most obstinate of coughs and colds. Lung edy
etc. 25c. All druggists or by mail.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fostroubles quickly helped )y Its use. You should ter, piles,
Co. Philadelphia L St.Louis ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
H.
E.
Buckles
4.
for
ail
times
at
all
house
s
bottle
in
the
keep
agents for the United States.
the members of the family. COc. and gLOO.
Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
All Druggists or by maiL
Eclectic Oil. For bums, scalds, cuts and emerother.
H. E. Buckle# * Co. Philadelphia or St Leale gencies. All druggists sell it. 25c and 60c.

i

The Republican Journal,
Belfast. Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
which please send McCall’s Magazine
*nd The Republican Journal, each one
full year to

I

Name.
Town
®* F. D

or
or

State.
Street

or

Box No..

FREE.

I understand this entitles
me to select
any McCall Pattern
free from the first copy of McCall’s
I receive and that I am to sead
postal card, giving size and number
of free pattern direct to McCall Co.
(Subscriptions may be new or renewal)

1

8

SEARSPORT.
wont
Capt. and Mra. B. F. Coleord
Monday.
Wm. T. Wheaton made
Bangor last week.

a

to

Bangor

boaineaa trip to

week to atGeorge Ionia was in Bangor last
tend the poultry show.
haulis
Stave wood in large quantities being
Hollow.
Mechanic’s
in
mill
Pike
ed to the
a large
g Trundy dc Son are having
mill yard on
their
at
landed
of
logs
amount

Dent of glad surprise fait by Ilutfff-**
•»*
pth* at tha goodness of Mend*
the ChristfanWth
ptu of God. Bat without
dried of
tha yoaim bring only looo and. the
who aacth
death. With confidence in the God
wUI bo hotter thee today.- Wo may

tomorrow

out feat.
trust the unknow* end trust .*a»l»th
Ufa of
Th.ro will b. no timo.cr plee* »4W*
which
jo, andU«.in
e
wb#
the triumphant cry, “Thou ert

**~***£p*"
gda

from Hkm Faustina, Mery •“d Harriat D
from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. R. Patteraoo; bunch of
white pink* from Mr. ■>« Mi*. Edgar M. ColMr.
cord; apmy of pinko and hyacinth* from
and Mra. John Wardwell; hooch of pink and
white piaka from Mr. and Mra. Rufna Mudof
gntt; spray of white pink* from a number
of
family friend* The exquisite fragrance
these lovely flower*, fllliog the room, eilently
that
bespoke th* lov* for the deceased, gone
acenaa into th* "Great Beearly from

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Pu Ufiopkte. has reached Porto Bieo. and
link Hopkina ha* received latter* «*>!** that
dee paa*>|» and was feeling well.
Mr. Lather Soott him been ill from as attack
■f the temp* » vielting hi*
huaband. Mr. aad Mrs- L. A. Gardner, Middle

he had

a

rtpmk.

Mr. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvia street, left Thursmoth." The Sacrament of th* Lord'iSnppthere by the deH»
day for Exeter, Maine, called
wa. otamvod utMft
reSociety. Ufa* cease of his brother from pneumonia. He
was conducted by the Endeavor
The offering next turned by last train, Saturday.
Annie Whittier leader.
benefit of the
Sunday morning wffl bo for tha
The Current Eventa Club will again be enOpeechee stream.
Society.
town
in
Friend
was
Seaman's
tertained Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 21st, by
Harmon J. Stevens of Bangor
Mrs. Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, eirFriday on business.
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Alda
Miss
Sargent
cumstancce
preventing the usual attendance
Mrs. H. G. Curtis and
of last week.
Star
of
were in Bangor Monday.
officers
the
G H. York installed
of the
The Young Ladies’ Auxiliary Aid
a business trip Monevening,
Sidney M. Webber made
Progress Grange. Jackson, Saturday
Frientertained
be
will
Universalist
society
and vicinity.
ay to Bangor
Jan. 3d.
Lucretia
afternoon, Jan. 16th. by Misa
days
attended
on
called
Granite Grange, North Searsport,
for the customary
L. D. Coleord of West Winterport
Main
relatives in town last week.
Miss Annie G. Gilkey, who has been spending
to Bangor Mona few days at home, returned

day.

N. Y., is
Mrs. Annie Blondell of Brooklyn,
on Norris
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy

etreet.

its regular
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, held
was served,
meeting Jan. 3rd. A fine dinner
mashed potaconsisting of chicken, cold hair,
After dinner
toes, salads, pickles and pastry.
called the
Worthy Master Frank Johnson
from
meeting to order and Mr. Elmer Wiggin

ice on
Leroy D. Littlefield began cutting
local use and
Opeechee stream Monday for
Albion installed the officers for the ensuing
will store about 2,000 tons.
The ball was well filled.
year.
to BosMiss Margaret Butman has returned
Grange,
The following officers of Mystic
conservethe
at
her studies

continue
home.
tory after a holiday visit at
and
Whittum
grandson. Daniel
Clifton
Mrs.
relatives in
Brown, who have been visiting
week.
Waltham, Mass., returned home last
ton to

has been
The American Express office
store of
moved from C. L. Bailey’s store to the
road.
L. W. Stockbridge on Mount Ephraim
from
Barge Greenwood arrived Saturday
to the
coal
of
tons
with
1,600
Elizabethport
Mack’s Point.
Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. at
re-

Belmont,

were

publicly

Saturday
Deputy Edward

installed

evening, Jan. 3d, by State
Evans: master, Edmund Brewster:

overseer,

Martinet; stewLeroy Morse; lecturer, Nettie
steward,
Ralph Heal;
assistant
W.
S.
Foss;
ard,
Fred Bachchaplain, Helen Foss; treasurer,
elder; secretary, Cora Hartshorn; gate keeper,
Flora, May
George Allen; Ceres, Lura Clark;
assistant
Morse; Pomona, Hattie Morse; lady
stewaid, Hattie Heal.

Flanders, East
needlework.

the

genial

on

W* trust Hi* loving care.
"Our Father, we would learn to trust
The doing of Thy will.
And in Thy perfect lew of love.
Our doubts and feare would still.
Help us to know, in joy or woe.
Thy ways are always beet.
And we. Thy children evermore.
By Thy great goodness, blest!”

street,

the

Positive!)

Repairing a Specialty.

trouble to show goods.

M

§3
8

H. J. LOCKE & SON, District Watch Inspector N. C. R.

M

R.

If

dence!

OF

THE NEWS

FREEDOM.
Yeara with
Mrs. A. M. Small passed New
Mrs, Mabel Farwell in Thorndike.
visited her
Mrs. A. A. Thompson recently
Mrs. Plummer, in Monroe.

Roy Godding made
on

a

BROOKS.

trip to Boston last week

business.
out

Mrs. Bert Lane is just getting
severe cold and threatened pneumonia.

At the Hone of Waists

daughter,

hostess.

reaching

Watch

no

guaranteed

1

wife,

Griffin,

tive* and friends feeling the grief of earth’*
We
separation from a genial Companionship.
cannot comprehend the mysteries of provi-

Miss Susie A. CousenB arrived from BrockJan. 7th, called home by the critical illness
of her father, Frank H. Cousens, Church
a few
Btteet. the fatality of the pneumonia,
hours before her arrival, being a severe blow
her

-Hamilton, Waltham and Elgin,

Stockton extends deepest sympathy
to the bareovod wife, th* sorrowing daughter*.
Miseea Suaiaand Beulah, the mourning mother,
Mra. Avalina C. Griffin, the aaddaned brother,
and ail other relaMr. H. W.
and

ton

to

AND BIG BEN8.

yond.”

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
afternoon,
pariah will meet this, Thursday,
with Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main
to attend
street, for Bewing. All are invited

by

MAHOGANY, OAK, BANJO

earthly

«*■*£*■*•

last
the meeting of Comet Grange, Swanville,
F. M. NickMonday evening and PaBt Master
Bon installed the officers.

KPh[

Hiehbora; .pray of ptoka and mignonette

after

a

was the
Mrs. Olive Hurd from Waterville
Jan. 12th and
guest of Miss Winifred Dodge

13th.

20

for Mrs.
Miss Edith Lawrence is still caring
sick.
Gowen, who remains quite
shock SaturGeorge Hustus had a paralytic
sick at this
night, Jan. 10th, and is very

Ann

Albert Jenkins, who returned from Bates
in day
college recently, is now teaching a school
writing.
Mattawamkeag.
visited their
Mr and Mrs. Fred Nichols
several
days
wife
spent
Gorham Hamlin and
Mrs. Merle Morrill, in Unity village
daughter,
son Pearl
their
with
in Thorndike recently

house.

John McLaughlin contemplates running
Stocklarge automobile twice daily between
ton Springs and Bangor the coming summer.
The convenience will be greatly appreciated
to
by our citizens, particularly those wishing
a

last

and other relatives.
Will Emmons and family, who have been for
time at a lumber camp in Montville, have
returned to their home here.
Miss Phyllis Reynolds and Miss Doris Rob-

be left in the shopping districts.

some

From Cape Jellison piers the following ship-

Discount Sale

For Ten

Days

on

all

Silk, Chiffon, Tailored and Woolen Waists,
Flannel Shirts, Outing Night Robes, Neckwear,Jewelry,Corsets, Handkerchiefs, Etc.,

week.

Small sprained his ankle quite
able to attend to his
badly Jan. 9th, but will be
Dr. A. M.

practice

%

soon.

for a long
Frank Muray, who has been sick
Jan. 10th at the home of his cousin,
for an entire new
died
As I am getting
while,
at
recently
some
days
erts visited in Belfast
Jan. 7tb, steamer the home of Miss Doris’ aunt, Ruth Michaels. Arthur Watts.
The following omcero v*
ed, light, for Rockland.
of
SPRING
line
GOODS.
low. Her
arrived Grange, Waldo, were installed Thursday even- Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from
Mrs.
Mrs. Isaac Reynolds remains very
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding,
Miss Gwen Boody who is assisting
of post cards
with 3,700 tons ing, Jan, 8th, by State Deputy Edward Evans New York and sailed Jan. 9th with paper for
home many friends sent her a shower
at
News
been
has
from
this
winter,
Newport
Walter Young
Saturday
Master, i’lew ivift.
at Mack s
week.
of Waldo, assisted by Mrs. Evans:
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
with her mother, Mrs. Edwin Boody, for the the past
B. Smith;
from Wateroverseer,
Myrle
Cillev;
James ;H.
Dr. M. M. Small and Mrs. Small
Point.
mild
two weeks, suffering with an abscess.
us
a
remarkably
past
Last
gave
Thursday
I
Theodore
NEXT DOOR 10 NATIONAL BANK, BELFAST.
was
Mrs. Small’s mother, Susan J,
lecturer, Hattie Wentworth; steward,
visited
ville
Mrs.
with
fine
met
Aid
With
sleighing—
of
the
C. E. Ward of North Weymouth, Mass.,
ladies
exceptionally
day.
Twenty
of Capt. Simpson; assistant steward, Eben Whitcomb;
4th.
and
3rd
week
last
Jan.
a
most
Belfast
few
Flye,
said
our
a
enjoyfor
days
expressman,
“never better,”
the guest
Annie Brown Jan. 7th and spent
treasurer, Freeon busiSemichaplain, Herbert F. Smith;
Manter Decrow—there were many invigorat- able afternoon. Two pretty and serviceable
Miss Gladys Bryant from Oak Grove
and Mrs. H. G. Curtis while in town
Alma C. Cilley; gate
with
man A. Cross; secretary,
American
One
Agricultural
the
and
with
a famrides in our town
vicinity.
Vassalboro, is passing her .vacation
ness connected
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
dresses
were completed for children of
ing
sleigh
nary,
Illie
Smith,
keeper. Benj. F. Wentworth; Ceres,
James B. Bryant.
of Maine's winter pleasures, excelled by noth- ily where there had been s ckness.
Chemical Co.
her
uncle,
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Cross; lady
Birdie
Flora,
Cross;
Inise
Pomona.
and Dr. A. M.
ing the world over.
Mr. Nathaniel D. Hewes of Waltham, Mass.,
Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast
The cutting of ice from Marsn river nas uePAID PRODUCER.
Nellie Crons.
PRODUCE MARKET.
Miss assistant steward,
W. Griffin of Mattapoisett, Mass., ar- gun and quite a quantity was cut and hauled Small of Freedom operated on Leander Grant
Harry
Mrs. Hugh Mclnnis of Boston, Mass.,
10 0flal4 00
LibDbl.150a2.E0 Hay,
Apples,per
of Georges River Grange,
officers
Grant
The
Mr.
Arthand
of
29th.
services
Mass,
8th to attend the burial
10
Julia B. Sullivan of Waltham,
last week. The local ice houses will be rapid- for cancer in the bowels Dec.
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
Jan rived Jan.
evening.
Wednesday
installed
were
14
2 50a2 75 Lamb,
accompanied erty,
AND
half-brother, Frank H. Cousens. His ly filled and farmers are hauling some miles is convalescent.
ur E. Sullivan of Boston. Mass.,
j Beans, pea,
bears- hiB
of
Adams
b.
Charles
40a60
75
Master,
2
50a2
Lamb
PaBt
I.
SkinB,
Beans,
E.,
Hewes here 7th by
who is with
has haa employthe remains of Mrs. Margaret M.
away into the surrounding country.
of mother, Mrs. Avalina C. Griffin,
8
Mr J, D. Plummer, who
Howes
M.
28a32
C.
Mrs.
Mutton,
and
Mr.
Butter,
mont.assisted by
lose
42
him, was unable to undertake the journey in
9a 10 Oats, 32 lb.,
Monday.
ld, had the misfortune to
Beef, sides,
Eben Miller and family of Oneonta, N. Y. merit in
in a very creditable
60
Mass., South Montville Grange,
9 Potatoes,
treacherous weather—a great dison hia right hand and
Beet,forequarters,
are settled
January's
thumb
and
here
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of
end
their
James Scully of North Weymouth,
have
moved
the
Ludwick,
goods
Walter
officers are;
10
The
60
Round
manner.
Hog,
bu,
her
new
in
Barley,
to
her
ton
ten
great grief.
appointment
arrived last week and will run the
in the F. H. Brown rent on Emmons street. had to return home.
9.00
24 Straw,
Cheese,
Morse, Overseer; Pre.ton Boynto the A. A. Master; L. C.
residents
sick
former
26a30
been
both
and
18
has
are
very
wife
Miller
mixer which has just been added
who
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Turkey,
Chicken,
Mrs. and Miss Perry of Bath,
Lecturer; Mrs.
Mies Leora Prentiss,
ton, Steward; Ella Greeley,
was here
2
in the
18|Tallow,
attend to her Calf Skins,
C. plant at Mack’s Point. Mr. Scully
of the captain of steamer Millinocket, ; of this place, and their parents reside
has sufficiently recovered to
12al3
Abbie White, Chaplain; Mis. Blanche Cram, daughter
20 Veal,
the
Duck.
clerk
during
as
Benton
from
shipping
in town, vicinity.
two years ago
mother
winter
the
Her
7th
to
Jan.
John
arrived
20
school.
in
the
spend
Asat.
Steward;
32
work
unwashed,
Wool,
Eggs,
Secretary; Neal Skidmore,
in
5.00
16al7 Wood, hard,
busy season.
as Capt. Perry is oftener here than elsewhere.
Fowl,
cared for htr while she was sick.
Keyes and Jennings of Waterville are
Fuller, Gate Keeper; Jessie Norton, Lady
3.50
lk Wood, soft,
the
canvass
in
Geese,
rooms
will
and
taken
Samoset
ladies
have
Hopkins’
the
The
business
At the annual meeting of Mariners Lodge,
Ceres;
town soliciting
The entertainment given by
Asst. Steward; Mrs. Florence Fuller,
RETAIL MARKET.
folRETAIL PRICE.
attended, alNorton Block and are boarding with Mr. and Mrs. surrounding country for work in their line
F. & A. M„ held Tuesday, January 6th, the
Club Friday evening was largely
Mrs. Ruby Hoit, Flora: Mrs. Mary
1 10
18 Lime,
the ensuing
Th. pro- Beef, Corned,
Charles McMann, housekeeping in the block.
that of renovating feather beds and making
lowing officers were elected for
night.
a
stormy
was
6
it
very
Pomona.
though
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22;Oat Meal,
are
we will have a three days’
W. M.; George R.
over $60.
them over into fine soft mattresses, which
4
little
a
were
year; James H, Duncan,
86
Masonic
Onions,
8th
the
G.
evening
D. D.
of Megunticook
ceeds of
M.,
Corn,
Charles
Kneeland,
meeting
annual
the
At
E.
over
12al3
a great improvement
and
kerosene,
cleaned
Wilson, S. W.; Story Trundy. J. W.; Harry
sale
of coffee and tea at the
Cracked
81,Oil,
Com,
easily
Circle
Gardner
Ladiea
officers District, assisted by Lincoln Albert
The annual meeting of the
Ernest Grange, Camden. Jan. 7th,the following
81 Pollock,
Cora Meal.
Bangs, Sec’y; H, C. Holmes, Treas.;
of Rock- as Grand Marshal, publicly installed the of- the old style.
Wednesday
Vance
G.
Thorndike
14
J.
Reuben
Mrs.
reduced prices:
24
with
installed
held
were
Pork,
was
by
Cheese,
Murphy, S, D.; Joseph Kalloch, J. D.
1.1S
F. & A. M of
185 Plaster,
The Farmers Union, since completing their afternoon, Jan. 7th. A large number were Cottonseed,
land, assisted by James Morse: Master, ficers of King David’s Lodge,
of
Hewes
M.
10 Rye Meal,
34
The remains of Mrs. Margaret
COFFEE
Nichols; overseer, Henry Pen- Lincolnville, Tuesday evening, Jan. 6th. They neat little building on the bridge and putting present and the following officers were elect- Codfish, dry,
George
1 45
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Waltham, Mass., who died Jan. 11th, arrived
Pendleton; lecturer, were entertained very pleasantly and with in a set of scales, are doing a thriving business ed for the ensuing year: Mrs. Jennie Vose.
5a
stev.ard,
Raymond
25a27
dleton;
Sugar,
Clover
Seed,
the
at
WAS
40
vice president; Flour,
NOW
After the ceremony under the local manager, Isaac Leathers. Four
Monday. Funeral services were held
5 76a6 75 Salt, T. I.,
Shirley Dow; chaplain, Julia Dow; secretary, generous hospitality.
president; Mrs. J. G. Vance,
5
residence of her brother, J. H. Sullivan, on
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potatoes.
H. G. Seed.
Pan
American
treasurer, Joseph W. Bow- there was reading and speaking, followed by carloads of potatoes were shipped by them
25c
22c
Andrews;
Mrs. Annie Libby, collector and secretary;
Myrtle
15 Wheat Meal,
44
Lapd,
Water street, Tuesday, Rev. Jeremiah McCarassistant steward, Walter Pillsbury; Ce:es, a bountiful supper served in the banquet hall. the past week, and large quantities of feed are Miss Effie Flye, treasurer. At the cl. se of the
J. E. ers;
35c 32c
candies were
thy of Bangor officiating, assisted by Rev.
home-made
and
Helen Bean; Pomona, Annie Hadlock; Flora, These gentlemen anived home about 4 a. m., handled in the storehouse.
oranges
meeting
BORN
Kealey of Waterville. Obituary later.
a
Florence Barnes; lady assistant steward, Flora W ‘dnesday, well pleased with their treatment
33c 30c
served.
The Ladies’ Aid of Brooks are to stage
1st.
by the Lincolnville brotherhood and the pleas- play in the near future, the proceeds to buy a
Pillsbury; gate keeper, Frank Quigley.
""Barden. In Monroe, January 12, to Mr. and
At the annual meeting of Royal Arch ChapThe church held its annual roll call Jan.
Bulk
25c 21c
a
^
the
Fred
Mrs.
Barden, daughter.
The play “Down A fine dinner was served, after which
officers were
Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a reg- ant trip by carriage.
new carpet for the church.
ter, held Jan. 7th, the following
to Mr.
December
31,
In
Orland.
Hawthorn.
Obituary. Stockton mourns another of her In Maine,” has a good cast. The first reading meeting was called to order by Rev. J. G. and Mrs. Walter T. Hawthorn, a daughter.
elected for the ensuing year: James E. Went- ular meeting Jan. 6th with a large attendanceTEA
Mr. Frank Howard rehearsal was given this week, and it is proIn Orland, December 28, to Mr.
Hopkins.
Vance. Singing by the choir and a prayer by
worth. H. P.; James H. Duncan, K.; W. M. W. M. Ira Veazie opened the Grange and after well known citizens.
a daughter.
call.
roll
mornCalvin
lattei
Mrs.
the
the
on
the
and
life
P.
Hopkins,
better
the
to
the
the
James
before
!
of
business
followed
it
Cousens
following
Treas.;
30c 25c
by
public
passed
the usual routine
the pastor were
Parse, S.; A. H. NicholB,
posed to place
Wilson. In Camden, December 29, to Mr.
letter or in
6ick“
of February.
thirty responded, either by
Nichols, Sec’y.; Clifton Whittum, C. H.; W. A. officers were installed by Deputy G. H. York ! mg of January 7, 1914, after a ten days’
Nearly
part
a
B.
Frank
Mrs.
Wilson,
and
j
50c 44c
sent by
from pneumonia. The shock to his
ness
A small sum of money was
Colson, P. S.; F. A. Nye, R. A. C.; H. C. I in a very able manner: Master, Ira Veazie; O
The High school teacher, Mr. Norwood, and person
"
Bannumerous friends was the greater because the
of the absent members. Dana J.
40c
33c
MARRIED
Holmes. M. T. V.; L. M. Sargent, M. S. V.; B. ; Harold Stone; Lee., Mrs. F. M. Nickerson;
several
so successful in their presenwere
who
pupils,
to fill the
G. II. Stevens; fever had apparently abated, but the heart tation of the comedy, ‘‘The Corner Grocery,’
ton was elected clerk and treasurer
F. Colcord, M. F. V.; J. Murphy, Chaplain.
| Steward, Chas Keller; A. S., Treasurer,
White
1-2
25c
30c
of Lewis Murch.
Hattie failed to respond to the great strain put upon
Clement Fraser. In Barre, Vt., January 9,
vacancy caused by the death
Chaplain, W. J. Matthews;
at Union hall recently, were invited to present
the John Caldwell Clement of Belfast and Miss
Mrs. H. J. Curtis gave an enjoyable thimble i
did, It was voted to have the next meeting
M. Nickerson; Sec'y, F. M. Nickerson; G K., it by the paroxysms of coughing and strug
81c
same in Jackson last week, which they
the
WilJessie
Thompson Fraser of Barre, Vt.
Mrs.
Andrew
party Jan. 8th in honor of
Howard.
Lady officers: Grace gling for breath, and conscious almost to the to the enjoyment of all. The funds, we under- first Thursday in September, 1915.
In Sunshine, Deer Isle,
“
Conary Rodick
the j Haywood
63c
75c
and
band, a. newcomer to Searsport. During
A.
S.
L
of
Rockland
in
Father’s
Realm,
Our
E
to
awaken
Conary
la6t, he sank
January 3, Leon
Thayer, C. B. Spaulding, Abbie Pierce,
stand, are for a laboratory course.
afternoon delightful music was rendered on
Annie Rodick of Bar Harbor.
For Frost Bites and Chapped Skin.
After the installation where there is neither sickness, trial or d<*ith.
Mrs. G. H. Stevens.
Salada 1-2
30c 26c
In Sunshine, Deer Isle,
Perkins who has been visiting ir
Conary-Stinson.
and
Stanley
the Victrola, the hostess having some rare
toes;
chapbitten
earf,
fingers
from
frost
For
members
Mr. Cousens was born in Sandypoint, August
supper was served. Visiting
3. E. Forrest Conary and Della Stinson,
the holidays, has not yet
January
Massachusetts
red
during
cold
sores,
records. Sewing was also in order. Mrs. O.
&
1-2
30c 24c
seemed to en- 27, 1855, the son of Capt. Alden Cousens and
ped hands and lips, chilblains,
both of Sunshine.
j Comet Grange were present and
The Captain very seldtm takes t and
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